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NEWS

IStli at his home in Philadelphia of pneumonia.
Mi. Keeley was 61 years of age
ami is survived by his wife.The Spanish cruisers Isla De Cuba, aud Isla De
Luzon, sunk during the battle in Manila
Bay, have been floated and docked at
Cavite.
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“A Light-House Romance.”
the other lo-.uis of the State tiie Portsmouth, Kittery and 'i »j k *hows a surplus
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Rubber Boots, *
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Shoes and Overshoes
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We have

a

*

full line of Rubbers of tbe BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.’S make,

the latest style lasts, which

we are

selling "LOWER

on

than regular prices.

We also have the cheaper grades of Rubbers, including some GREAT BARGAIN’S in
•.
job lots of first quality goods.
WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR--—-

Stout’s Snag Proof Rubber Boots.
they

cost

than common

some more

but will outwear two

or

..

As our readers well know, the Chronicle is not in the habit of blowing its own :
horn very loudly or frequently; yet we
cannot refrain from printing an occasion- 1
al good word spoken by others—like the
following: At a teachers’ institute held !
recently in Maine* the presiding officer |
asked* the teachers if they took their!
county paper, and only six acknowledged
they did. Tli'e superintendent expressed I
surprise and said: “You don’t spend a
dollar and a half a year with these papers,
and yet you expect them to advertise you.
to print froc of charge all notices of institutes, insert long programs, and in j
many other ways assist you to climb the ;
ladder to better positions and salaries
and all this without a cent in return.”
[Farmington Chronicle.
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Saves Work and
Neglect should

Worry

be laid at the door of a houseIt may be she works harder than her
neighbor, but
Her neighbor m
go about it in just the right way.
never
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AN UP-TO-DATE BOOT!'

Ilopkinson Smith contributes his
story, “A Kentucky Cinderella,” to

new

ffl&t
Wishing

her house twice as clean
the effort.
Gold Dust Washing
given many a woman the reput e
a queeu of
housekeepers. D,, •,

the Christmas Ladies’ Home Journal.
It
is a sweet little romance, charmingly told
by an old-time colored “mammy,” who in
her way is as interesting and delightful a
character as “Colonel Carter of Cartersville,” another creation <>f Mr. Smith's
graceful pen.

three pairs of them.

VERY

Edward \Y. Emerson, sou of Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Louisa Alcott were
neighbors at Concord, as boy and girl,
and passed much time together. Mr. Emthe Christmas Ladies’ Home
erson in
Journal recalls those happy days and
gives us a brighter light on the personal
side of the author of “Little Women”
than we have ever had before.
It is most
interesting to read of Miss Alcott*s early
home life, and it is little wonder that the
humble home of the Alcott girls was one
of the most attractive places for all the
boys and girls of Concord to visit.
F.
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Patronize the

Ladies’ Reform $3.00 B<>ot.
This boot is made on the Knglish last,
vei
it is the shape of the toot does not
re«piiiv ,n
We warrant this erjital t-< m\
and will give as good satisf.u ;ion
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"Hi -e .ii the following members of
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State 1>. an! of agriculture expire in
Lmuaiv. 1; F. Briggs, Auburn; \V. (r.
Hunt.an inaiilie’n.i. \V. 11. Moody, Liberty.
S. Fa; nswMith. Pembroke and John
X 'ideboio.
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tban last year. T here are now
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sons employed in
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!act'u it s alone in Maine.
There are :.4
i >«’t >iie>. ot w hich 21 are in Last
port, J4
in ].Mi.ee.
Jonesport 4, Smitliwest ilaio'i 2.
Pi' Spt rt IJaibor ], Milbridge 1,
Bo kiin 2. Pen\
Kobbinstt n 2.
Besides these there art
many small establishments which hoi! tlie saidints in
oil, not
included.
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Tl.t newly launched Britis well named the FormidWith her d splacement d lo.Ohe
bins, and engines
-t equal horse power.
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Pa
on the Warren trail,
-1' mi
>•
b..h of Florence, Idaho.
A
p i" from Florence is reported.
l’atric
of !"iiiis says: “Lord
.am has returned from America
wi'J »!.*■ 'i ift of a treaty with the I'nited
'■fate- 'ourealed it. his pockets.”.A
i i s {* a <h to a Kansas City, Mo., paper
torn
Washington says the examiner of
he a.-.-omits of the First National Bank
o
Fmporia, Kansas, found the amount of
President Cross’ defalcation to be $05,HXj.
it lias been learned also that Cross
loaned his own firm $150,000 of the
••auk’s funds and probably the greater
rut of this will he lo-.t.
President Cross
.-ominitted suicide soon after the failure.
.The annual report of Secretary
Murray of the Pork Packers aud Provision Dealers Association shows that during the past year the business has enlarged in Cincinnati.
There were 075,000
bogs killed in 180S;agaiust 000,000in 3*1*7;

40,102,000 pounds of meat were skipped
Horn Cincinnati in 1* *8and 110,000,000 in
S’*7 ..(
nsui Hanna at San Juan, Porto
Cico,calls attention to the large quantities
of fish sold there by Canadians, and sugdealers in cod fish
gv.-<; that New
■

Simula

i]>|> 1 >

England

the demand there in the
fut u iv.... The Borne correspondent of the
Land-m Daily Chronicle says:
A very
important pontifical document is about
a| p<ai expressing the Pope’s full up•m-l.atioij of the democratic and liberal
teiai■•noies of the Catholic cliuich in the
I'nitrd states.The President's turkey
foi ids 1 hanksgiving dinner was dressed
N
l*th by Horace L. Vose of Westerwho lias supplied the White
ly, 1: i
House bird for thirty-five years.
The

turkey weighed

28

1-2

pounds.John

Brishcn Walker of New York has issued
an add loss attacking Richard Croker as a
man w ho has gained control of the Democratic party, both in the city and State,
and who is “unworthy of trust.” Mr.
Walkei urges the formation of a new
Democracy.Lieut. Young of the converted yacht Hist reports that it is practicable to raise the former Spanish cruiser
Reina Mercedes, sunk in June near the
entrance of Santiago harbor during the
engagement between Admiral Sampson’s
warships and the Spanish marine and land
batteries. She can be easily pumped dry
and raised.The Boston and Maine
directors, at their meeting Nov. 18 declared the regular quarterly dividend of
3 1-2 per cent, and made the same payable
January 2 to stockholders of record November JO.
The transfer books will be
closed on November 30 and will reopen on
December 0_Trouble has broken out
again at Pana, 111., between striking
miners and imported negroes. There was
desultory filing in all parts of the city
November 17th aud several men were
wounded. Troops were at once dispatched to the scene.John W. Keeley, the
inventor of the Keeley motor, died Nov.
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like t at into a n-wb.-ui bat is tossing
luii-nisM up -lithe waves, but Vinos finally di i i;. The 1 ilost quiet morning lie left
his bereaved home #.lu- ver\ minute ir was
lawful to put his light out vowed GO miles
ovei a rough sea, and upon his arrival at
Winter llaibor called up the sexton and
the minister, and what friends could be
summoned and alter a brief and impressive
•service the body of Mrs. Rice was committed to the dust and her soul to the (rod
who gave it.
After they came from the cemetery one
■t the
u.-ighbois asked Amos and the
friends to have, a little refreshment. Of
course
they all accepted, and among
others a ‘•likely" widow, whose husband
had been dead two years and who was
“boardin’ lound among her relatives tor
want of a home and income.
Amos’ grief
was not gieatei than his sense of lonelia
ness, and, hnding
sympathetic cord in
tiie heart of the widow, lu proposed to
h r in the presence of the whine company,
and, the parson being present, they were
immediately married. The bride hurried
over
to
her sister's to put up lier
“things," while Amos continued to receive miugicd ..indolence and congratulatew
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It was

o'clock in the afternoon
whet: lit startl'd back to ins watery eyrie
w
11 ids biibc with G > miles of lowing bemo
him.
ii any ships were out that
it tie"
must iiavi- wondered why. for
the iiisi time in a quarter of a century,
the gleatn>
f ’lit* “Tit '>*an’' were not
Amos
visible foi two liours after sunset.
readied home .it last, after perfon ling
what lie considers a good day's work :;oi a
man who is more than 00.
lie rowed GO
miles in a doiv, buried one wife and m irrieel another, and, as in the case of the
King of Denmark, the funeral baked
meats set forth the wedding dinner.
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New
Commit ter

in

l.ine Rules.

Load

Makes it>

Report

to

the Boston

Nh\\ York, Nov 23. 1898.
cable from the London Board of 'Trade
coniirms the report that the load line
committee has made its report to the
board of trade, and adds that the new
rules, if accepted by the board of trade,
will probably require statutory advertiseIt is understood that the uew
ments.
rule s«» reported proposes to exempt vessels of 2000 tons and more from the winFor vester north Atlantic free-board.
sels ui del 2000 tons the rule is to apply
of
north
llatteras.
Modification of the discriminating winter load line, existing between ports north
and south of Baltimore, has long been demanded by tiie shipping interests of New
York, Philadelphia and Boston. The discrimination has applied to vessels clearing
foi British ports.
In view of the exceptionally severe and
prolonged storms to which the north Atlantic is subjected during the winter
mouths, the load line committee, in framing the tables of freeboard in 1885, provided that vessels engaged in north Atlantic trades .should have an additional
The adfreeboard during these months.
ditional freeboanl was to apply to vessels
sailing to or from ports north of and including Baltimore, from October to
March, inclusive.
The tables of freeboard became statutory in 1890 and in 1893, because of the
manifest unfairness of the distinction
drawn between vessels loading at Baltimore and those loading at Norfolk and
Newport News, all such entering the Atlantic ocean at the same point, the tables
were modified so to exempt Baltimore
from the discrimination.
Since the modification mentioned the
exchanges of New York and Philadelphia
have contended that the effect has been to
increase the
discriminating influence
against the trade of New York and Philadelphia, instead of abolishing it, whereas,
the course across the ocean taken by vessels leaving the Chesapeake capes, the
Delaware capes or Sandy Hook is practically the same, and therefore the load
line should be the same.

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
the Handsomest, and others are invited
any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all

As
to

well

call

as

on

Chronic ami Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption* Price 25c. and 50c.

he

in which

Gordon of

Outre

Lin-

con-

templating suicide for the past year, and

had deteimined to end his life when he
felt that its sorrows and sufferings more
lie defendthan balanced i's happiness,
ed suicide on moral grounds, as justifiable under certain circumstances, following a line >f reas ming similar t<» that <>t the
M'tics and oilier philosophers. He had suffer; ed troin incurable disease, and felt that
he was growing more helpless and believed that he would soon lose his mind and
lie exbe a great burden on his friends.
pressed the most devoted attachment to
his wife, and said he thought it w mid be
better for her and for himself that they
should pan before he became ins.me 01
This let
entirely helpless from disease.
ter was directed to his lifelong friend, Mr.
Joseph Mullen, and it quested him to read
it at his funeral, so that, all his friends
and neighbors might understand his motives.
Tie letter was endorsed with a
memorandum dated November bill, three
days before lie shot himself, to the effect
that he had thought the matter all over
and hau not
hanged his mind, and the
time had nearly arrived for the execution
His expressed wishes
of iiis purpose.
were fudy carried out.
Mr. Mullen read
the letter in full to the large gathering of
friends and neighbors assembled at the
funt nil.
«

Old-Time New England
Bee.

An

1’One

tember

beautiful

evening

Mr.

moon

Husking

under the Sep-

and Mrs.

Pratt

sum-

moned the Concord young people to their
farm fora husking,” writes Edward W.
Emerson of “When Louisa Ale ut was a
Dirl" in the December Ladies' Home
**We worked gayly at the piles
Journal.
of bleached gold leavo and .-.talks to get
the
out
livelier gold within, the lanterns
shining above and the cows beside creaking their stanchions. After an hour we
passed across the moonlit yard, under the
most beautiful elm in Mi idlescx, into the
house, where we washed our hands and
brushed our clothes, and were then invit
ed into the kitchen to supper by our hostess.
There was a long table with a white
cloth.
In the centre in a shining milkpan was ,i mountain of white-blossomed
popcorn, dunked by candles place 1 in
sockets cut in the small ends of huge
Next were baskets of
orange carrots.
apples, crimson and yellow and green,
round towers of brown bread and fragrant
soft gingerbread, with fresh cheese near
by. Then there were candelabras made
of inveited multiplex rutabagas, and here
and there gleamed the tanned, yellow
faces of pumpkin pies.
The room was
decorated with autumn leaves, probably
scarlet and yellow maple, and blue gentians and asters.”
Pitt>field

Miss Kate Allen of Oakland

vis.ting her sister, Mrs. M. L. Damon....

Mins

Carrie Morrill

of South

Newburg

is

visiting Dr. and Mrs. E. P. Good rich-

Mary

Mrs.

A

Patterson of Belfast is

visit-

ing her sister, Mrs. J. S. Davis....A publishing company has been formed here to
push the sale of Prof. F. E. Stevens’ musical
It was organized by several
publications.
young business men of t'uis town and Boston parties.
Prof. Stevens is the composer

catchy selecrapidly gaining popularity.
The new enterprise will place Prof. Stevens’
productions iu line with other popular composers-Dr. F. J. Taylor attended the
meeting of the Maine Academy of Medicine
ami Science at the Eye and Ear Infirmary, a
week ago, in Portland.... Wm. A. .Johnson,
an aged resident of the southern part of this
village, fell and fractured his left knee quite
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tions which
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badly recently.
ever

hi years of
doubtful if 1 e
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thought, to be
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annual fair of

Universalist Ladies’ Aid Society was
belli last
Wednesday and Thursday at,

the

Union hall.

enjoyable
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time
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well

ill

patronized
.The
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Clam-Chowder.

that he had been

said

—.

Himself.

colnville, who shot himself, with suicidal
intent, on November >. and died November 14, lv.it t lettei, written Iasi August,

is

Herald.J
A special

M.

Mr. John

to the London

l»oar<l of Trade.

[Special Dispatch

Killed

Me

Why

eon*

High Street.

McClintnck Block.

_1

and

an

seven

reported...
months-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs Tims.
Mortun, who live at Waverly, died quite

suddenly a week ago of croupous pneumonia_Joseph J. Farwell, only son of the
late Cephas Farwell, was brought home las
Thursday from the Maine General Hospital

GIVEN

What is km wn a* a “genuine old-fashioned clam-chowder'’ may be made as follows :
f fat. salt pork into tiny
Cut half
|'1 a11.1 d
dice, and fry crisp in a large pot. Remove
the bits of pork with a skimmer, ami fry a
large onion, sliced, in the fat left in the bottom of the pot.
Have ready 1J potatoes,
peeled and speed, at d a quart of canned tomatoes, in !. as he oni. n browns, turn tlmse
in upon it and ad 1
quarts of water. Stir
all together. and season with a liberal pinch
of cayenm- ami ..;
unit as taste demands.
T
up 1“ whole allspice and 1“
ire of cheesewhole doves in a sm
cloth and drop m tie* pm. Cook slowly, but
e
a
h
airs
and
tinhalf, then add
steadily,
i ng
lams chopp. d coarsely, and
quarts
half a doz-u p ot biscuits broken in pieces
Roil hai' an hour longand soaked in m:ik.
bag ami pour the ehoxv
er, remove 11:• spi
der, sm "king hot. into a >oi p
j Harper's Bazar.

With vi'i'V CASH SaLR
DRl IN’S SMORS eostir::

about half sick all the time.
They have headache, backache,
and are restless and nervous.
Food does not taste good, and
the digestion is poor; the skin
is dry and sallow and disfigured
with
pimples or eruptions;
sleep brings no rest and work
is a burden.
What is the cause of all this?
Impure blood.
And the remedy?

lurefejp.
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readers have used toma-

pine apple iu
Christmas

clam chowder

a

Presents

as tomato.

tor

the

“Ln your Christmas purchasing do nut
be tempted to forget those who, because
of their poverty, are unable to do any
shopping either for themselves or for
others,” advises Frances K. Lanigan, in
the December Ladies' Home Journal.
“Let your presents to them be of a substantial character- a ton of coal, some
a
box of
warm clothing,
some money,
groceries, or a basket of Christmas marketing, topped with a bunch of holly.
And to the little children in whose homes
Christmas is little more than a name, send
some of
the many bright, new tin toys
which are so inexpensive; some candy,
some fruit, bright red woolen mittens and ;
'Lam o' Shanters, and, if you can afford
it, some good stout shoes and warm
A
stockings.
piece of bright-eo ored
plaid will make a pretty gift fur the little !
who
has
never,
girl
perhaps, had a new
dress in her life. Accompany your ('hristmas presents with > >me cheery ChrBtmas
greetings and some C hristmas green.-.. He
very sure that this thoughtfulness wil1
bring its own reward, and that in tin*
years to come the memory of the ( hristand rcteived
mas when you
gave most
least will be the happiest of all memories
to
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clears out the channels
through which poisons are
carried from the boay. When
all impurities are removed from
the blood nature rakes right hold
and completes the cure.
If there is constipation, take
Ayer’s Pills. They awaken the
drowsy action of the liver; they
cure biliousness.
Write to
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over sea. as we travel,
plain, hardy, average man

E.
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And labors and earns as he can,
And stands at the last with the noblest.
The commonplace average man.

|Margaret

'tiorn
m»\t

tin*

A

’Tis the average man and no other
Whi* does his plain dun each da\
The small thing his wag.- is for doing,
On the commonplace hit of the way.
’Tis the average man, may (iod Ideas him,
Who pilots ns, still iu the van,
Just the

Ii

on

jl
\\

Over land,

M

t

Ourt

within

o rders.

\\ lieu it .■nines to a question of trusting
N ourself to the risks of the read,
When the thing is The sharing of burdens,
The lifting the heft of a load,
In the hour of peril or trial,
In t he hour you meet, as on can
You may safely depend u the wisdom
And skill of the average man.
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city of Bath now has contracts amounting
to nearly £5,,000.000, mainly for iron vessels, and the builders at Chester, Wilmington and Philadelphia have numerous

SAS

PICKLES.
will oll'er

we

Ui«"ri_ Ne where,
uii.ler tiie opera H--i

in this country
excel in fiuish and durability those built
on the other side of the Atlantic.
The

The

or,.

CANNED GOU

Doctor*

our
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Minn* ot

The day is near at hand when we shall
excel and exceed England in building iron
in

.i noli r

..

»

ones

RAISIN

NEW

It

R

did wooden

\..

PRUNES

The cost of shipbuilding in England is
still advancing.
A year ago shipbuilders
in that country would build a large steamship of 5, (KM• tons capacity on a moderate
draft for 050,000. Many contracts were
booked on those terms.
To-day similar
contracts command £57,000 or mure, acof
t
the
time
delivery. It is
cording
said that a number of vessels which were
contracted for a year ago have just changed bands, the original owners reaping a
handsome profit on the sale.
From 05,000 to £7,000 are said to have been made
a
In
on
one case £!>,single transaction.
500 was cleared on a 7,000 touner.
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Bodily pain loses its terror if you’ve a
bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eelectrie Oil iu the
Instant relief in cases of burns,
house.
cuts, sprains, accidents of any sort.

II ! \( I
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way, and if so, how they liked it.
We should just is soon think of using sliced

wild day iu the Cortes. “I ask
It is claimed that the Wiseasset Sc Queyou how,” demanded the ministerial dep- bee railroad, under the new management,
j
uty, driven to a frenzy by the assaults of is paying expenses. If this is so it is
the opposition, “we are to curtail run- I
I something the road has never done bening expenses?” “Don’t run so much!” fore. For the railroad year ending June
And
amid
cries
a
shouted
Carlist deputy.
30, as given by the report just isof “Viva Espana!” the session closed.
sued, the operating expenses exceeded
Journal.
[Detroit
the gross receipts, $2551).50, and there
was a total delict for the year $11,051,(39.
CA8TOR1A.
Running, as it does, through an entirely
Kin[1 You
A1ways Bought
Bears the
rural section the road will do well if it
meets operating expenses and interest
charges. [Augusta New Age.
It
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weeks under treatment for

the influence of stimulants.
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So on through the days of existence,
several
All mingling iu shadow and shine,
Bright's disease, We may
count on the every-day hero,
aud died Saturday night. He was very auxWhom haply the gods may divine,
But
who
wears the swarth grime of his eallious to get home and stood the journey very- j
iug,
well, as he was brought on a bed and under
iu
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rattsino an attested ropy ..t
1 have a repository on Wi^ht street free from
order thereon, to he served
dust and dirt, where* I will st"ie one-seat* d carleast he I ore t he sin mu ot tin
riages for $1.00. and two-seated carriages foi that t hey may t hen and t L.
$1 50; tweiity-tive cents extra lor collecting the |j couse, tl any they have, why
same.
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Id Children or Adults. The safest
effectual remedy made is

and most
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PIN WORM
ELK
use-17 years.
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Druggist for it.
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TO LET.
The

store

in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.

TO RENT

CO., Auburn. Me. I

formerly occupied
Apply to
C. O. POOR

i
The building and land. No. Ill rinenix Row
known as the Andrews store, in Belfast. Apply to
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Belfast, Me..
Or JULIUS ANDREWS

A very desirable rent
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ton, the air is much cooler.
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Mountain Peak,
range, which was
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t itched
neiehm *r- tiioeeht !
took mnr Golden
am now well

accomplishment, is
hi Mon, over the line
u}' in its present place for a few years:
>
Henry Norman afterwards transferred with the governexpense.
along blankets and

iKf

own

reach tlie mountain
he sea. before d irk.

the peak, in
may liud shelter for
picnic ot it with his
provisions; and having
>e

lately brought

and

back to Spanish Town, where let us hope,
it will remain.
Among other relics of the
war to be
seen in Spanish Town are a
couple of brass 32-pounders, still guard

iving Kingston early
1

Kingston,

to

ment

on

ing the empty palace.
is
(

each of them

On

inscribed “Louis Charles de Bourbon,
ompte, d'Ku Due d’Aumaie, Lb May

present population of the
sunrise and some of
place is about 7,00u. The old Assembly
be had in this grand room and a
portion of King’s House arc
lescend the mountain
at various points of

Kingston.
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is to FlaniYou go

sea.
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Kingston, and the
e wiry little island
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Hliie .Mountain coffee,
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j»otatois, yams and
tin* Kingston market.
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.1 clear
day you

for
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government

was

named for the t^uecn of Charles 11.
a memorial of the St uarl-Lestora-

and is

To thoroughly appir-date
period
spaniel. Town. me must ftirb sh up his
English history. In the same parish an*
Li instead ami llarbout, both towns of contion

hotel

always in
foreign visigarden gay
year: ferns,

utilized

training school, lu the burial grounds surrounding the two Episcopal churches you
ma\ read on many crumbling stones the
pompous records of Lord and Dukes and
“Sirs” who ruled Jamaica in the early
days, and of naval heroes known tn his
|tory; and sandwiched between their
highly respectable names are those of
many notorious sea-rovers of piratical
The parish of Saint Catherpi "pensities.
ines, in which Spanish Town is situated,

11''cifill wood tires are
n
e
than one blanket

;

lu

sequence.

|

brick

the old

church of

llarbout, the first English settlers who
with Penn and Venables worshipped according to their narrow lights:
and in tin- grave-yard around it moist of
came over

them lie buried.

Linstead, nestled in
hollow, is a thriving place for
trade and marketing, but otherwise uninmountain

Driving the

teresting.

live

or

six

miles

Spani>h Town, \<*u pass
pictures*[tie bit of s<-euerj on

between it ami
the most

the island.
side form

a

Meep

mountains

long, deep and

<*n

••illiei

narrow

:avine.

down which the Cubic liver dashes
way to the sea, amid vegetatiou
ness

ami

on

or

ii.>

rich-

variety surpassing description.

The Spaniards called the place Loc
do
Agua, the water’s mouth,” which the

•>ai ind Kingston, at opPining lagoon: the Pal-

Kuglish, (oh Lord!) have corrupted to
Log Walk. Now-a-days the old name is al-1; i, t h e T we 1 ve A
pos ties; most forgotten ami Log Walk prevails
the
.u ibbean
sea, dot- among the unimaginative owners of tlie
the horizon.
island.
The first Lady Brassey, original
square miles of terri- owner of the “Sunbeam,” went through
v

e

nto

districts

one

;■

w hich differ
another in their

nstics,
industries and
do
the
mountains of
he* prairies of
Illinois, the
line from the everglades

’•

no
oe

this ravine

on

In its

mountain

ducts of the North can
cane-fields and cornantations and cattle farms
le

rful

blending

of the tem-

horse-back,

and describes

her happy way.
The Brassey party
also drove to Linstead and Montego,
and through the valley of St Thomas:
it in

and after three days steady
ed Boca Rios, where the

ugh so near to the lay waiting,
frequent frosts in the table account

inaica.

driving reach-

“Sunbeam,"
in Lady Brassey’s inimiof it, she speaks of the

great fields of Guinea grass, which to-day
feed countless herds of sleek cattle, and
tells the story of the accidental iutroducturn of the seeds ot this valuable grass,
from

the coast of

Guinea.

lu

1744

a

Sometimes the

quantity of the seed was sent as food for
i>s in the same field is some parrots which had been forwarded
and cassave, corn and from Guinea to Jamaica.
The parrots
mas and
pumpkins, grow- died; the seeds were thrown away, took
It is a charming repro- root and
spread, and in time became a
nglisli agricultural life, most important factor in the prosperity
zones.

>

eternal

sunshine of the
iay choose Ids own climate
ni
the constant heat of

through

the

subtropical

the lower ranges, to the
•■f the mountains.

of the island.
St. Ann’s, with its pastures and pepper
groves, is interesting as being the place
where Columbus
lie

was

wrecked,

in

1503.

his caravals ashore and remained a
whole year in the little bay which he namran

only tliirteen miles ed .Sauta Gloria. History relates how the
most delightful drive, ships had become
unseaworthy, so he
‘1
to spoil the trip by stranded them and built thatched huts
i'arlor car. This former upon their decks. “I)ou Christopher’s
>>

■I

i

which

was founded
Cove,” as the precise spot where the carDiego, and by him avals lay is called, is the loveliest little
1
la Vega, (4iSt bay in the world, between walls of coral
ago de
) was sacreligeously rock, with a beach of yellow sand, overl"vvu by the English, a hung with thickets of
sea-grapes. It looks
'•>
The very first capi- just the spot which a mariner of good
you know, was Sevilla taste, or a buccaneer of the opera bouffe,
N-ville,) near St Ann’s, would choose in which to strand his sink■“ same
Diego Columbus ing ship. The sloping shore affords a se1Though the glory of cure resting place and the coral ledges
i'
parted with the transfer j give protection from stormiest seas aud
cut to Kingston, it is still heaviest
gales.
11
The way to Gordon Town—an importruing place, full of memowith its deserted plaza, ant village in the Blue Range, lies by the
and low, vine-wreathed side of Hope river, which cuts its w7ay out
its few “sights” which in- of the mountains through a narrow, ferntor are the old legislative fringed ravine.
At this time of year, the
buildings, a quaint, red- stream trickles gently enough along its
and the massive King’s rocky bed; but during the rainy season it
pretentious columns and por- becomes a raging torrent, sometimes ris: be
early Governors resided, ing thirty or forty feet. Enormous boulddie King’s House is an ad- ers, round as cannon balls aud
weighing
(by Bacon), of Lord Rod- hundreds of tons, show with what resist'ti.
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like

England
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Grasse—which

fleet
has

unquiet ghost. It
for a time; then set

an

travelei
this laud of the sky, however cleat and
sunny it may he below. Space forbids a
description of the pretty eottages and gat-

less power the Hoods sweep down. Within their limits no green thing grows and
the rocks

are

bare aud

forbidding;

but

just above high-water mark tropical vege-

a
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dens of Her

Majesty’s officers, the fain us
fern walk, the coffee-groves and ehiuchona plantations; you si.Id come aud

s
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FRANCISCO, Cal.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.

NEW YORK. N. V.

see

use

in

conveying

an

idea of the wide

ex-

panse of mountains spread out on every
side: some softly rounding and undulating, others rugged with sharp declivities
and seamed with deep ravines, all veiled
in

mists and clothed to their summits
with tlte tidiest and most varied vegetation.
Faxxit Bbiuham \Yai;i>.
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it all for yourself.
As for the prospect front New Castle—words arc of no
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Easy
Easy
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wife of a clergyman tells the story of her slithering with neuralgia of the heart, with the hope that her
experience may indicate to others the way to regain

has

no

rheumatism and
choice.

neu-

health.

public official imagines himself
it’s time to lire him.

Even the kangaroo is unable to
pace with the bounds of possibility.

Few bodily afflictions are more terrible
than heart disease.
To live in constant
dread and expectation of death, sudden,
instant death, with last farewells
unspoken,
is for most people more awful to contemplate than the most severe lingering illness.
The slightest excitement brings
great suffe-ing and danger to people so afflicted.
3uch was the experience of the wife of a
well-known clergyman. She tells her story
for tne sake of doing good to others.
I feel,” she said, speaking carefully and
weighiag her words, "that’Dr. WilliamsPink P:lls for Pale People relieved me cf a
lifetime of sickness and sorrow, and I cheerfully recommend them."
1 hi
grateful woman is Mrs. V imsley,
wife ot the Rev. C. E. Wamsley, w.-.o lives
on W cst Snerida.i P'rect.
Greensbury, Ind.
She continued:
hiy heart became affected after t ie birth
of .n youngest child, about six years ago.
1 nc pain was constant. Frequently it
sc seve e I would be rorced to
cry out.
gre-y
"I. could not endure any excitement.
Tt woull Mcrevie the pain so I would
scream and f ,11 6 swn in a state of
collapse.
In *hi> condition I was helpless.
1 hese spells would come on me at home,
in the street, or anywhere I might be.
**
I could not sleep at night. I ate very
little.
"Different doctor? were called in. They
said I had neuralgia of the heart, resulting
from nervous prostration.

keep

Dewey's sword

will cost s:],000, but the
be presented to Admiral {Schley by
Pennsylvanians will cost s;j..j00, and will
be the finest sword that has ever been preseutcd to either a military or naval officer
of this Government.
The scabbard will
be encrusted with diamonds, the hilt will
be ornamented with a large opal, and tinblade will be Damascened steel, and will
be highly wrought and embellished with
etchings. With the exception of the
j blade all of the metal work will be lc! karat gold.
one

to

*

j!
j

I

!
i

but the relief

me,

was a physical wreck, when
my eye
fell on an item in the local
paper describing
how Mrs. Evans, of West End. had been
cured by Dr. Williams' h. k F:i
; r r _■ ie
People. Her suffer:ng was like mine.
441 hope other sufferers who ivd ].
account will have the faith 1 had when
read
of Mrs. Evans.
44
My husband bought me or.e lex
c
pil s. The change they .adi in my conoi
tion was encouraging. I took
hex;
then bought six more boxes.
44
Ail the time I gainec. in health,
strength,
nerve force
hope,
steadily sure’44
Before I finished the eight box
d
the treatment. 1 felt perfect 1 v.. 1.
doctor s i I was entirel, c.
io add weight toiler ?
ley made affidavit to
h- V
E. Russell, a Notary rum.' G
of
the
heart
o:
Neuralgia
y or
l'
serious evils that grow o*
;:•••.
,-f
the nervous svstem
of die Good.
The remedy that ex; ;s
mpu :.e irorr.
the blood and suppliest'
r
tals for rapidly rebuild; g
,.d
e
sues reaches the root of
man>
It is these virtues that have
gum' hr.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People their
wonderful curative powers in diseases that
at first glancp seem
widely different.
Tim famous remedy is for sale bv all
druggists for 50 cents a box; or six boxe;for $2.50.
...
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BELFAST.
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e-.-iiy
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juibliration. Tnr Ki
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13
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a.mi
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full year lor only $2.00.
I.aek of s) -o i- !• t ni' a
tents
Farm am* ll"Vi
t.>r variety an-: **\ee U-in
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fFlag

ES, BOTH OM

have

Limited tickets i.
Boston are now -mid. ; 85.""
from Belfa-t and a'l -...rioi.> on Bram
Through ticket- t> all points West ami Vctl
west, via all routes, for -ale l»v L. N. «■ lt: <; k
(iF.n F. I.V.vNS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and tleiu-rai Manager.
F. L. Boothbv. Lenl Pa--, and Ticket Agent
Portland, Sept. 28. 1808.
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rt tnent
Farm
my
and harden. Market Heports. Fruit Vulture. Plans
and inventions, The Apiary. Talk' with a Lawyer
Around the hlobc. Live Mock and Dairy. The Poultry Yard, (Juesiion Bov, The Veterinary. Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fanny Work, B.euse-

in

station.

•;

hold Features, ele.
uhli-h. ! semi-monthly,
Farm am- Homc i>
thus eivinu yc;
2-1 numbers
year,
nutkinu a Volume ot over 50 h paiO‘s,
m:
f.
!.
will, all lie

■

WINTER RATES,

1’i’o‘d

§® s>bo So_The lifiOO ll

Great Bargains!

The doctors treated

theyI gave did not last.

On and after Oct. 3, I ^Bv. trams connecting aBurnham an«l Waterville with through ■mms i<,
and from Bangor. Watervdie. 1
ai■«; Bos
ton will run as follows

Turn
to Cancer.

CASTORIA.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

44

Maine Central R. R.

Pimples

Digest.

Oats
Quaker
At all grocers

The

liar often

a

Little

Buy,

Cook,

per-

Sain'*

1

V\ Easy

too

Swords of that description are not likeTliaiiksifiviiijr in London.
The Thanksgiving ly to be turned into plough shares.
i.u.vi'o.N, Nov. -4.
banquet of the American society in Loudon. which was held at the Hotel Cecil
this evening, was .t glorilication of AngloThree hundred
American friendship
Americans and then English guests sat at
tallies under the entwined flags of the two
nations. Two notable speeches were made,
one by Mr.
Henry White, the American
charge d’affaires, *.nd the other by sir Edwin Arnold, win was supposed to be nearly at the poir of death from paralysis,
but who dragged himself into the banquet
Cancer often results from an imhall against the orders of his physicians,
purity in the blood, inherited from
on
the
aim
of
his
wife
leaning
Japanese
generations back. Few people are enand supported by a cane.
tirely free from some taint in the blood, ;
Mr. J. E. Taylor, president of the soand it is impossible to tell when it will
ciety, proposed as toasts: Her Majesty,
break out in the t\?rm of dreaded Canthe Queen, and President McKinley, and
eer.
What has appeared to be a mere
<«
Mr. F.
Van Dozer, the secretary, read,
pimple or scratch has developed into
President McKinley's Thanksgiving procthe most malignant Cancer.
lamation. Mr. \V. II. Osborne, the Amer“I had a severe Cancer which was at first
ican consul geueial.in propos ng the health
only a few blotches, that I thought would
I v as
of the cliaige d’affaires,paid a high tribute
so'iM pass away.
treated by several able
j to Mr. White's long services.
but in spite
physicians,
Mr. White, responding to the toast
of lie; efforts the < 'an<•••[■ spread until my conj “Thanksgiving I >a\,’ evoked enthusiasdition became a la r;;.i ag.
tic cheers by lefereuce
to Col.
Hay,
After many m* mtbs .f
! formerly American ambassador and now
treatment and growing
worse, I dej I’uited States secretary of state, whose
ei d e d to t ry S. S. S.
! eloquence he said had been tb*‘ chief atwhich was so strongly
recommended. T!c nr.-t
| traction of tin* gatherings of the society,
an im,, bottle produced
j Speaking of the “iirst foreign war for fifty
I ei :i tinned
oiovetm !.•
which
the
had
Americans
been
[years/'
n
the medicine. a n d
I compelled to wane in the interests of hufour months the last .! rt le sea V. dropped off.
[ inanity and civilization"the charge d’affailes congratulated the nation that as in
Ten years have e!a->sed,
nmirned.
i previous crisis,it had beer uuided by a pre- j and not a sign of the diseaseK.los
K. Wi .HAMS,
w
the
I sident posessed of
isdom and courGillsburg, Miss.
I age necesary to surmount the difficulties
Tt is dangerous to experiment with
;
[ of rhe crises. The war had proven “that ; Cancer. Thedise.-ise
isbeyond 111o skill
the lire of patri uism burns as brightly in
j
of physicians. S. >. S. is the only cure,
the hearts of our citizens as it ever did,
which
and that sectional differences have disap- I because it i> tl: un!y remedy
goes deep enough to roach Cancer.
We have emerged from the conj peari-d.
j il.et a united people among the nations of
the earth, ready to asMunc tiie response
biiities unexpectedly thrust upon us."
Tiie speaker referred to the change
which had come over lie feelings of the
(Swift’s Specilic) is the only blood
two nations with respect to each other
remedy guaranteed Purely Vegetable.
“as based upon no alliance at present n«>r,
All others cmnain potash ami merI hope, to come, but upon unity of feelcury. the mo-- dangerous ef minerals.
and blood diseases
Books on C o
ing/’
It would be difficult, he said, to foremailed free by Swift Specilic Company,
tell *he consequences should the two
Atlanta, Georgia.
countries ever decide upon joint action in
he
a
the
It
would
of
world.
any part
combination difficult to defeat and tending to the advancement of the human
J

When the Bancroft went to work to
batter the walls of >au .Uian, for some
reason siie had to si o out of action, and
her place was taken by the little gunboat
Castine, which without delay opened her
batteries upon the fort..
The < astine
went into action under full steam, her
! triple screws revolving at the fullest
I speed her 2,191* horse-power could make
them spin, and her battery of eight guns
I started her quivering with excitement and
The fur; the tierce delight ot battles.
IInaces were heated almost to white he it,
; and the forced draft was urging the llames
greater heat, th“ boiling water to higher production of ste m, the engines to ineleasing revolutions.
Suddenly, without, warning, far down
in the furnace hole, unheard by officer or
: man, amid the din of battle, tiie thunder; iu_ reverberations of exploding guupowthere arose a tierce hissing noise right
j be-,
| inside one ot the furnaces, and those who
! heard it trembled as no gun or shot or
! shell had power to make them tremble.
A socket bolt in the back connection at
lari host interior extremity of the
I the very
I furnace had became loose.
The first to
1
11u 11 himself together, the lirst to whom
returned the feai-driven senses, was Boilermaker i: uutiey.
•Turn < ft the breed draft !" he cried,
•(rood God, Huntley! What are you
j going to do-.1"
•! la nk t he li re ! <,>uiek !’
“Great God!
It s certain death!'’
l or one.
Ui.less for all! burn olf
the oraft, bank the lire!’*
Tie- ord'MN wert carried out fev -ris.ily.
•‘Now a plank."
I
And before they could stop h;:n, the
heia.>
had flung the plank into theft mace,
:
i light ou top of the black coal with which
it was banked, ami had himself climbed
and crawled over the raging mass, far
back to where the steam was rushing like
race.
some
hissing devil from the loosened
The earl of Halsbury, the Lord Chansocket.
extolled
the
Anglo-American
For three minutes he remained inside cellor,
tli t fearful place and then the work was friendship which, he said, was not vain
race
but
what
the
believed was a
done—the ship was saved- and lbs friends tinsel,
drew him out of the door, the forced draft duty to be done."
liiese *wo nations, lu declared, liac; dewent to its work again and iu an instant
stroyed tbe idea that it was light for one
the furnace was once more raging.
11 nut ley, scorched, scalded, insensible, man to make another his property. The
well nigh dead, lay upon the iron floor f American people, at the risk of tearing
| the furnace
asunder
the great empire they had
room, while around him stood
i
founded, ad determined that every man
his mates dousing him with water and usunder the .• tars and stripes should be free.
ing every known means for his resueiatjon
He did not die. And when once more The two na'ions togetbei might defy the
he opened his eyes and was able to be world. Their alliance might be an idea
and a dream; but it was a noble idea and a
carefully lifted into daylight, there arose
such cheers from the throats of those splendid dream.
Sir Edwin Arnold concluded the speechflirty, grimy mates as never greeted takmaking with an address, the manner of
iug of city or sinking of fleet.
The story is briefly chronicled in the which was so eloquent that it could not
e reproduced.
No man, he said, could
log of the Castine, and Huntley simply
isit America and not express the graticlaims that he “did his duty.’attachment
and hopes that filled his
tude,
heart. He concluded:
half Million to harvard.
“Your guests salute you.
Only one
w 10 has known Holmes, Emerson, LongThe late Edward fellow and Whittier can tell how
Boston, Nov. 22.
secretly
Austin of this city gave, according to his and
shyly Englishmen love America.”
will, which was filed for probate in the
Suffolk probate office to-day, $1,100,000 ir
The Liquor Curse in Alaska.
i public bequests.
The gifts are as foli lows:
One of the least fortunate acts of the
To the New England Trust Company, United States Congress in regard to Alaska
$100,000 in trust, the income is to be paid has been the enaction of a most rigid pro“to needy aged men and women who have hibitory law as to alcholic liquors, says Dabeen in better circumstances in earner vid Starr Jordan in the November Atlantic.
This is an iron-clad statute forbidding the
life, but have come to wan: in old age.”
To Harvard college, $500,000, the inter- importation, sale, or manufacture of inest to he applied to the needy, merito- toxicants of any sort in Alaska. Tbe pririous students and teachers to assist them mary reason for this act is the desire to
in payment of their studies.
protect the Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos
To the Massachusetts Institute ot Tech- from a drug of which they are excessively
fond and which soon destroys them.
But
nology. >400,000.
a virtuous statute
To B idclii'fc college, $30,000.
may be the worst kind
<»f law, as was noted
To Koanoke college, $30,000.
long ago by Confucius.
To Tuskogee Normal and industrial This statute has n<*t checked the How of
liquor in Alaska, while it has done more
School, $30,000.
To the Bacteriological 1 iboratory of the | than any >ther influence to destroy the
Harvard Medical School, $lo,000.
| respect fur law. In general, men who “are
not in Alaska for their he alth
are hard
I drinkers, and liquor they will have.
It is
Shall Curfew Ring?
shipped to Alaska as “Florida water,”
The Bangor curfew talk is interesting, hut
“Jamaicaginger,” and “bayrum.” Demiwho believes the old custom can he restored ? johns are placed in the centre of Hour barThe children for whom the regulation is
re Is, sugar
|
barrels, in any package which
asked may he divided into twc classesmay contain them. With all this, there is a
Now
if
and
children
neighbors'.
your
your
vast amount of
outright smuggling, which
it is your children who are out too late, it is
the Treasury Department tries in vain to
If it’s your
you that should put a stop to it.
cheek.
All southeastern Alaska is one vast
neighbor’s children, perhaps it's none of
If they disturb the peace,
harbor, with thousands of densely woodyour business
ed
the
to
assistance
of
he
entitled
the
you may
islands, mostly uninhabited. Cargoes
police; but beyond that what business have I of liquors can be safely hidden almost
with
other
children?
to
meddle
people’s
you
anywhere, to be removed piece by piece
f Lewiston Sun.
in smaller boats.
Many such cargoes
have been seized and destroyed, but the
risk
of
capture merely serves to raise the
rood
price of liquor. Once on shore the liquor
to
is safe
enough.
Upwards of seventy
saloons are running openly in Juneau, and
to
perhaps forty in Sitka. Most of these
houses are the lowest of their kind, beto
cause, being outlaws to begin with, the
to
ordinary restraints of law and order have
no effect on them.

Easy
The
Easy

being

of

remedy.

other laxatives,
the kidneys, liver and
ho' e!■- w:; In .lit ii rdating or weakening Cm m, and d ;oes not gripe nor
na us. at
In.mder ‘.»get its beneficial
efie ts, >;.-ase remunber the name of
the < ompariy
as

in

Tile
I

cured.
aud
y

i-w

excess

«

snow on the
rugged slopes of
the upper heights.
At Gordon Town
horses must be substituted far wheels.and

wraps and wateiproofs provided
den rains are apt to surprise ih.

as

an

due not only to the originality and
The mau who sows the seed of disconof t he combination, but also
tent always harvests a crop of trouble.
to the care and skill with which it is
When a young man embraces a girl lie
manufactured by scientific processes
shows his love for her in a roundabout
known to the California Fig Syrup
way.
C o. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
Sometimes in after years when they talk
true and origina
remedy. As the of their wedding the wife cries and the I
genuine Syrup... Figs is manufactured I husband growls.
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
Why men drink is what staggers a
only, a km. \:. .ige of that fact will
woman; but it is what they drink that
assist one
av. iding the worthless
staggers the men.
imitat ions maim diet ured by other parThe only things some people ever say
ties. Te ei.-'i .standing of the Calithat are worth listening to are things we
Co. with the medifornia F
ri
j
have heard before.
eai jU’o t
11
ami
the satisfaction
A woman writer
whi 1; til.*
nan
Syrup of Figs has
says that mischief j
causes dimples.
Some people are under
ph'-en t m d his of families, makes
the
■he name .1 tin
impression that dimples cause mis- !
-mpany a guaranty
chief.
-.• .• \ce!|em-c
of
[Chicago News.
>f its
It is
is

specks of

straight

I

simplicity

Gordon Town answers for a half-way
house between Kingston and New astl'e.
where the English troops are garrisoned, a
mile above the sea.
High overhead,
through openings in the hills, yo catch
glimpses of the widte barracks, like

j
J

lilin

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

a

big gun

to

comes

a man

When
a

utary stream has carved out a second ravine, deep and dark, from which the
sound of falling water, far below among
the ferns, comes faintly to the ear.

.•

thing

a

is

who says he hates

man

When it

ralgia

windows you can see peak
drawing
rising behind peak, till the highest is
lost in the clouds; and below, the valley
of Hope river, with its groves and
gardens and scattered villas.
On tlie other side of the house the trib-

running

iiis

The

bigamy

A Woman's
Heart.

j

faithful wife.

a

merely lacks self-esteem.

room

striking

c

There is such
sistent as times.

Ivy and passion vines cover the
verandas, and in the beautiful gardens
surrounding the house, roses and geraniums ilourish
to perfection.
From the

From the day that a young man starts
to seek his first position to the end of
his business life, his health has a world to
do with his success.
When a young man
applies to a business man fora position, his
personal appearance has a deal to do with
uus around theeastthe outcome.
Personal appearance
does
i.
from Kingston,
not mean dress alone
It does not mean
exterior
cleanliness
A
alone.
-towns to Annatto
young man
may be clean, so far as soap and water will
•n i<»ad,
inmake him. but be disfigured by unsightly
pimples, erupti-uis and ulcerations on the
•nneets the capital
skin. These are due to impurities in the
l eaving Annatto
blood. The blood becomes impure because
Instead of
'litinues
the it \< improperly nourished.
receiving the life-giving element- f tin'"l ight Rivers,’’)
food. it receive- the foul emanations of
indigestion, bilousness and costivem—s.
t the island are
The reason that I»r Pierce
('.olden
a
road
I Ms >kcal Di-covery :- the best remt-iv for
di-orders
of
tilts
ithat it ce'I lieu
the
description
great |
It give- a man m
right t" first causes.
-'. thi sigh Linstead
it facilitate- tinappetite iike a horse
flow of digestive juices.
It com et- all
and scuds a branch
stion. and n
i-aimciuth.St. \un’s
a-simiiation of tin life giving elements
!; invigorate- the
■ncr
re >ad,
starting "f tin- food perfect.
liver.
It purifit
and ctiriche- tin- blood.
uoes
It makes the mu-ok-s -troug am: a.ctive.
It tones and steadies the nervs-s.
k l;i ver and s ivIt makes
a young man 1 »ok as he should
-tnm.g of
r. cii.ss-ci-i'Ss.ing in
ami win*!-,
body, ilerr <>f brain oid eh
some of -kin.
:n
k kvs sell it.
nmoth spiders1
Mediciiu
and havt nothing "just as good.
Oreeu island and
1 had
e/enia in us w< -r-t 1- —a
writes
interior village and
1
>

:

The penalty of
mothers-in- law.

fruit.

careful-

as

.-idle-horses may alMain Road, as it is
he t amino Real of

-1

Here we

former Philawhich lies 300 feet above the

the air with their jessantine-like
blossoms,
and orange trees glowing with golden

and

Man’s best counsel is

Some girls are like brown sugar—sweet
but unrefined.

a

e-lines, there is an
highways, as well
uds of any Northern
or mail coaches are

■

of

a tributary of
Hope river. We
drove to the villa up a steep,
winding
lane, between coffee bushes that perfume

way.

■

plantation

Accessible in every
c ilent
coasting ser-

v

Pointed Paragraphs.

in all its glory.
At Gordon
valley widens out and is filled
with coffee-groves and cocoa palms.
Though only a thousand feet above Kings
waves
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FINISH

HOODS THIS .-1 As' >N
IT Is
Fare between Belfast and IF-sImo r« .I t• ••*« ip>m
.JB.00 to $2 25.
n
Fare between Searsport and B.»c-n
! from SB.in t-> S2.Ru and a j »••■!«.>11 i.-n.ite t.-m
tint) made in the price <d through tiekei>
<»t
i tween Boston and all landings.-n the IV
j River.
rI The price of roi ms, accommodating tv\•
I sons each, will be reduced from £2.on and > 1 ."•*
to SI .50 and Si on each.
ia
Steam* rs will leave Belfast for Boston.
;
Camden and Rockland, at (about 2.Bn B V
and Thursdays.
Mondays
I
For Bangor, via way landings, Wednesdays and
; Saturdays at vaboutTsoo A. M.,or upon .u'i\a;
of steamer from Boston.
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VERNIER MARTIN,
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POOR & SOW S,

Druggists-

■

’p\
">v"

|

Wool

Fleece

U

GEO, F, FAMES,

j

Lined

From
J*. M.
From
A. M.

j

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays
Bangor. Mondays and Thursdays

at.

No. S.i II* Ncwliun

.'>."0

at ll.no

Var

CHAS. K dOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, (Jen’l. Supt
Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. (Jen’l Manager. Boston.

< 'ctil'ii
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49*GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY .<**

tr\

corner

.Main,

Belfast,

it

Frown

package. Sold by

all

grocers.

H. H. LAMSON,

FOGG & BROWN,
Me

Licensed Auctioneer.

MAINE
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A 1)1 >K ESS.
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A. CLEMENT

FREEDOM, iWAIBE.

HAS A III.I s'|'< X K OK
Mori.i)i\i;s for al.I.
KINDS OK.

Swan <£ Sibley Cq.

Picture
Also MATS

JOBBKUS OK

in

Framing

Fine

I arm

in

Noithport,
land,
apples

Ground, .135 acres
orchards, 350 bhls.

all colors.

never

PASSK I’AKTOI T MAI KlilAI..
REASONABLE PRICES.
lilVE Pin A CALL.

CRAIN*

failing

water.

easy terms.

two
1

ice

last

an

n

>1

<

FwiFdi
tear,

Will he sold very
40tf
Miller

FEED,

with-

o

of
GRAIN-O has that rich seal
made tr< n
Mocha or .Java, but it
jure grams
without
and the most delicate >t mach rceenes
distress. 1-t the price of coffee and L'“ eats per

ETC.

Meats of all kinds and game in its season;
home made and Deerfoot sausages, ham.
bacon, corned beef and vegetables.

...THE...

1

1 SP7

like it.

GEESE,

BELFAST,

<•:

out

CHICKENS,

St

••

place of cotfee. The children may drink
injury as well as the adult. All wh

TUR KEYS,

High

>

•••.
Ask your Grocer t>’day to-h< \\
p.c l<age
of GRAIN-O, the new food drink that takes the

supply of poultry for
Christmas, including NATIVE

!

I

MASS

TRY GRAIN-O!

We have arranged fora full

Masonic Temple,

J

-iH-iM't,

Hours. 12 to 2. Others
by appointment only.

POULTRY.

PALMERS,

Fait

r.-rtiei

•:

BOS ION.

Christmas

-at-

S.’

D.

The Nose and Throat,

K CSIKNIMI

1

M,D,D.

F*w

amp
arge

o.1

soil,

and

on

(
II1LL,
St., lie I fast

I

SEEDS and
GROCERIES
dealers in the finest

Blacksmith

p

■

.

LORlSt

EP~ORDERS promptly filled.

33, 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast, Me
TELEPH ONE4-2.

Cates, for the convenience of all
claims pending, and of those
who may wish to present claims for additional or
Increase of pensions, I will l>e at C. F. Cohbett’s
shoe shop, J 27 Main street., opposite the postoifice,
Widows’
the second Tuesday of each month.
claims will receive prompt attention.
L. C. MORSE.
45tf
of J.

C.

Congress

pensioners having

quality of

Anthracite and

Brick house, known

Having purchased the original records of the

estate

Importers of Salt.

ltf

SUBSCRIBE

as

the Thurlow house, on
WM. C. MARSHALL.

Belfast* June 1, 1898.—22t-f

I AniCO

LMUIbO

Who Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST

DB.

KINO’S

Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL

EUK^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

street.

|

PILLSv

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain, f
Used for years by leading specialists. Hundreds oi'testlmonials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case ol suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $1.00 box.
KING MEDICINE CO.. Oox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

The Belfast Band in Ellsworth.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Hood's Coupon j
Calendar

1, 1898.

DECEMBER

BELFAST. THPRSDAY.

PIBI.1SH El) EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

*%*%.*%
Journal Pub. Co. IInilVI
■

Republican

waT7

| Busine^MAnlger

FIL8BURY,

CHARLES A

The reported pluralities iu the November elections foot up 7*»:»,000 Republicans,

IS A PERFECT BEAUn
PATRIOTIC. I’P
TO DATE.
SUBJECT:

“Aii American Girl.”
One of the

handsomest pieces of color

issued this

work

4S(l.(K)0 I)emo> iatic,giving the Republicans
a lead on the popular vote of 247,000.

year.
Lithographed,
with border of army and navy emblems
embossed in gold. Leave your name with

:>j.ain had her choice between taking
$20,000,000 and 0 for the Philippines; and

your

We doubt if

of the candidates for

some

the speakership of the Maine House
would have entered the contest if they

thought their portraits
published iu the daily papers,

would be

had

like

oil those who travel
Theiv

to

kill

their looks.

on

offices at least

State

two

are

looks

it

deep and diabolical scheme

a

which there is uot likely to be any
Mate Printer Clarence B. Burcontest.
over

has given the best of satisfaction and has a thoroughly equipped establishment io. doing the work, is again a

leigh.

in*

w

candidate fur the otliee, and no other perThe same may be said of
son is named.
the State binder.

As to

Speakership

the

of the House, that is quite another thing.
We

surprised

are

to

many of

see so

exchanges publishing

what

our

private

was a

letter from Honolulu concerning the conduct there of certain young men in the

military

service who

Mauila.

The first

would

ter

seem

be

to

to

route

on

were

of this let

publication

breach of confi-

a

dence, and if the idea was to make political capital, because the fathers of these
young
si’

ing

of

*r:

it

Kepublicam.

men are

was

noth-

intemptible.

c

Ilaidly

surprise in this section, where
dehorning is gaining rapidly. Our farma

ers generally seem to
have arrived at
the conclusion that horns must go.
Beside we have a law that prohibits hornso; another kind.

t

compared with lS'.M}, and the inof 4272 in the Republican poll
slew's tlx- dlift of politics in the State
on.

as

crease

which the head Uryanite lives.
The
ca ndidate for Governor
got a plurality of only ,422. Bryan two years ago
had a lead of Id,470 in that State.
A
change like this in 1‘.>00 would put
Nebraska solidly in the Republican colin

fusion

umn.

There

the usual leports which preof the legislature of

are

cede the

assembling

propost, c raids upon the state treasury
increase of salaries, appropriations for
—

various institutions, existent >.*i which it
is sough to establish, etc.
We believe,
howev,*
it w ill be a very cold y ,:r for
all suci undertakings.
It is genet.all\
utiderst''d that Gov. Rowers in h s message c |i take
decided ground against
atjv m tease of
appropriations and in faietreuchrnent where possible, and
certainly the policy which should

v-a
at ;s

prevail.
d i,

:

L t ti

<

liked

c

11 i s c

Bridgton

x

u

s s

ion

News

is

a

an

tlie

happy couple

home.

All

a

their friends

long

Matthew
iiUine-.

at the

depart

soon

machinery

setting the figures
Farmer

a

and

unite

prosperous life.

s-Hills.

Thanksgiving day

a

eouipany of relatives assembled
home 'f Mr. and Mrs. Joel Hill in
is

Union, to witness the solemnization of the
marriage of their daughter, Minnie Olive,
and Mr. Kdward Adams Mattlmws.
At
high noon the chimes of the wedding bells
were heard, and then the approach of the
bridal party to a room tastefully decorated
with potted plants, where Rev Henry Per
kins, pastor of the Congregatioualist church,
performed the nuptial rites in a pleasing
impressive manner. Mrs. E. \ Oxton,
of tlit- bride, was maid ,1 honor ami
Mr. E. V. Oxton best man.
Many friends

sister

were present ul the reception in the evening
and sincere ongratulations and many beautiful and valuable presents were received by
<

the

bridal

cake

were sei

social.

Fruit,

couple.

and

ice-cream

red, followed by an enjoyable
Mrs. Matthews will make

Mr. and

their home iu l uion

Wir.K.v-Whjtk. Axe |\Vi 11 a
Miss Ethel (i. White were

Thanksgiving

n

Wiley and

married

at

grandmother. Mrs. James W. White, at the
l.'pp«r Bridge settlement. A large number
"f relatives and friends were present ami
the evening was an enjoyable one to all.
The cereim ny was perform, d by Rev. Geo.
E. Tufts. The bride was very becomingly
dress*-d in bine. The many friends »f the
*ppy couple showed their appreciation of
and their

understated
the amount.

in

rather

than

over-

an

Wiley.

Chas, A.

No. h.'l

High

was

performed by

Rev.

Geo.

ceremony
S. Mills in the

presence of a small compauy of near relatives and friends. The bride was dressed iu

minds
was
was

of the old story of the man who
tried for stealing a pig. The evidence
dead against him, hut lie was promptus

ly acquitted. The counsel for the defence
was puzzled, hut on
interviewing his client

was

informed

jury had had
That

was a

a

that each

one

of the

piece of the pork!

pretty tough

storm

Sunday,

Im t do not say that it was the worst ever
experienced here. Williamson’s History
of Belfast will tell y ou to the contrary,
aud the writer recalls seeing three vessels ashore on the east side near Goose
Liver with the seas breaking over them.
This must have been the storm of Dec. 0
Nov. '1 and o, 1801, Little Liver
1800.

bridge and the Coudou wharf were nearly destroyed, aud a schooner lying near
the wharf was driven so far on the shore
th at she had to be launched.
The storm
was

accompanied by high tides and the

store

of S. S. Lewis’

on

his wharf at the

foot of Main street was only accessible by
boats, and the lower part of the city was
submerged. Nov. 5, 1800, there was another severe gale. Several vessels went
ashore aud the old monument wTas washed away. Sept. 8, 1800, occurred what
was known for many years as “the great
September gale.’’ Eleven schooners broke
from their moorings or from the wharves
and beached ou the opposite shore. Two
of them

were

totally

lost.

Nov. ^d, the

year, a southeast gale damaged
of tlu exposed vessels and wharves.
schooner at McGilvery’ shipyard was

same

some

A

driven ashore and

badly injured.

At the

height of the gale the spray flew as high
as her mastheads.
But after all, that
was quite a breeze last Sunday.

a

blue

with white.

have

the best wishes of

a

New Advertisements.

host

of friends.

Dwight

P.

Palmer,

A

furnishing goods, Palmer has silk umbrellas
for ladies and gentlemen, pictures, books
Bibles, baskets, porcelain, sterling silver and
leather goods, all new ami up-to-date_We
do not intend a joke when we say that they
will not be

undersold

Francis’ Shoe
Store, Main street. Better yet, lambs’ wool
soles are given away. Then don’t forget the
baby, but get a pair—two pairs if twins bless
your home—of those warm felt bootees, fur

trimmed,

at

the

colors, for only 25 cents....
Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, continall

to offer wonderful bargains, some of
which are enumerated in bis advertisement
this week. Don’t, forget about the beautiful oil painting to be given away_B. C.
Dinsmore, 33 Main street, announces a special rubber sale. These are very seasonable
goods,and good rubbers will be sold at about
one-third off the regular price. Overshoes
of all kinds for men and women-Chase &
Doak have a big and up-to-date stock of
holiday goods, all marked down, and of
which they invite inspection. A S3 clock
for SI, and a 25 cert silver thimble for 10
cents.
ues

Troy. Our second snowstorm came last
Sunday. It began snowing early Sunday
morning, and continued through the day,
accompanied by a wind of fearful velocity
drifting the snow and makiug the roads
impossible. Monday the wind continued
blowing, and people who wrere obliged to
travel, took their teams across the fields
The schools in town were to begin Monday,
but owing to the bad travelling some did
not open.... Miss Myra Barker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Barker, died Nov. 24th
after quite a long illness. She was a very
estimable young lady. Besides her parents,
she leaves three brothers and three sisters
to mourn her early death.Miss Minnie
Hillman has gone to Belgrade to teach

taught by'Mr. Bartlett.

two

weeks' sale at

a

s

..

,,,,r'
>

TO SEE IS TO BUY.
°,se of

’

\

]

DOLLAR THAN A DOLLAR BUYS ELSEWHERE.

Please remember iu making comparisons that our prices are for well proportioned bodies and beads in keeping with them. Not a starved body or undersized head will be found in our line. Quality has been the first and a lower
could secure for that quality; the second consideration
than

competitors

price

in

I lie concert preceding the ball was given
by the Belfast military hand of twenty-five
pieces, under the leadership of F. J. Rigby.
Those who heard this band in Ellsworth on
July 4. 1897, remember the delightful treat,
aud lemember regretfully that they did uot
hear more of it on that occasion.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the advance sale of seats for last Wednesday night
was so large.
Promptly at 8 30 Director
Rigby raised his baton, and what proved to
be the best band concert ever given in Ellsworth, was on. Following was the program

Bleached Twilled Crash
yard, for this week, per piece,

per

gc,r

making

are a

We haven’t

selections.

our

quote many prices.

to

room

Here

few:

4

{

A MINT OF ECONOMY.

1

J
4

,cise

4

Solid China Dolls,
China Limb Doll, 11 in

lc. to 5c.

<

10c.

1

25c.

4

10c.
25c.

4

17 in.,
Dressed Jointed Dolls,
Beautiful Dressed Dolls for
Anti our DOLLAR DOLLS can’t be beat.
“

•*

■>

<

lest ierimac Prints,™?

TAKING LIKE WILDFIRE.

___—».OEESS ON THE NAME OF FHEiBIO DOLL.

A tine assortment of

CARLE & JONES,

1

^BELFAST,

ME.

\

Don'

r

A BEAUTIFUL CIFT.
gifts

to

to sf:e

i

These.

JUDGMENT POINTS THIS WAY.

MAKE YOUR FRIEND
is crowded with the finest and most suitable
is a marxel of beautiful goods.

Fail

wrap)

41-2c.

-i—s-

;

-tore

colors, just the thing for

TON1SH1NCi LOW PRICES OF

t

k

OUR

3

at our doll window.

r)r)(^

2 CASKS BEST OITIACS.

be found.

OUR window

_-

ow

GOOD

PRICES.

QUALITY

—_

Vl.l. IN AVI- t-W VMI NK of it.K AND OK!
NUTKOfliLKTU SHOW HOODS.

worth 8, 9 and 10 cents, per

I'lCH

1)0 No!' HK AKKAD1 l">

announcement that the entire hand would
A large line of If. I TCHES, CLOCK S. .IE IT El,II 1
play the music for the lirsl half of the time
allotted to the hall.
S TEli 1,1X0 MOEXTEIt, Cl T CLASS,
After the concert the door was quickly
1
PLATE It HA EE.
cleared, and the hall given over to the
dancers. A large proportion of the audience
(U K 1!I-:ST lU'I'I.W Wil l. 1*1- IN I>I < KMI'.KK.
j
remained not only to see the pretty sights !
the dancers made, but also to hear the
..
music.
The affair was a success in every way. j
Supper was served at midnight in the lower
liaii. At tin close it was the unanimo s |
verdict that the occasion was one ol the best
Morrill.
Miss Graeie Simm ms and < >•■of the season, and for it the highest thanks
Good Templars.
ris Vickery are at home from Kent's 11i' 1,
are due tt.eDirigo Athletic Club.
Miss Nellie B. Thompson is leading reThe entertainment committee, who carI, still holds the ; vival meetings at Bucksport Centre....
Brooks Lodge, No.
ried the allair to its successful close, were I.
Quite a force of laborers turned out last
L. lfalman, I)r. H. W. Haynes, F. C Burrill,
membership in the State. It has week and graded the grounds back of the
largest
M. V. McGown. J. A. Cunningham and
for
teuiperauee. new schoolhouse.... Mr. I. I). White has he
line sessions, and is w orking
Harry E. Rowe.
gun the foundation for a new house near the
The new hall of Wiunecook Lodge. No.
new schoolhouse.... Mr. Frank Woodbury
for
dedicawill
be
the foundation for a new harii
ready
of the Waldo
| has
208, near Burnham,

j

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

For this week

yard.

6, 7 and 8

cents

^

BLA.N IvETB
The sale of Blankets at our stoic this iall has lx n
ll is useless to quote prices. \v. h..
WONDERFUL,
|
line to select train and don’t intend to he under'■

...

j

fleeting

County Grange.

regu'ar meeting of Waldo County
Pomona Grange was held Nov. 22nd with
Georges River Grange, Liberty. The Grange
was opened
in form in the fifth degree.
The pro tern officers were Arthur Ritchie.
Lecturer; W. H. Moody, Chaplain; H. N
Deuuis, Steward; C. M. Howes, Secretary.
A

The

>ther officers

present.

were

A class of

instructed in the fifth

was

degree. The
appointed a commit-

following

persons were
time and program for next meeting:
Arthur Ritchie, J. H Vose, Horace Barker,
tee

on

and Caro Marriner

Aila DidinfF
cess was

again it

then
was

he made

taken.

On

voted that

members.

plant

to

re-

order

the afternoon session

public.
Music

was

then

r -presented
given by the

The topic, “What shall

a

this week.
Waldo Lodge, No 281), has gone t<> work
again and has a new hall at North Belfast
(Waldo P. O) New officers have been
elected and installed by Geo. E. Files,
C T., Harold Bailey ;
organizer, as follows
V. T., Alma C. Smith: Sec’y, Arlene BWalton ; F. S., Clarence Smith ; T., Ellen E.
McKinley: Chap., Henry B. Ladd: M,
Frank Flanders; G., Emi y Gilbreth ; P. C.
T., Editli Ladd; Lodge Da outy, C. H Smith.

Moody,

J. W. Farrar, C. M. Howes, B. F.
Foster, C. E. Gilman, Edward Packard, A.
V. Martin, T. R. Peutacost and Arthur

Ritchie.

following program
Georges River Grange
The

was

furnished by

A very able essay

Robert Burns
“The Old Oaken

by Carrie Hatch; reading,
Bucket,” by Carrie Ayer;
parody response liy J. O. Johnson; parody
response by W. IL. Moody; music; reading
by Blanche Moody ; essay, “The Rights of
People” by Arthur Ritchie.
The next meeting will he December 27th
with Equity Grange, Belfast, with the following program: 1st opening exercises; 2,
conferring fifth degree ; o,address of welcome
by sister Cunningham; 4, response by D. O.
Bowen ; 5, report of Granges; (J, appointment
of committee; 7, noon recess; 8, music; 9,
question, Resolved, That the United States
should annex the Philippines; atf., J. (5.
Harding; neg., Wiu. P. Thompson; 10, remainder of program to be furnished by
Eq lity Grange.
on

What Shall j
i
Be Done

•

FOR THE DELICATE GIRL <
(

You have tried iron and
other tonics. But she keeps
pale and thin. Her sallow
complexion worries you. Perhaps she has a little hacking
cough also. Her head aches;
and she cannot study. Give her

Eastern, situ
part of l’earl street, was
totally destroyed by fire Sunday night. The
ted

on

Captain Charles Deering.
j

all

druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

sion

every

o'clock.

All

ter rible

j

at the 1'

The bouse

Easton

are

i

well

BLACK .(

This make is

car-

^Veterinary

%

Surgeon.1*

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario
Office and

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.

Residence and
Office

Veterinary College.

Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone 8-2.

Residence

Telephone 21-4

HOLIDAY GOOD
Reading our ads. is prolitahle business it y
We can do bettei for ym; inj
what they say.

far ahead of

clothing

you ever saw before, in the artistic make up,
and lots of little things that
any

indicate an

ment;

as

up™to

silk

is

HATS,

date garahead of

Than anybody else in town.

A particularly stycotton.
li>h suit for this fall and
winter is a double breasted
sack coat, with a new style
These
double breasted vest.

will amply repay you for .the
trouble, to at least look at
these goods before you

buy

your fall suit.

x\x~
~xi*"

niversalist church

MY CLOTHIER,
HARRY W. CLARK,
St., Belfast.

83 flain

the storm
last Sunday the
the North church were omitted
and will be held next Sunday.
The day
will be observed as “Soldiers’ Memorial
to

Day,” with appropriate sermon and music.
An offering will be taken for the national
soldiers’ monument fund.
The Sunday
school at 12 m.; Consecration meetiug of the
Y. P. S. C. E. at 6.15 p. m. The pastor will

lecture in the vestry at 7.15.

$33,000
DEPOSITS SOLICITED

Safe

deposit boxesfor rent
J$8

a

$3. $5 $6.50 and

vear.i

Our
and

new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
UNEXCELLED in security against tire

and

burglary in the country.

Those

renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the

| vaults.

can’t prove it

u

i-uT’

w

Por '-*d,« i"'d 11

*

*

Masonic

Mr. 1. F
North Stockton Springs.
and family of Prospect visited relatives here last week... .Miss Addie Crockett
Gould

[
i

Partridge’s

Bella.-

■

company of Sunday sell
e»i

at

Mr. Will. Smith's i.o*’

study the
Sandypoint

[and

at Mr. Freeman

Temple,

to

go to Sandypoint soon to begin the [
school there... A company of musical young
will

people gather
at

we

MEN’S HOSIERY, GLOVES, HU FI i
FINE NECKWEAR, I I \l SHIRTS V
and Colored. PICTURES of all Rinds,B<
for everybody, BIBLES, BASKETS
sorts, PORCELAIN in beautiful shap*
colors, STERLING SILVER in great >
ty, LEATHER GOODS==a!l new up t
goods that cannot fail to please you.-**"

*

SURPLUS,

If

DWIGHT L. PALMER

Methodist Episcopal church
Sunday, Dec. 4, will be as follows: Sermon
by the pastor at 10.45 a. in., Sunday school
at 12 in.; meeting of Epworth League, at
6 15 p in.; leader, F. P. Blodgett; subject,
Services at the

“Witnessing for Christ,” Luke 12: 8 9, Rev.
3:5; evening praise service, 7.15; Address to
young men; Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7.15. Class meetiug Thursday evening CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

CAPS, ETC

SILK UMBRELLAS

range in price from
$10.00 to ,$13.00, and it
suits

services at

store.

MEYER

S3 M tlX STREET.

Young Peoples’ meeting at (i.15 p.
w., topic, “Temperance.” A cordial invitation is extended to all. Those having no
church home elsewhere are cordially invited to unite with us in these meetings.

our

All bundles deJiri red u'ithin -i't/ limits I I! II! 1k

m.

Owing

,

AWAY at

FRED A. JOHNSON,'"® liasMic

j

Sunday at 10.45 a. in., with preaching
Ashley A. Smith. Sunday school

price

guaranty

storm.

HARRY W. CLARKS

are

quality,

we

along in years

j

|

that attracts, and the

□P Read about the BEAUTIFUL OIL PAINTifc
to be GIVEN

1

!

quality

We guarantee the

insured

was

realty to wear clothing
ried only at

j
j

Tlie HOTAIDAYS

the stable from

at 7.15.

DR. W. L. WEST

It’s the

household goods
The tire was caused by a i

chimney.

At the

Rev.

at 12

JF’or*

the

m.

Regular services
next

nt-ed

a

LOOK!

j!

Parish Church, Unitarian,
next Sunday, the pastor, Rev. James M.
Leighton, will preach at 10.45 a m.; Sunday

by

pre

part of

J

Table Linen,

tic- arduous work

1

First

school at 12

A

of

Napkins, Tray CLAprons, Hdkfs., Fancy Pictures, NOTION

and it seems hard for them to be turned ait
of a home in the winter and during such

welcome.
At the

firemen

Mr. and Mrs

1

People’s MisTuesday, Thursday, Saturday
at 7

only

strong and

saved.

fective

will he held at. the

Sunday evening

and

a full line

1

The Churches.

Meetings

was

burning.
were

S1.98

the upper

of the

died at .45 j- m.
Nov. 25th at his home on White street. East
Boston. Mass. He had followed the sea 52
He
years, a mark which few men equal.
was born in New Gloucester, Me., and hegan his life upon the sea at the age of 21
years. Ten years later, May 15, 181b, lie began as pilot on the steamer T E. Secor,
runuiug between Bangor and Ellsworth. He
was three years on the Seror and then ran
as pilot on the steamer
Boston, between
Bangor and Boston. He then assumed command of the steamer Creole, and ran her between Boston anil St. John, after which he
bought the T. F. Secor and ran her from
Bangor to Maehias. He was then captain of
the steamer Governor, running her for some
time in Long Island sound. He was then
pilot between Portland and Boston, and
later became master of the steamer Daniel
Webster, engaged m carrying troops. After
the war Captain Deeriug returned north,
and established the steamboat line between
Portland, Mt. Desert and Maehias, continuing with this line for 20 years, two years in
command of the steamer City of Riclimand,
and 18 years in command of the, steamer
Lewiston. He was then sick for a time, after
which he chartered the steamers Forest City
and John Brooks, running between Boston
and Maehias. Then he was pilot one year
on the steamer Kennebec, and then became
pilot on the steamers running between Boston and Portland.
In 1885 he was captain of
the Tremont, running her for some time
between Portland and New York, and in
September he assumed command of the
steamer Portland, running between Portland and Boston.
He was shifted to the
Bay State on the death of Captain Snowman a few months ago.
He leaves a widow.

Ladies’Custom Hade SK

destroyed by lightning.

Camdkn. The house of John

at

Capt. Charles Deeriug

those

He will build next season". .Quite a number of new buildings have been erected the
past year and several stands have been remodeled and many freshly painted.... Mr
John Berry, one of our live dairymen, lately added a thoroughbred Jersey bull t<> his
herd-Mr. James Woodbury put three and
one half acres of very nice yellow corn into
his silo.
It was gathered, cut, and placed
in the silo in fifteen hours.... Mr. I). W.
Morey reports having a trace of eight-rowed
corn, with no ears on it less than twelve
inches in length... .The wild snowstorm of
last Sunday prevented the quarterly meeting, which was to have been held by Kev.
W. W. Ogier... .Several members of Honesty Grange attended the County Grange in
Liberty Nov. JJd.

(

The oil will feed her wasting
body j the glycerine will soothe
her cough, and the hypophosphites will give new power and
vigor to her nerves and brain.
Never say you u cannot
take cod-liver oil ” until you
have tried Scott’s Emulsion.
You will be obliged to change
your opinion at once. Children
especially become very fond
of it; and infants do not know
when it is added to their food.
;

Friday evening

prepared
tiie site of

on

wiud

<

scon’s Emulsion

$1.00

every

“Good Will Hall.”

farmer

raise money to pay taxes and
expenses” was discussed by W. H.

or sow to

50c. and

tion at the special session the last of December.
Belfast Lodge, N o. 80, had a box sociable j
at their hall last w eek anti
very pleasant
time.
Several new members were added

Regular meetings

The roll-call found l(>Grang*s

by

Noon

calling

...

school this winter.Miss Evie Moore has
gone to Jackson to attend the high school

a

%

Ellsworth people.
Through the courtesy of Editor Rollins we i
are enabled to report the Ellsworth end of I
the affair. His paper, the Ellsworth American, will say this week:

Masonic Temple, has a word to say about
holiday goods and it is worthy of attention.
In addition to the usual full lines of men’s

\

IT WILL COST YOU SOMETHING THIS YEAR 10 BUY DOLLS WITHOUT <
*
WE PROPOSE TO HOLD FIRST
STUDYING OUR LINE.
WON
IT--BY
WE
GIVING
nORE FOR
PLACE IN SALES AS

they returned home. They were treated
like princes and complimented as never before. Nothing is too good for them to say of
the Dirigo Athletic Association, and of the

other

well

I'ian,

traveling suit, with blue hat trimmed
The happy couple left by the
1.15 tram for a short wedding tour. They
were accompanied to the train by a large
party of young people, who greeted their de-'■ate to the Portland papers is not at
parture with the blowing of horns and showhand it would no doubt bring the figures ers of rice.
They were the recipients of a
up to §5,000. Somehow the situation relarge number of beautiful presents, and

stated
For example, we
find that: it cost the city of Portland, iu
Isos, §2,180.00 for advertising and printing, and while the amount paid by the

FIRST IN GOOD VALUES.

to express their enthusiasm
Ellsworth and Ellsworth people when

known and highly respected young
employe iu Critehett, Sibley &
Co.’s shoe factory, and his bride is a daughter of the late Capt. Fred A. and Jennie
White, and has a large circle of friends in
the vicinity in which her early years have
been spent.
They will board with Mr.
a

and valuable presents. Mr.

LINE,

We advertised

-4

inadequate

choir.

e*. .-nt

tMTo'is

IN

the

felt aftt-r

\
\

SALES,

IN

FIRST

engagement had
been fulfilled it is difficult to siv. Words

regard for them by nuWiley :s

-:*■

•

§50,000 the Maine

they

How

FIRST

have offered.

Hit.
TION IN PRICES. It was such a GRAND SCC< ,
shall extend it another week, in order to give El'L/ti
CHANCE. Below we quote ONLY A FEU'
BARGAINS which we shall offer to our customers tin
we

of a city noted for its hospitality, its
culture and refinement. For twenty years
this association has given a ball on Thanksgiving eve, and no expense or labor has
been spared to ensure their success. They
have had all the crack musical organizations
of the State, and some from out of the State,
and the Belfast Baud felt honored when
they were engaged for the ball this year.

on

eve, at the home of the bride’s

Wiley’s father,
p r< >ceed,
street.
ecently >f

dead failure,

hundred, representative

perhaps the best rendered piece, the duet
being played by cornet and baritone horn.
The concert lasted for an hour, and the
make their large audience thoroughly
enjoyed every |
in wishing moment of it, ami was only consoled by the !

to

The way THE PEOPLE have come to OCR
.S7’0/(/
week to take advantage of the IYONDERFUL II il;t,

4

young man of sterling qualities, owning
extensive sheep ranch in the west, where

Austiaitan ballot controversy in the I
K now i/ton- Hammons Warren W. KnowlBut the advocates of the 1
tnu and Miss Grace M. Hammons were marseem to have
suddenly grown ried yesterday noon at the residence of the
Their attempt to mislead the
weary.
bride’s parents, Dr. and Mrs. L. W. HamB'duii as to the cost of the existing elec- mons on Belmont avenue. The
was

over one

Stockek-Simmons. A very pretty wedoccurred in Waldo Thursday afternoon,
Nov 24th, when Marcia Edith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. .1. Simmons was united in
marriage to Charles Frederick Stocker of
Billings, Montana, by Rev. A. D Thibadeau
as printed:
of Morrill. Miss Simmons was attired in a
PART i.
dainty cream colored silk gown, trimmed
Thomas
with silk fringe, having an underdress of Overture, Raymond
Amaranthus
Gilder
and
carried
a
beautiful
grained silk,
Gounod
bouquet Bullet music from Faust
of pinks. Mr. Stocker wore the accustomed
PART II
black cut-away. The ceremony was perHungarian Fantasia
Myrelles
Gounod
formed m the presence of the immediate Selection from Faust
Miserere from II Trovatore
Verdi
family. The best man was Lawrence A.,
Herbert
Badinage
brother of the bride while her sister, Miss March, Charlatan
Sousa
Rose Simmons, acted as bridesmaid. The
The selections gave wide range in which
To
the
of
the
present
capacity
players.
company was further composed of Mr. and
Whether grave or gay, the hand was equal
Mrs. A. J. Simmons, Mrs. B. Daggett of
to the work in hand, and from the dainty
Morrill, Mrs. Shorey of Montana, Mrs, Neil “Amaranthus to Sousa’s latest, march, the
of Pitlsiield, Mr. and Mrs. K Ray of Bath
performers held the audience as by a spell
Between the parts, selections from Masand Mr Ha ugh of Belfast, a friend of the
cagni’s “Cavalieria Kusticana" were played
croon.
Miss Simmons is an estimable young in response to a vociferous call for “more,”
lady bearing the highest esteem of all who the intermezzo being especially well rennot ’attended for brass inknow her. Possessing many eharmiug ways dered, although
struments.
sl.e lias won a host of friends.
Mr. Stocker
! he “Miserere” from “II Trovatore” was

ding

newspapers.
present law

tion

of

ITS WORTH REPEATING.

llnlW’n

men

for

and

hat falling off of 0123 in the Demo1* i vnu- in Nebraska in the recent elee’I

bership

are

Wedding Bells.

them

Here is an item from the Chicago
Tinies-JIei.Cd which will no doubt sur’‘The practice
|■ iso m st Maine readers
ot dehorning cattle is large)} increasing in
Maine and it will probably not be mauv
years before a eow with horns will be a
curiosity.’' [Kennebec Journal.

to

one

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
America's Greatest Medicine
tor the Blood and the
Best that Money Can Buy.
Hence take only Hood’s.

make the comparison.

to

a

Lowell, Mass.

[Mention this paper ]

The editor of the Atchison Globe explains that “at one place the overture of
Tanuhauser sounds exactly like a big row
in a saloon.”
Now people will want to know how he
acquired the knowledge that enabled him

you

save

send (3 ceuts in stamps for
C. I. HOOD & CO.,

or

copy

aftei due deliberations has consented to
accept the tweuty millions. She is to re-

linquish Cuba and cede Porto Rico Guam
and the Philippines without condition.

and ask him to

druggist

The Belfast Band returned by Thursday
night’s train from Ellsworth, where they
tilled an engagement with the Dirigo Athletic Association for a concert and ball
Thanksgiving eve. This association was
originally a tire company and has a mem-

teach

Air

Bible
has

Georg*

the

Mis-

begun
Pierce

Roberts school

Partridge and her two hr
Staples was in this vicinity fist on business recor
on business recently-Mr. T. M. Lathrop
Hopkins of Stockton Spi
from Stockton Springs village is visiting mg apples around here t
friends in this vicinity. Mr. Lathrop re- Emery Calderwood saw
several evenings in the week to practice-

(’apt.

Horace

an appointment as substitute clerk in
Augusta post office last week, but has
decided not to accept the position-A

ceived

pasture

near

his

house last

u

the

BE SI RE AND SEE

MAT/""

j

NEWS OF BELFAST.

;1>

Commissioners will he in
at House

regular

term

will

Circle of the North
with Mrs. A. P. Mans-

-:reet, from

2

to 5 o’clock

parish will have
ursday, evening,

st

Hodsdon
Cedar street,

isses

V

at

the

and

Mrs.

Spanish war, and
during the year will

There will be
orial

who has been
street, opposite the
away and Charlie Goon

uundry

is

The Journal

the Channing League are reMrs. Asa A. Howes, on
quested
Church street, this, Thursday, afternoou at
half past two o'clock. Subject of studywork, Heroism of woman in Scripture, His
tory and Fiction.

street stand.

least

Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
meet at the Girls’ Home, Dec. 2d, at 10 a. m.
to assist the matron in sewing for the
The

•tugs. A prearranged turks Point cottage. Pitcher’s

partaken

of by a goodly
“gander party."
had planned for a

t

noon.

2 p.
This is

The

new

int

train.

j.\ii

time table

27th, ami which
advertising columns,
Iiange in the leaving

nr

1

he

train

now

formerly ami shippers
freight at the depot by 2
o--o
A crew of bridge

•u

■

is

Blake of Bruns-

f B. D.

Quimby,

some neat

rac- !

making a good record this winter as a
hunter. He has thus far killed 5, and

■

iri

o

at

Half Moon

the city street
>-ek from 1200 e. p. arcs, to

hanged

It is an

found dead in a pasture with
her
crushed on October 2.

was

skull

Another

will

he

held

••nclosed

arcs.

The

Cut

burn

down and

in the old

ones,

f C< tigress street complain
have the lighting to which

only lights

The

and Pearl

regular meeting next Monday
evening
at the home of Mrs. O E.
Webster on Bay
View street. This will also be
devotional
d ty.

rrankbn and Miller streets
laimed
"he

■

that

corner

a

light
light is
a

of Main

and

light the walk from the
jtid

Lewis’ wharf up town,
i nightly by many of our

strangers. The street
dark winter mgnts is

bv
•ud

in

mgerous.

The Rockland Courier-

ks

item

an

's

about the

new'

be m

process of construction
id in East Boston for the B.

■

quotes The Jour-

imany, and
* at if she

I

There will he

au

exhibition

at

i Bale of

Jackson’s

An admission fee of ten
ferns
be charged, the proceeds to be
used iu
buying a flag for the schot.lhouse. At the
close of the entertainment the
young people
are invited to hold a social at
the hall.
will

I Case Blankets,

few select

a.

unah'e

Misses

ns.

Petriugiil and Buss

and netted

what

is

a

to

sing

on

m at suai

mat/

aw..nut

for that

.•■

>*i

1 Case 1

1

George’*

m

trip of the

the presence

when they built a new
named the City of Belfast.

at

ngine for the M. & M. has
ami she may be expected on
early date. It is said that
steamer

will

probably

& M. to Verona.

M.

.onden

Rockland

to

be

board....

'■•anoke, recently bought by
steamship company, arrived
day morning from the Great
Philadelphia, where she
The steamer's boiler leaked
i

for

it

ii

few

a

repairs.

The five-masted

•1-.

M.

sclioon-

Beau’s yard. Camden,

ey >f Taunton, Mass.,
-1st. She will carry
<

apt.

ikeu
at

charge

New

of

San
"f

iU ',
*

jvh

4,000

Amsbury of
his new ship,

coppering

Baltimore and
r

will

York, and is much

After

■

A.

J.

the

load

ship
5,000

Francisco-Capt. Fred

Rockport

has

joiued

his

tan, now loading wheat at New
tk for orders. Mrs. Amsbury
'•ren will accompany the cap-.
■’a two years voyage_Sell.
ied hay at the F. G. White
b sioLi last week-Sch.
Henry
"r:ved light Saturday from BevSch. Maria Webster arrived
j:

k*

1

kland Saturday-Clearances

rk and other ports would indivival in the West India trade.
k
'••'■•masted schooner Wm. Mar■:•
-elelphia, Capt. Sharp, was towon
,;; ■< horage iu the lower harbor to
lk:
dock, Tuesday morning to be
'i the marine
M
railway for examiS| booner struck ou Fort Point
r-r
night at 11 o’clock and rernaiu**"
10 o’clock Saturday forenoon,
h
kedged off. She laid at anl;
:-*«t harbor during the blow Sunnot
leaking and it was not
^
!llll< h, if any, she was
u
damaged,
^ i:yT 'h-rided to settle the
question be^ !|K- She was bound from Boston
■ght, to load ice for New York.

jfy.

^^

18c

10c

yds. wide, better than Lockwood,

Not

4c

than 1 web

more

auil will be continued

The

Lower

:

The

bridge

as

cjuestiun
pn

q><**cd

12 1-2

to

Andepnta.— ,.,f

I Case Best

Goods,

|)flfj>j} |]Q()|]!; ||

2

a

8c.

to every

We have

purchaser

English Selicias,Wi)rttl

just secured

Eider Down House Jackets, 87c. to 82.25

were on

one

solid

case

the market

two

by

a

spaces

proper
in the

arrangement

bridge

and

the

of

the

open

change he

an

improvement rather than a detriment to the
harbor. Property owners on the west side
are taking
the initiatory steps to make a
road along the shore between the bridge
and the depot.
A road-bed is made along
the shore six or eight rods from the terminus
of Common street, by dumping the coal

a

road

improvement suggested is to build

over

the easy grade from the eastern

end of the bridge to a point near the “mill
road,” and thus save the McCrillis hill; and,
for the travel from Swauville, Monroe, etc.,
that and the Stevens hill, both of which are

long

and

steep.

iOc.

of beautiful

months ago

at

75 Different Patterns in Silks

sOc,,
shall sell at

worth 4'C.

5 Pcs, 44 in,
EXHIBITION.

*
*r

'J

1 Case Black Brocade Dress Goods,

50 Sew Jackets for Winter Wear £&*
wine-like

oaiy

DRESS GOODS.

*

pattern.
that

«>i

vci.

oer

two

Lining Cambric given
of

cases

Prints

Quality Shirting
only

only 25c.

alike) the finest production from
German and French looms, just received. 6 yds.

only, (no

Is noted for rich

i-2c.,oniy 7Ci

I Case Wool Fleeced Gent's Underwear,

b.

members of the City Cuuueil is quite generally received with favor, the muy ubjecficn
offered being that cunfining the liow of the
tide to a space of 400 feet, where :t m-w has
I KK), will make too strong a current at t lie
wharves. Thiscan.no doubt, he overcome

12

8c

only

42 in. Dress
worth 42c

Tuesdays and Fridays

Bridge.

in the lower

r

worth 7>c., onh

until March 17th.

tilling

I

~2^*

to a customer.

I Case Lonsdale Cambric, mrt!l

35c

perfect) only

'■

j

»w

1
■

now

$2.87

STAMPED DOILIES marked Down from 25c

j

or 2 1-4

worth 22c.,

...

1 Case BEST OUTINGS, worth 10c..

3 Cases 9-4 Brown Cotton.

6c

splendid SATTEEN DRESS GOODS, worth 15c.. only
Case BEST PRINTS (Linen Shades) for Comfortables,

6c.

only

LOOK AT THIS!

4 1-2c

yd. wide PERCALES, worth 8c., only

3 Cacjs NICE BLANKETS, (all

Bleached Cotton

29c

50 WOOL SHAWLS, worth $4.00. only

j

Chatman Bleached Cotton,

ievt

39 o,

now

All Wool German Dress

i

Marked down

1

trom 62c. to

Goods,

39c.

body.

Fhe delightful flavor of
that imported and sold by
Chase & Sanborn in pound
and half-pound air-tight packages, under the name of
Orange Pekoe,is indeed most

enjoyable.
Truly it

*
|

Our sales in this

j

1

placed orders

is said that

Elegant

are

the

Royal

Gems of the

Kingdom of Tea.” They are
famous throughout the coun-

on

*

MILLINERY

j

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas

1 Case Ladies’ Union Suits,

department have been phenomenal. We have
goods five different times since Sept. 13th

Hats. Trimmed with Fearers and

on

Fancy

$2.50

Plain and bordered, worth >Oc„

only O.I~Sr*_

$2.50 to $5.50

Trimmed Hats from

10 Dz. Ostrich Tips worth 75c.,

superiority.
One pound makes over 200 cups.
ity,

only 93c.

1,000 Opaque Window Shades,

Plumage, Fancy

Ornaments, worth $5.00, only
; Prices range

woith >Oc.,

these

25c

only

1 Case Nice Corsets

try for richness, flavor pur-

39c.

only

and

and the

nearly the same. The
room for seating about 100
a steward will be
employed
on

Reviewing.

PILLOW SLIPS and SHEETS

2 Doz. Velvet Untrimmed

Hats,only 67c.

ex-

remain

iii be served

for

l Case i Yard Wide

When

her route it will be

lines

Ready

nice value, worth 8c., only 4 l-2c.

5 l-4c

thirds, only
UNDERWEAR, worth 25c., only

worth 6c, only

The first game will be next Tuesday evening between the Crescents and Imperials,

Another

the first

ou

it

l Case 1 Yard Wide

5 l-4c

1 Case

Cam! age.

President Hill of the B. & B.

but

yard

splendid 40 in. COTTON, worth 7c., only

1 Case

iiimss, !

Sold the skins at

Our

people up this way will he
We do not recall publishing
i:t

have

and

4 l-4c

wide Cotton,

1 Case LADIES JERSEY

Death of Frank B. Mathews. Mr Frank
B. Mathews died at his In.me on
High street,
this city, at < o’clock
Tuesday evening. Alhe
had been in poor health ft.r some
though

a

Lockwood,

one

I Bale Lockwood, 40 in. wide Cotton,
I Case Fruit of the Loom Cotton.

standard.

but Mrs. Pitcher sang two s.. ..s as a
part of
the play. The eutertainuient was given ft r
tile benefit of U.t* Belfast Free Kindergarten

ashes and other rubbish into the basin west
of the railroad track, and it is being extended
Land owners along the shore
every day.
would be greatly benefitted by such a road,
and several bad hills would be avoided.

not named the

is

out

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THESE PRICES!

Hall, Poors’ Mills, Friday evening, Dec j i
The entertainment will
begin at 7 o'clock,

were

the

on

streets, and in

Tiny will ask for

Advertisement

j

grovv-

they
i'li.-kly as

this

Dry Goods.

new

out,

iiter as

■

in the Prices of

Surprise

at

Brown.

all

be

the

Orients—James B. Waterman, Loren Col<*ord, Walter Darby, Austin Smith, Bert
! Darby.
Imperials—George Darby, Fred G. Spinv; ng proportionately more ;
ney, Frank T. Carter, Wallace Sprague, C.
W Follett.
steady, the mechanism
Eurekas—Fred A. Johnson, H. W. Hea■cis To adjust themselves i
ley, Elmer Decrow, Arthur Coombs, I.. 1).
burn
instead of

.-

acknowledged wonder in Book making that such good standard books can
a song.”
The vast sale is evidence that the books
please the multitude

The election of officers of
Helping Hand

Circle, King's Daughters,

Library !

made “for

Cist of unclaimed letters
remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week
ending Nov
‘ill: Ladies-Mrs. S. O.
Beach, Miss Minna
Knowltou.
Gentlemen—Chas. F Abbott,
Matbie Elaiar, James V. B. Mitchell.

o >on

to
prices ranging from
S3.50 He started two the past week in the
Read woods, and got them both.
One was
i! u foot bal i was m■ dis’ual merits the game was ! followed to the Cunningham woods iu Fast
u
being known in the Nortliport. Mr. Woods uses A. C. Sibley,
be." Considering that
Jr.'s fox hound, and the dog will leave, anyhrst game this made a
slid wing.
thing. however interesting, if lie gets the
Next year we
tacklc anything in the
scent of a coon. A coon, while lie will run
•rt Herald.
farther than a fox, does not run so fast and
st office force was three
takes to a tree when the dugs get close upon
lay and Saturday. Post- him.
’.gore was confined to the
Bowling
The teams for ;i bowling tourdent, letter carrier P. K. nament are now tilled and the schedule of
and
letter
cariay morning
games made up. There are. four teams of
Jr., was confined to the five men each. Prizes are to he awarded to
o’d. Assistant Postthe winning team, to the player making the
'v
mg and mailing clerk F.
highest total score, and the one making the
>n the street to assist the
lowest total. A neat folder will be printed
!i meinher of the force
>'
giving the make-up of the teams, dates of
*ra work the business of the
games, etc. The teams are as follows:
i' as usual.
Crescents—W. A. Decrow, Levi Rogers,
John Norton, Jesse E. Wilson, Marion
I-iohts. The Belfast Light

bridge
-•■inday.
1

municipality,
investigation of the
Sarah Ware, an aged woman

murder of Mrs

who

The Wonder

as a

insurance agents,
signs, paiuted by l
time the news of Ins death name as a
A. Hoyt. ..First skating of the season on the, j
snock.
to the
community, and the warmest sympamurk pond Nov I’tith-The public waterthy is extended to the bereaved family. An
ing troughs were covered over Saturday for
the winter.... Storm
doors
and
double j obituary will be given next week.
Cranford, ihi* play was presented bv
windows were put on Thanksgiving_In
tishing fur tinkers off Mayo's wharf last ! local talent at Belfast Opel a House last
week Capt W. F. Welch caught a 4 pound
Tuesday evening before ,i ltrge audience.
cud fish... .Now for Christmas.... Alderman ^ "1 he cast was substantial iy as announced
Poor was The lucky man in the drawing of ! last week. Miss Alive Weeks read a ! rief
outline of the story before the viirtain went
a turkey by tickets Tuesday.
Coon Hi nting.
Fred Woods of this city i up and the Belfast Band Orvbestr a rendered

Nov.

t

should be done for the children.

Field &

Chat.

customers.

testify.
ks.

in.

have put up

Just
1 books, cloth-bound, for
But there are other barJly attractive, as the

u.

domestic

economic

an

much work

fling. Indeed,the printer’s
nd Burkett’s clerks are as
on

of

willing to assist in this philanthropic work,
are cordially
invited.
It is
hoped 'that
many will respond, as it is necessary that

a

big dry-goods store in
and as you see it makes

ug

department

be demonstrated by each lady
lunch, to be served at
Business meeting of the Alliance at
Ladies from all societies, who are

carrying

tfu-cent team.

Burkett’s.

The,

science will

cottage on the
tnade tiie trip down ami

AT

girls.

little

was a

:ng men
the Pottle

u

Admission 25 cents.
to meet at

office, is to

diil not prevent at

whist party at Memto-morrow, Friday,

Members of

laundryman of
in the Stickney

Chinese

T

social

a

hall at 8 o’clock

evening.

Main

■

The town of Bucksport
Nov. 28 abandoned its

Potter Drug antChem.
Cure Eciema, mailed fra©.

*For the Holidays,*

|jf

Mar-

tendance is requested. Per order
Freeman Ellis & Son of Brooks
recently
pressed two tons of hay with one of the
F
G. White Co.’s Dedrick
presses in one hour
The work was doue at the
barn of J. p
Sheldon near Poor's Mills.

Camp, Sons of Veterans, will
hold its annual meeting with election of officers next Monday.

ii.i iniry in ail

.one

throughout the world.
Prop*., Boston, flow to

H

Post for the ensuing year
will uke
place Tuesday evening. Dec. (!th. A full at-'

A. E. Clark

gns.

;i

shall

Sold
Cobp

of the

.■iibers

I bad Eczema for seven years, and mv
scalp
was in a bad state.
Three inches of mvbacfe
was covered with a
dry scab. The itching was
so bad I thought it would drive me

of Cutiitra Resolvent.

has issued its
1898, in which the
1899 is made. The yearly
issued Jan. 1st, will be deCo.

-•rnlar for

nts

flannel and two pairs of scissors.
The election of officers of Thos.

mad. I
tried all remedies, but could not
get cured. I
used five bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, five
cakes of Cuticura Soap, and five boxes of
Cuticura Salve, and I was completely cured.
C. LONG, 325 Wilton Ave., Toronto, Can.
Speedy Curb Treatment for Torturing, Disfiguring Humors, with Loss of Hair —Warm hath* with
Cuticura Soap, gentle anointings with Cuticura, and
mild doses

nominations by the (loverwing Inland fish an game
NY Curtis, Swanvil le ; trial
!'arrow, Islesboro.

mting

tles of Cuticura Resolvent, and one box of
Cuticura Salve, I was completely cured.
GEO. A. LOWE, 907 Market St.,

PhiL.Ta.

dime

a

Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Fifty-one names are registered at the sewing school and forty-two were present
last.
Saturday. Among the wants are
outing

TWO REMARKABLE CASES.
I have been an intense sufferer from
Eczema
for n\e years. I tried medicines, four doctors, one a specialist in skin diseases, with no
improvement, and setting me almost frantic
with dreadful itching. After
using three bot-

wing
wt

GEORGE W. BURKETT.

H. L. Woodcock will have an
exhibition
of oil and water color
paiutiugs at his
studio in the Savings Banks
building next

FOR YEARS CURED

Saturday
begin

next

The battenberg work by Mrs. J.
G Paul
which took the first premium at the
Eastern
State fair, Bangor, is on exhibition
at Fred
A Johnson’s store.

ECZEMA

,>f Burnham was in Belfast
night 12 head of milch cows
p gliton market.

William A. Clark’s Line of Heaters,
EXCELLENT VALUES.

|

At

same

price the Cotton would

cost you.

]

200 Pillow Slips from Lockwood Cotton, size 36x45, only
200 Sheets, 81 and 90 irches, only
•

Winter

10 pcs. 56 in. Fast Black Percaline for Skirt

50c-

100 TURKISH
3-4

IMMENSE

TOWELS,

yard wide,

1 2-3

SIZE,

fine

quality,

Moquette

yds. long, only 25c>

and

at the

Goat, $9.79, 11.00, 12.00; Dog, $12.00, 19.00, 16 90;
Buffalo Calf, $14.00, $18.00, 20.00; Galloway,
$16 00, 20.00 ; Coon, $24.00, 27-00, $30.00.

Heavy Genuine Irish Frieze Ulsters; Oxford Black and
Gray, $6.00, 10.00, 12.00, 15.00; Kersey and Melton
Top Coats, in Black, Brown, Blue, Green, $8.00,
10.00, 12.00, 0.50, 15.00, 18.00, 25-00.

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
^MANUFACTURER,^
Belfast, Me.

JOHN W. SLEEPER, Salesman.

FUR trimmings iii all fariete jasl racairail,
I CASE GOLF SUITINGS,
%2 inches wide, worth 8/c.,

only 50c.

by the
quality

Buyers

masses.

of

goods

the past week

price,

~1 Q'.r>

St.00, SI.25, large

I

$2 50
Carpet Sweepers, only
Carpet Stretchers, wortl $1.25, only 87c
Chenielle Portieres.

proves

Marked down from
1 lot

conclusively

that

our

from $4.00

to
to

Bargains

S2.75
3.50

are

BURKETT,

per

pair.

appreciated

REMEMBER WE GUARANTEE 'i HE LOWEST PRICES
quoted in this city or elsewhere.

GEORGE W.

size. 3.50

-■

We cannot enumerate in this space the many bargains we have
in store tor you. Our whole stock is at your disposal at
prices that will insure you a great saving.
i The Grand Rusn of

wide,

Smyrna Rugs,

Prices range at

FUR COATS.

Lining, only 8c

20 pcs. of Moire Fast Black Percaline. 56 in.
extra

3

Specialties.

Phenix Row,

12 l-2c

on

same

Odd Fellows Block.

here. Mother Banner asked us to come
and eat dinner with them, and I was
tired out riding so far in the heat, and
little Billy was worrisome. Oh, it was
hot!
They say it is always hot here, and
there wasn't anything going on; everybody was at home to work.
John said lie would drive up on Maple
Ilill about sunset, where we could look
away off to Hilldale, and may be we
could see the fireworks.
Any way we
could hear the cannon roar. So when 1
I
home
after
back
dinner, thought I'd
got
just sit down and keep still, and see if my
head wouldn’t stop aching. John had
kept house while I was gone, and
things were a littleoutof order, of course;
but it seemed as though 1 couldn't go to
work in the heat, a d Emma had put up
.sumo cold chicken aud biscuits and cake
tor my lunch on the way, she said; but
there it was in my basket now; enough
f<*r John's supper, and I could drink milk
or do almost any way to avoid making up
a file.
>o i got Billy to sleep ami laid him m
the eiadie. and then curled up in the
rocking-chair with a book, aud was almost asleep myself when a queer little
swi.-diing aud whispering noise aroused
nm.
I thought tin' bees were swarming,
and l lushed to tin open door, when such
There was a crowd
a -iglit met my eyes!
et eight women, mostly one behind the
I was perfectly surprised, for not
orher.
om of them had called on me before, nor
invited me to her house; but I smiled and
smiled, and invited them in, and they all
came in and sat dow n, and “took off their
things." and then 1 knew tlie\ were going to stay to tea. and what to do 1 didn't
know. 1 had told them about being gone
a week, and just getting home, but they
nevci
apologized. It seemed as though
they thought i was to blame for not beall
ing
ready.
1 here was Mrs. (Been
and her two
daughters, and Mrs. Squire llill, and he
son’s wife, and her boy, and Mrs. MePhilter, and Mrs. Hobble, and 1 can't
think of the ltst. Mrs. MePhilter is large
and tat.
She had squeezed herself into
uiy little armchair the first thing, and i
could hear it crack as she rocked back
She said they had been talkand forth.
ing of coming to see me for a long time,
but to-day there was nothing to go to,
and it was too hot to work, so they had
got together and come.
“And now don’t put yourself out for
us Mis* Banner." she added; and then
they all } ut in together, “Oh, uo. no!
Don't mind us at all.”
>o
they took out their sewing and knitting. and went to working and talking,
1
and I ran away over to ask mother and
ITiebe to come. It's only a few rods, you
i know. I thought mother would sympathize with me, and 1 asked her if she
I thought 1 would have to get much of a
j supper under the circumstances.
“Have you got yer ham boiling.” she
! answered.
Why. 1 hadn’t even thought of it; and
! so J told her.
“Woman alive 1” she exclaimed.
I
“Go
| right back, and make yei tire, and put
ham
the
ovei
lirst
It’ll
have
your
tiling.
| to boil two hours, any way; and I’m
afraid there w«»u’t be nine for it to cool.
j
No, they won’t excuse you. They'll look
for something extra from you, because
I you got John. He used to he a great beau
among their girls.
Yes, you'll have to do
youi prettiest, and now I’ll put on my
i black dress and come right ever, and be
visiting with 'em while yon are ’tending
to youi supper.
It's a good thing you've
got youi stove out into tne shed; it would
he so uncomfortable foi ihem if you had
youi tire right in time among 'em.
Hut J can tell you. my ow n mother, that
w !.':*• I was
melting and roasting myself
I
Hie hot
MtoVO
that aide, IO, in.
1
coi.a;n't help wishing that tlio>< women,
laughing and talking in my cool sittingTiieie
room, had to bca; a part of it.
these
they were, so easy and comtoi t a1 h
iog hciiMjs are v. y rooi. m a iiot day; and
once in a while iwu or rhiee of them
Weald come out n
the woodshed wliere
1 w as ar vv oi k. asking' it they couldn't do
to
at.d
Mis. MvThiltei
<‘-methiiig
help:
site came out and said:
•How awful red your face is! Aiu’t
Von
afraid of gating Hie aj npi«-xy? I
■'bond- be.
Now my Axy Ann never gits
reel in the iu>
Mie anti John used to be
friend.-.
Mies
dieadful neat
great

THE GOOD OLD TIMES.
It

high noontide of a summer of
these latei yeais. and well along in
the afternoon of the day.
The Banner
tain.house, solidly built of brick, lifted
its guy head like some grand old castle
from the midst of embowering foliage,
while
heie
and
there
ot
clusters
loltier trees, scattered ovci the spacious
lawn, w hispeitd of coolness and quiet
uudei then shadow s. Mis. Banner herself,
as sweet and
pleasant as the scene around
her, was sitting in lu easy chair on the
deep veianda. pulling some pieces of
velvet and silk out of a little bag,
yellow with agt. and spreading them on
hei lap.
“If you must have some work, .1 eanue,’*
she was sayiiiu,
you may piece these up
lor a cushion.
1 hey were mother’s, and
here tl
ve been in this bag for years and
I’ve always
yeai>. just as she left them.
m* .nt i•
pi.. e them up m\seif, but 1 never
one

was

ot

1

<

to get at it.
Jeanne wn- sitting

seem

the

steps, tier
look.-divined between the blight colored
.-ilk.- on one side, and all the lovely world
n; on the otliti ; the l«.»ng.
M'lt
sloping
lav.
the yeib v. <:ii\e winding under the
tuts. Ik* meadows, spieatling beyond.
In-in which the voice.- of the woikmen
bo-ued tamii\ back; the soft blue hills,
melting away in tin distance: and over
ail. ti;«- yeiiovv sunlight.
>he knew what
Mi.-. Iktin,ei was -aying. but her eyes
weie
ovei
the dreamy
wandering away
I hey
liiigeitd mostly in the
land.-ea}
mmole 'iistaneo. w heie a woikman witli a
broad-brimmed, -naw hat was driving the
mow ei.
>he was the pool school-teacher,
boauiing ai mnu. ami only staying here
over
Saturday and Sunday ou tile kind
ii.vitati- ai oi he mi.-t
'Ik- so like heaven here,” she was
thinking, while Mr.-. Banner went on as
sin .-Me il;■■••a: the pieces on her lap:
a
••'i'li s
piece t my eiandinother*s
wedding dress, ami that pink brocade
was
aunt Koxy's: and
this sky blue
was
motile]
when she was young.
•Just set how thiek a:,d heavy they are:
not m eh
hke the :. aisy stuff you get
v, ei e
made up<>n
honor in those
i times, hut uow-a-days.
ftuks are so anxious to get rich, theie’s
cheating and deception in everything
i don't know what the
they make.
world's coming to,
t
it keeps on so.
It does seem real di-heartening— folk’s
so grasping and
greedy; and then they
tiy to be so stylish and particular, too.
It didn’t use to be so when 1 was young.
Forty years ago! That’s about the time
1 commenced keej ing
house.”
Here
Mrs. Banner shut her eyes and sighed
deeply. “Ah, me!" and Jeanne sighed,
too:
but it
was
a
suppressed sigh,
away dowu in the inner chamber of
her heart, where she was thinking. “Jf
I could live all the time as Mrs. Banner
does,
this pleasant home, with—well,
tl:e one who w.ars the straw hat off
there"
thei she called herself a fool and
came
out
ol the inner chamber,
and
bread**! her needle and put on her thimble, and was so glad that nobody could
know what you were thinking about.
1‘oor .Jeanne was winsome and sweet,
but her lift had been so busy and so hard
that -he bad nevei thought about her
sweetness and wiusomeness.
It seemed
so strange to her that Mr.-. Banner should
be looking back with regret, when she
had such a home, and such a son as John,
belonging to hci. This was the one who
won
the .-traw hat. and he was twentyon

<

—

1 i v*.-

a;

But

heistm-s.-es

old.

>

bn s mother, having covered
and .Jeanne with seveial thick*
ol >!;K. hea ded another deep sig!..

now
:

am; w cut on :—

"A'

tie

weii!

It

was

so

pleasant

in

times.
‘1 he country was all
new. ami w e all live: in !< g
houses, and
v. ;-i» .1 i.st
one
as g.md as
another, and
m»hot.
was jean'Us foi real-somebody cist
would have something hotter; ami folks
weit; more friend,y and kind-hearted then
than icy are 1 oo, am! neigh hors weren't
so stilt like, ami
Irani *»i e.-'-h other, aud
they were mort social, and viAud m-ue,
-Sc

aud

-.id

they

wa

nt

just

■

it

happened, and
much eeiemouy.
Wry,
as

didn't wait for so
I’ve known ten oi a dozen women to come
in ail at once for an afternoon visit—come
light in. at one or two o’clock, with
Theii sew iug am knitting, to stay all tin
afremocu, and have theii tea; and tea housekecpei.'
amounted to something in those- days
1! w* uld have suited n
hettei if they
know all about it. foi I've been th;- ugh ! had all kejit away, for l felt that they
it my-elf.
I've bad a whole ;<;<on tub
a.ac
peep ug around and criticising; in
come 'n all of a sudden,
time and again:
1 b aid Mis. Gobble say to Mrs
and Mime way every tiling went
b
so
‘Green:—
sino.
"c
b, and tin » were all learly to help,
slack, ain’t she? Your girls’ll
and 1 used to get up such a nice tea. an
beat Lei housekeeping.”
Hut some one among them was good
every thing on v! e table was so good, and
plen.y <>t it;gie,._t piles o: cream biscuits ■iiough to remind them that 1 had been
and different ki ids of cake, and
pickles iway for a week. However 1 was so hurand t-teserves aid pies and they were all ried and tired I didn’t care much wliat
so friendly ami sociable.
Oh. yes, Jeanne, : they thought or said.
people enjoyed themselves a great deal I But I'll never forget Phebe. ISlie came
bet'.ei in ue ol l times than they do now : light over with her
big apron on, ami just
ani s
in.-times i -an't help wishing that. I
went to work with might and main.
We
.<1 gi* away hack in the woods
again, made three kinds of cake—bride cake,
and have a log bouse, and
and two
things around | spiced cake and jelly cake
nut as J
used to.
But then folks are j kinds of pie, stewed apple and custard;
different, too.
Now, my Johnny don’t ! and we boiled some beets for pickles, and
pay much attorn ion u> the girls.
lie's had tlie ham boiling all the time.
got his study lull of books up-stairs, and
When we came to the biscuits, L asked
w ien he comes in from
work, up he goes. Phebe if she didn't think fifty would be
lie'll
be
an old bachelor.
expect
The I enough, as there would be only twelve to
g’i!>, too, areal going into business just I eat besides she and 1—the eight women,
ime men, except those that are trying to father and mothn
Banner, and John and
g n off to college, like you. 1 came here Bob.
But Phebe said:
more than forty
“j believe you’d better have another
years ago, to teach this
veiy school that you are teaching; and tinful, so as to be ready for anything that
1 ere’a where I got acquainted with John j may happen.”
I
-that's John’s father; and 1 just married
So I made, in all,
seventy biscuits.
him and settled down; but I suppose you Id hat was the last
thing, you know, so
are
so
ambitious, you wouldn't think, they would be good and hot. We had to
„f—’•
set the table right iu among the
company,
.Now Jeanne needn’t have blushed so,
of course; and you must remember that
foi Mrs. Banner only had in her mind Mr. Billy had to be taken care of all this
Beil, a highly esteemed farmer who was time. He waked up screaming, scared
popularly said to take a great interest in almost into fits by the strange voices, and
the school; and she had suddenly broken 1 bad to get his cradle out into the
shed,
off her speech wit and exclamation of sur- and we
managed him the best we could.
prise, and stopped to examine some old
Well, we got everything on the table—
letters that had tumbled from the bag two tables
together—by six o’clock; and 1
with the scraps of silk. The sheets were was
beginning to breathe a little freely
large, and yellow with time, and adorned when a wagon was heard coming up the
with the red wafei of
pie-envelope days; road, and Mrs. Gobble ran out into the
and she cried joyfully, as she looked them yard and screamed for them to
stop.
over:—
“I told ’em to stop and take me home,”
“Here is one of my old letters to ! she said, “and now-”
mother, sure’s the world! And here !
“Oh, have ’em come light in to supit's been tied up in this bag, all these per,”
everybody called.
j
years and years; and I'm ever so glad to
»So the horses were hitched, and Mr.
get hold of it, for it'll seem so much like ! Gobble and his sister and two
boys came
old times to read all over about
every- I in, and John brought a bench from the
thing—our rides and visits and picnics. I j barn, and Phebe ran home for some more
used to write it all to mother. And I plates and cups.
guess you’ll have to read it to me, Jeanne; |
“You see it was a good tiling that you
for my best glasses are
up-stairs, and it’s ) made so many biscuits,” she whispered to
as plain as
print; and you’ll see for your- me, in the kitchen, “for this is an awful
seil how kind and pleasant and nice things
hungry family.”
went on in those old times.
You needn’t
\\e iisifi just got them all settled down,
be afraid, Jeanne; there’s no secrets,” as and Phebe was
turning the tea, and 1 was
th'j giil
hesitated
about
beginning, in the kitchen, ’tending to poor little
“Head everything light out. I’m aching Billy, when the front door was
suddenly
to hear what I wrote, so long
darkened, and somebody called:—
ago.”
So Jeanne ead:—
“Halloo!”
Deak Motjieu: I'm so mad I can
Well, there were Mr. McPhilter and Mr.
hardly write, but I've got to tell some- Green.
The
folks
around
here aren’t half
body.
“Oh, that’s right; come right in and
civilized and sometimes it seems as take y-mr seats,”
everybody called out.
though I couldn’t stand it; but I suppose
So John got up an«l left the table, and
I’ve got to, for John says he isn’t able to the others shoved closer
together, and the
live out in tne world. I’m not at all two men sat
down; while John gave up his
sorry I married John, but I would like to supper to look after the baby, and 1 went
get out among folks once in a while. to help Phebe wait on the table.
I couldn’t help seeing that John was
Yesterday I had such a miserable time,
and 1 don’t dare to open my head about it put out,
though he tried to be funny, and
to a single soul here.
Mother Banner asked the girls why they didn’t bring
would—well, I don’t know what she’d their husbands along; and they acted so
do: but I would no more even give her a silly about
it, I don’t wonder John didn’t
hint than I’d jump Into a volcano; and I take
up with one of them; but l do wonwouldn’t dare to let John know how near der how all these women could agree to
sick J am from my hard work, for he’d come
visiting together, fbr it seems there’s
talk right out about it; and that would a great deal of
jealousy and strife among
make a fuss.
them. Right here at the table 1 saw Mrs.
You see yesterday was the Fourth, and Green give Mrs. Gobble a
hunch, then she
I got back about noon from a week’s whispered:—
visit to Emma’s—the first time I’ve
“Young Mis’ Hill thinks she’s fixed up.
been away over night since I’ve been She just looks like a
dying machine, with
1
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COULD NOT SLEEP.

in

Mrs. Madge Babcock, lTu Second
St., Grand Rapids, Mich., had ovarian
trouble with its
attendant aches
and pains, now she is well.
Here
are her own words:
“Your
Vegetable Compound lias
made me feel like
new

person.
I began taking it
I was all run
do™ n. felt tired
and sleepy most
of
the time,
had pains in
my ba dv ar.d
side, and sueh
Before

u rn 11

e

hesnlaehi. s
all tlu* time,
anileouhln> t
sleep Wi 11
n

alignis.
so
had
ovarian
trouble. Through
cT a
the !'■
i
friend
began
the use of T.vdia 11.
Pinkham's Yogvtable Compound,
and sinee taking:

(omfoit
Sin-

u-’

inix it
far

:i

super;

Among the interesting literature featannounced for early publication in
Harper's i’.azai are 1 ‘i cterenee. a slioit
serial of extraordiiiai y charm, by t aroures

line Leslie Field:

uc.” a Thanksgiving
stor\ of New Kugland seventy yeais ago,
Kate
by
Upson Chirk. illustrated by Clifford Carieton; and “An Alien at Home,”
a story showing h-'W t-ueign resiuciiee, if

prolonged,

one

lor

our

rushing life,

«:ivg

The widespiead attention attracted by
£br William < rookes
it cent address on
the wheat supply of the world, in which
he maintained that the ability of the
United States as a wheat producer had
been very nearly reached, has called Forth
a sharp reply from Fdward Atkinson, the
famous statistician, which is to appeal in
the Decembei number of Appletous* Popular Science Monthly.
Mr. Atkinson !
proves by actual calculation, based on ;
data secured from nearly one hundred agricultural experiment stations and secretaries of agiiculture, that the United
States alone cmld supply the whole civilized world with wheat and still have a
large unused acreage of arable land, and
this without interfering at all with her
other crops.

owdoi

the old time talcum

unlits

\

by Annie F F, .Sealing. The usual fashion
features will be given with, if possible,
added brilliancy to suit the opening season. and
the department of Music will
treat of the reopening of the opera season.

i- Mr her patient', highly roeommernl
1! for nurserv. sickronm. or t'i f'.
It ia
-r to

powders.

them big sleeves, and that big hump on
her back."
But 1 know the Hills heard it, for when
they all came to go away, the women all
crowded iut«* Mr. (nibble's wagon except
these two. and they went off by themselves. saying if they couldn't walk,they'd
manage to iiy.
Why they get up such miserable
little quarrels ] can’t see.
1 suppose it's
because they live so shut iu, and have
nothing but their own housework to think
ol year in and year out.
Probably, the
next thing. I shall have a load of visitors
(’apt. Sigsbee spoils a good story, but
from ten miles away come to stay all replaces it with another equally good, iu
night, and 1 shall have to make my beds denying, as he does in the December Cenon the
lloor.
That’s the way they do, tury, that disorderly entered the cabin of j
here in the woods; but this time, they alt tlu* “Maine” immediately alter the ex- j
left the inmate they were through supper. plosion, made a formal salute, and re- j
flat,
As soon as Mr. (rubble had eaten enough, ported the destruction of the ship.
he jumped up and told his wife they must he done so. he would not have been seen,
be right of: home. tm get up the cows and for the explosion extinguished all lights, j
feed the pigs; and so they all said. But and left the cabin as black as a pocke*. I
Mrs. Hobble, before she left tlie table, As a matter of fact, the orderh ran into
asked it she might early a little piece ut his commanding oflieer in a dark passage !
><• she
leading torward through tlie superstructmy nice cake tu her little girl.
spread her hamlkeu hiet and proceeded to ure. and lepoiUdthat the ship had been
( apt. Sizsput in a piece ol each kind; also some blown up and was sinking,
bee's story of the destiucthm of the snip
hi si nits and ham.
bees
from
the
nothing
simplicity «>l his
“Why don’t you take something to!
st\ le, the incidents being too terrible to
your children'.1" she asked Mrs. Hreen.
1’liis lady said maybe she would; her need reinforcement from lhetoric.
*
children always locked for liei tu bting i
Harpei's Magazine for Decembei conthem
something; and one <>r two
tain*
a
number
of short stone* a ritlargo
others followed suit; so that when they
wi-ic all gone, and we came to
the table teii by well-known waiter* and illustrated
l-> pi«miiueut artist*. The <>peuii.g one.
to see w ha we o.iild til'd for ourselves,
then- was liteiaiy nothing h ft lui pieces. “Old < nj'r.1 i!i.
by Myles 11 eineiiw i\ is
‘Nothing ii tl hut p eccs !"so it would illustrated by Howard 1’yle with eleven
set nu'
ecliotd a cheerv voice; and there drawings, including the front isp: ve in'
Among the others art “A u Esfollowed a quick step o the veranda, and color.
niei;.:<la «d Porky( anyon,” by l’.ret Harte,
a sunburned hand snatched a handful of
i
i
lu*i
a toil
by Peter Newell: “The St fond
the pieces, ami sc.inert i tin m like snowWooing ol Salinu Sue." by Both Mi Enery
flakes on Jeanne’s heat..
'J he letter leadMuait, illustrated by A. B. Frost; “Tbe
ing stopped here, of course.
White Heron." by Fiona Macleoi illus‘•Johnny Bannei ! How you sealed
Santa
me! exclaimed his unit her, but he only trated by Albert E. sterner; “!1*
(
latis was Saved," by Maty T.
v; n Hen- !
kissed her terveiiliy, and then, throwing
illustrated
W.
T.
himself down on the stej s near Jeanne, burgh,
by
Smedhy;aml i
“The Unexpectedness t»f Mr. Horace:
proceeded, quite formally, to invite the;
shields." by Margaret Deiand, ilh st rated
two ladies I- ride with him to town. 11 is
mother declined on account of rheuma- by Howard Pyle.
■

*•

■

tism in he;- shoulder, but gave Jeanne i
In the tirst instalment of his story of
lull permission to go if she pleased. This
the “Merriinac” in the December Cenreply brought about an awkward and eniwhich is an
unusually attracbarrassing state of things, and came near tury.
tive number, Lieut. Hobson lays no claim
oversetting all the young man's well-laid to
having originated the idea of blocking
plans.
the channel at Santiago.
The sinking of
The girl, blushing painfully, was saying ;
the collier had been ordered by Admiral
to herself:—
;
Sampson, but the cemmanding officer oil
lie
t
cioesn

mother, but

wan;

me

along

without his

he'll have to ask me,
to go: but i mustn't, and I
now

Spelling

Bee at Angel’s.

Santiago

had not executed the

maineuvei

cASTORIA

Always Bought

AYcgc tabic Preparation for Assimilating thelbodandReguta
ting the Stomachs and Bowls of
r

j Promotes Digestion,Cheerfiilness and Rest.Contains neither
Opmm.Morpbine nor hfincral.
! Not Mahcotic.

—
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Of Old DrSAM EL PITCHER
I 'u/npAin S<ecil~
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,-tl v f■nm:
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Anisi Sod
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I

I
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I
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JJi Cn-bancu Soda
f!>rm Seed
anifie d Si:
3 \ udf.y.'rt •: Ftaror.

trrmlihn voire ami hand, ami
with a wanderin' eye.
The chair next ottered “eider-duck," and
ltick began with
1
And Bi Ison sin: led—then Biison shrieked—
how
the
just
light begun
1 never ktiowed. for Biison dropped, and
Hick, lie uiuVv-d up one.
Ifenwith

M y m«m‘. illy
it alt troubles have gone.
sickness used to be so painful, but have
not had the slightest pain since taking
I cannot praise Your
your m. lieine.
Vegetable < nmp":ind too lnr.ch. My
husband and fri.-nds see such a change
in me. I look >o much better and have,
some color in my f:;*
Mrs I uivitarn invites women who are
ill to write to her nt Lynn. Mass., for
advice, which is freely ottered.
‘•To ownt'or ton drr and irritated skin.”
Miss K. \. Johnson, trained nurse, “use

The

Ad important series of pictures of Pope “For instance, take some simple word/’ sez
Leo XIII., from the only photographs
he, “liKe ‘separate /
taken in many years, "ill shortly be pub- i Now, who can spell it?" Dog my skin ef
thar was one in eight!
lished in Harper's Weekly. Another inThis set tue boys ail wild at once. The chairs
teresting announcement is that Mr. Caswas put in row,
par Whitney has returned from the HawAnd at the head was lanky Jim aul at the
aiian Islands, and has again taken up the
foot was Joe.
department of Amateur Sport in the And high upon the bar itself the schoolmaster was raised,
Weekly.
And the barkeep put bis glasses down, and
sat and silent, gazed.
The December issue of Harper’s Round
Table will be a Christmas double number, O, little
kids, my pretty kids! ’twas touchin’
with a special illuminated cover from a
to survey
design by Maxtield Parrish. It will con- These bearded men, with weppings on, like
tain sixty-four pages of reading matter,
schoolboys at their play.
insuad of forty-ei«^ht pages, as usual, and They’d laugh with glee, and shout to see
each other lead the van,
the leading holiday story. “A RevolutionAnd Bob sat up as monitor, with a cue for a
ary Santa Claus,” bv Percival Kidsdale,
rattan,
will be illustrated in colors from drawings Till the chair
gave out. “incinerate/’ am
by Edward Pentield. As supplements
Brown said he'd be durned
will be given two full-page colored plates,
If any such blamed word as that in schoo
was ever learned.
suitable for framing, of war subjects,
from paintings by F. C. Yobn.
When “phthisis" came they all sprang uj
and vowed the man who rung
The extreme importance of open-an Another
blamed Greek word on them be
playgrounds lor rural school.• is pointed
taken out ami hung.
out by Isabella G. Oakley in Appletons’
As they sat dowu again I saw in Bilson's
Popular Science Monthly for December.
eye a Hash,
The tendency t-> spend all of the money on And Browu of Calaveras was a-twistiu' his
mustache.
a building and a
systeu and to make no And when .it hist Brown
slipped on "gneiss"
arrangements tor ;uU-piate aud attractive
ami Hiisun took his chair,
recreation gtounus where the children can lie
some
casual
words about, some
dropped
play “unregulated. and the depending
folks who dyed their hair.
on
which
most
chillargely
calisthenics,
dren hate as vehement!' as they do arith- And then the chair grew very whit.*, and
the chair said he'd adjourn,
metic, for breaking the monotony of the But Poker Dick remarked
that lie would
schoolroom, are shat ply criticised.
wait and g~T his turn ;

Mrs. Pinkham Believed Her of All
Her Troubles.

a

News and Notes.
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j
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perfect Remedy

r

Constipa-

tion,

Sour

Stonrxh,Diarrhoea
V.onns Convulsions.Feverishness

and Loss OF SLttl’

[Bret Harte.
Facsimile Signature of
Kegister

of

l>eep

Water

Vessels,

^/y‘ FZ7FISS.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from New
Vork .July 50 11»r Hong Kong.
A O Hopes. I‘avid Hiveis, arrived at
San Francisco Oct b from New Vork.
A .1 Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Norfolk Oct 22 for Honolulu.
Bangatore, A N Blanchard, arrived at
Yokohama prior to Oct 8 from New Vork.
F B Sutton, F 1, t arver, arrived at Honolulu June 2b Irom Victoria, B. C.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from U *ng Kong Sept 4 for New Vork;
passed Aujer Oct lb.
Emily Heed, L> C Nic Pols, at Singapore
Oct b for New Vork, iiig.
Ciov Koine, B F Ooicorii, sailed from Hong
Kong Oct 7 for New Vork.
Henry B Hyde, T P Coleord, sailed from
New York Sept 20 for san Franc is
Josephus. J. it. Park, at Hong Kong
Oct 15 toi New \ ork.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, it Hong
Kong Oct 15 tor New Vork.
May Flint, F 1> P Nichols, sailed from
Hiogo Aug 24 (or New Vork.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from Sail
Francis* «• Non 2 for Hull.
K 1> Liu*-, Carver, sailed from Sail Francisco No\ b for Loudon.
Beaper, O (. Voting, sailed from Seattle
0*1 7 lor San Francisco.
B L Thomas, C O Nichols, Manila for Boston, sailed from Montevideo Non 5
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, cleared from New
York Sept 15 lor Shanghai.
S 1 > Carleton, Amsbury, cleared from N'.w
Vork July x for Hong Kong.
S; Paul, i- W Treat, at Hong Kong Non 1
for Nt nn Orleans.
st Nicholas. C F Carvci, arrived at San
Francisco Bee 17 Irom Seattle.
State of Maine, H O Curtis, arrived at Manila Oct 5 (rum llong Kong.
Til lie F Star buck, Fben Curtis, irriveii
at Astoria. O, Nov 17 Irom Phiiudt iplna.
W m H Muon Amsmiry, arrived at Startle
O-I 27 from San F»\tne:>co.
Wm ii t onner, J i Frskine. at -Shanghai
lor New Vork via Hong Kong.
Oct
W J lo •tch, Sew ail C Laucas ter, arrived
at New Vork Oct 10 from Seat lie.

when the Hag-ship arrived, and the workand I want
ing out of the plan, as w ell as its execuwon’t.'1
tion, was intrusted to Lieut. Hobson. The
However, after considerable diplomacy ,
steps are detailed in this
on Mrs. Manner’s part, she succeeded in I preliminary
numbei of the
and in later
bringing about a satisfactory understand- issues the storymagazine,
of the sinking of the
ing, and had the pleasure of seeing the \
and the capture and imprisonment of
SOHO* »N K K S.
two go down the steps together, enter the ship
her crew will be given at tirst hand. This
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey. sailed from
phaeton and drive away.
is the oniy account of his exploit that Mr.
New York Nov JO for Charleston, S C
“Ah, well!” she mused to herself, Hobson lias written for
Haiti
Gladys, 11 B Colson, cleared fr
publication.
taking up the old letter. “1 don't know
more Nov 7 for Pensacola.
as things arj so
James Whitcomb Ki ley’s stirring lyric
deared
from
very different, after all.
Jr.
Appleby
Henry Clausen,
That’s the way 1 rode with John, forty on the origin of the name of “Old
I’ll!lade.pfna Oct lo for Guantanamo.
Glory’'
John C Smith,
Kneeland, sa:;ed from
years ago; and—it’s strange 1 haven’t in the December Atlantic is a notable and
minded it before, but from what I’ve thrilling poem.
Brunswick, Oa, Oct JO for New York
The poet apostrophizes
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from New
1
shouldn’t
wouderif they the Hag in several impassioned stanzas,
just noticed,
York Nov 0 for Bangor.
came back
engaged, and she’11 give up and asks of it:—
Lucia Porter, Farrow arrived at Brunsher college to come and live with him.
1 Who gave, you the name of Old
wick, Ga. Nov 14 from New York.
Glory, and
j gave up considerable when l came here.
why
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at .JacksonIt’s strange about girls: but they always
Are we thrilled at the name of Old Glory ?
ville Nov 14 from Charleston S C.
ii F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Matandone so, audit’s my opinion they always
'lhen the old banner leaped, like a sail to //<•
zas Nov 4 from Philadelphia.
will, no matter how much higher educablast,
R
W Hopkins, Hiehborn,
arrived at
tion they got.”
And fluttered an audible answer at last.
New Orleans Nov 11* from Santiago.
Picking up the scattered pieces of silk, Ami
Sallie
W
H
cleared
from
1’Ou,
West,
it
with
a
shake
of
the
spake,
voice, and
and replacing them tenderly in the bag,
Jacksonville Oct 18 for Deinerara.
it said :—
she went on :—
A
S
arrived
at
Point-aWilson,
Tofa,
By the driven snow-white and the living
“I wouldn’t have believed, first, that 1
Pitre Nov l1' from New York.
blood-red
ever wrote that letter; but come to think,
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Of my bars, and their heaven of stars overNew Haven Nov J1 from Brunswick, Ga.
it all comes back to me, and many other
head—
things, very hard at the time, that I had By the symbol conjoined of them all, skyAn Kditor in Need.
ward cast,
to get along with; and much of the calico
As I float, from the steeple, or Hap at the
used to fade dreadfully.
1 remember one
mast,
dress that I had when 1 first came here;
An Arkansas editor, who read that, a
Or droop o’er the sod where the long grasses
the color came out of it the minute it |
young lady in New York kneads bread w.tli
nod,—
touched water. Put, for all that, it does | My name is as old
the glory of God.
her gloves on, says: “\Ve need bread with
look pleasant away back when the country j
So I came by tbe name of Old Glory.
our pants on; we need bread with our l"1 >ts
was new.
It seems as though troubles i
The long continued life of that vener- on, and if our subscribers in arrears don't
grow dimmer and dimmer with
time,
while bright, glad things grow brighter! able and valuable eclectic, The Living pay up soon we shall need bread without
and brighter, as the years roll over them;! Age, is another instance of the survival of anything on.
and this must be the reason w hy it looks j the fittest, in that it, the best of all, has
so
pleasant to me. away back in the old j absorbed or survived every one of iis
numerous rivals or imitators.
Its present
times.
[Peise Vere.
vitality is evidenced by the announcement
that The Eclectic Magazine of New York,
Till! 3IOIMMJN MOT1III.’
its oldest and most important competitor,
Has found that her little ones are improved will, with the issue of January,
be
consolidated with The Living Age and be
more by the pleasant Syrup of Figs, when
hereafter known as The Electic Magazine
in need of the laxative effect of a gentle
and
Edition of The Living Age.
remedy, than by any other. Children enjoy ThisMonthly
remarkable success of The Living
it and it benefits them.
The true remedy,
is
Age
owing to the fact it enables one
Syrup of Figs, is manufactured by the Cali- with a comparatively small outlay of time
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only.
and money to keep pace with tin* best
thought and literature of the day. Hence
its importance to every American reader.
CASTORIA.
The magazine has never better fulfilled
Bears the
»The Kind You Have Always Bought
the purpose indicated
by its title than
Its weekly issue
during tbe past year.
lias enabled it to give its readers promptly
the views of the ablest British and ConWomen love a clear, healthy complexion. tinental journals, magazines and reviews,
Positively cured by these
Pure blood makes it. Burdock Blood Bitters upon all cpiestions of general interest.
Little Pills.
makes pure blood.
In a monthly supplement a department
was
introduced two years ago giving
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
“Headings from New Books.’’ This will Indigestion and Too
Worth the Money: “Why do you always
Hearty Eating. A per
be continued, aud a new editorial departgive that blind man a nickel?” “He knows
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsinotes on “Books and
me, and he always winks at me.” [Chicago ment devoted to
The prospectus for ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coaled Tongue
Authors’’ added.
Record.
1899 is well worth the attention of Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
*
They
all who are^selecting their reading matter
Her Exception : “He is flippant. He can’t
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
for
To
new subscribers
the
new
is
if
he
tries.”
“Yes
he
can.
He
year.
be serious
Small Pill.
Small Dose
very serious when he tries to be funny.” remitting now for 1899, the intervening
numbers of 1898 are sent gratis.
[Harlem Life.
Small Price.
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At a Frol,ate ( oiirt held at Bel last, within and tor
tile t'oi.nfy of W aldo, on the seeoml fuesdav ,-t
N o\ ell! 1 •«•!
A
1 >. 1 S'JS.
ki'IN C CFIFFOBI*. hush am 1 of CABOl.INF
"
l.lFfOBl», late ot Winterpo: t, m
Waldo. t:ee*used, li.iona presented
County
petition pra\ in a that El!er\ Bowden ma\ he ap
pointed administrator ot the estate or ‘said de-

wooks

printed

(d-d.-red. That the said petitionet ,m\c notice to
all persons interested hy eausiiia a eop\ of this
order to lie published three u« rhs sureessively m
the Kepuhliean .lonrnal. printed at Belfast, tha:
the\ nup\ appear at a Frobate Court, to he held
at Btila-t. witli in and ho- said
>imty. on the sec"ud I'm sday of D.-eemher next. at teii of the
i« k
he I ore noon, and show cause. :t any they have,
why the pra>er ot said petitioner shon d' n„l hr
granted.
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BAKKS.

Alice Peed, Alansou Ford, Weymouth,
N S. l.«r Rosario, arrived at Buenos Ayre.-i
Oct
0 P Dixon, N F Gilkey
an
ed at BarBadocs Nov 1 fr< to Bit ia for Trinidad and N
Of II
Edward May, cleared from Sail Francisco
Sept ;o t<>i Sy itm y. N S W
Ethel, Dodge. sailed from Molitevied.
.j tilie 7 for 1’uei in Burghi
Evie
lord, a T Whittier, arrived at
New N
k Sept I'd from Auck ,tiut. N
Herbert Black, W’ H Blanchard, ai ivet!
at Boston N"\
10 from Santos.
lolatii, McClure, arrived at Hong Kong
Now 14 from 1 lonolulu.
Mail
I Meyers. (.' N Meyers, arrived at
Boston Nov 17 from Turks Island.
Maianzas, cleared from New York Nov i"
ft
Ha\ ana.
Olive Thurlow
.) O Hayes, arrived a:
Havana N >v
from New Von.
I’euohscot, E O Parker, cleared fr. o
Hong lvong Sept J4 for Boston.
Rebecca Orowell, M (1 Dow, at Bueiu •*
Ayres Oct 17 for Delaware Breakwater.
Bose lnms, Melvin Coleord, arrived at
Bu Janeiro Oct .”><> from New York.
Sen am
R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Shanghai Aug. JO for Foochow.
St Lucie, cleared from New York No\
for Santos.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grilhu, sa.icd
from Rosarm Oct JJ for Santos.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, sa:u-.!
from Portland Oct Ml for Bahia Blanca.
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I I IKl lt: ROBINSON, guardian
W
ROBINSON, having pie-. :a•

pray in- for
tea! estate
t itiou.

license to seli
ol said ward as
a

Probate Court hehi at Belfast. w it hm ami
the County of \\ aldo, on the second
ues
"t November, A. O. ISOS.
a. Thompson, widow <-t
wiki jam
W. THOMPSON, late ft Moinvill.
in
-.ml
■! Waldo, deceased, having presented
('mint'
petition praying lor an allowance out ol the petson il estate ot said deceased.
Irdered, That t he said pet it toner giv e not ice to
all pci-oils interested by causing a copy of this
ordei t. be published three weeks sueeessiv, !y in
the Republican Journal printed at Bellas!, that
they may appear at a Piobate Court, to be held at
Beltast, within and tor said County, m the sec
mid Tuesday ft IVeember next,at ten ft the clock
before noon, and show cause, it any they have,
why the prayer "1 said petitioner should not be
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E( l TOR’S N( >TICE. The subscriber hereby
notice that he has been duly appointed
of the last will and testament ol
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Executor

KOB1E F. JACKSON, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law’directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
HOLLIS L. JACKSON.
immediately.
Montville, Nov. 8, 18118.
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Catarrhal

Blind am! BleedingCured m three to six uights.
Or. Agnew s
Ointment is peerless in curing. One applieslion gives instant relief.
It cures all itching
and
diseases.
irritating skin
Chafing,
Ei'Z-mn, etc. X> cents. Soul by Kilgore \
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. o
Sh* : “So you don't
think women will ever siiceed as railway
“<
He:
>f
course
not,” She.
engineers?"
“And why, pray?" He: “They would lose
too much time holding up their trains it
crossings." [Chicago News.

best, business on
Think we
Hinty.
Pill-Price—The days of 25 cents a box
ne whole resources of
production of sheep. for pills are numbered Dr. Agnew s Liver
Pills at ten cents a vial are surer, safer and
too large.
Our pas j
pleasanter to take, Cure, Constipation, Sick
sheep more than a and Nervous Headaches,Dizziness,Lassitude
feed
is
all gone.
sheep
Heartburn, Dyspepsia, L\ss of Appetite
pasture some other and all troubles arising from liver disorder.
It our pastures have Sold by Kilgore N: Wilson and A. A. Howes
b«-m, cut it off and burn & Co. id.
•v ii
anew, aud it will
Beneficial Exercise—Mr. Pinkie (10 p. m):
olts. Downs are the
My dear, the doctor says a brisk walk bee
a
anti
bred
fore going to bed will insure sleep to insompure
sheep
We should breed mut- nia sufferers like myself." Mrs. Pinkie:
Knglaud States, for one "Well, my dear, I will clear the room so you
can walk.
Please carry the baby with you."
ne grown cheaper than
York Weekly.
1 nave sold lambs at [New
A Pocket Cure—Dr. Von Stan’s Pine'Urn I got for wool. Why
ailed hothouse lambs? I apple Tablets are putin neat compact form,
d n January and Febru- convenient, for the pocket.
They’re the
newest anti the best known aid to digestion
De boarded barn, and did
and cure for Dyspepsia ami all kindred
in any of them.
Think stomach troubles
Carry them with you
'*«• made a success. Would
aud you'll never be at the mercy of stomach
1 >t
of May.
Use Cooper troubles, incipient, acute, or chronic. Oue
after shearing for conTablet gives quick relief. .‘15 cents. Sold
etc.
In winter would by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes &
Co. 05.
n good,
with
dry yards,
and a roof to run
i.
“Do you know said the fat man “that you
reed early cut clover hay. remind me of the Maria Teresa every time I
-iif with roots for dinner, see you?” “No," the elevator boy, replied,
sheep, cut tine. I fed “why should I do that?” "Because you
put in so much of your time going to the botwinter, and like them tom."
[Chicago News.
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Ir is done!
I n the circuit of the sun
Shall the* sound thereof go forth.
It shall hid the, sad rejoice.
If shall give the dumb a voice.
It shall belt with joy the earth.

i

j
j

Ring and swing,
Bells of joy!
On morning's wing
Send the song of praise abroad!
With a sound of broken chains
Tell the nations that he reigns,
Who alone is Lord and God.
G
Whittier.
[.I
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on

Sea.

the prow in foam!

things!

ineffable

Far astern in the distance, lining
All the horizon’s rim,
White are the harbor beacons shining,
Dimmer, and yet more dim:
And the ship speeds forth on her eastward

quest,

the passing wind
of the vanishing
That 1 leave to-night behind.
And the voice of

Speaks, sweetheart,

west

would like to give my
Drying prepartions simply develop dry
wing the past season, as catarrh; they dry up the secretions which
adhere
to the membrane and decompose, Dear, deep eyes, of all eyes most tender.
a t the farmers are very
Heart. of all hearts most true,
at present.
Alter get- causing a far more serious trouble than the
form of catarrh.
Avoid all drying All «if the blue night's widening splendor
•i.itiou that J could, and ordinary
Hallows its lips with you:
inhalauts and
use
that which cleanses,
ihii* catalogues, I pro- soothes and heals.
Ely’s Cream Balm is Yours is the name that the waters rail,
a
of
barrel
and
Yours :s the nan c* the stars
j such a remedy and will cure catarrh or cold
insisting
a c«»pper and a
gal van- j in the head easily and pleasantly. A trial Down from the infinite heights let fa’l
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sprayer, and a stock
i' ujate of copper.
As
spring I did but very
\ ing,
but I found that
applied directly to the
kill them, and it did
s.
I had three varieanted on two kinds of
ed spraying when they
•iml sprayed five times
it.
using a copper knapuaehinent and vermorel
lid nice work.
I used
: Bordeaux to the acre,
'ide of the row and .back
liking rapidly, and found
c hours to cover an acre.
’’V Baris
green and had no
mentioning. The first of
'mi'
of
the tops turned
1
ben black, but if it was
different article from that
«
fall of 1897.
I
had
bushels to the acre of
without any unsound ones
Bi the spring of ’97 I liad
1
strawberries, 25 varieties,
than half of them by rust,
omrnenced to spray with
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uncovered, spraying

last time, when the bergrown, 1 sprayed with
u inmate mixture.
I
1 had
: 'hat I have ever raised.
I
h.u spraying has paid me,
toin... '"''ire of it another season. I
(' ls*-d to near from other
per^r: •'!have tried spraying the past
0. Wilson.
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will be mailed for 10 cents, large for 50
cents.
All druggists keep it. Ely Brothers,
50 Warren street, New York.

What

he

after.
The lady in the
background—"Don’t you think, Tom, that
the Baron has an extremely aristocratic
air?” Tom—“Yes, and he now evidently
wants to acquire a plebiau heiress.”
[Harlem Life.
was

For Over

Fifty

years.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
pa-rt of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

A dispatch from Washington^ says that
claims for pensions on account of the
Spanish war are now coming in rapidly.
The total on file up to date is 1947 for
war services, aud 178 for naval services,
exclusive of the claims of the battleship
Maine victims.
Star Pointer, the celebrated two-minute
pacer, was sold for 815,000 last week at
public auction in New York to a chewing
gum manufacturer. IIow hard many girls
have worked to furnish the money for this

outlay.
•‘Neglected colds make fat graveyards.”
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup helps men
and women to a happy, vigorous old age.

Love, in the years to com hereafter,
Gold, as shall chance, or gray,
Still shall the sound of your lightsome
laughter
Come at the close of day,
Come to recall what 1 b ave belv.ud—
Love, and the west, and you,
Dear, deep eyes, of all eyes mi st. kind,
Heart, of all hearts most true!
[Guy Wetmore Carry 1, in Harper’s Bazar.
A

REVELATION

FOR

WEAK

WOMEN.

from
Weak,
complaints, irregularities, discharges,
backache, etc., get no sympathy because
they ‘‘look well.” No one but the physician
knows what they suffer, and no one but, a
great specialist in female diseases like Dr
Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass the
most successful physician in curing these
complaints, has the knowledge, skill and
Women
remedies which never fail to cure.
nervous

women

who suffer

female

should know that Dr. Greene cau be conWrite the Doctor.
sulted by mail, free.
You can thus get his opinion and advice in
Write now—it
free.
regard to your case,
may result in jour cure.
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For Infants and

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
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our commou

thoughts

are

told,

It may express fraternal love
And still our hearts be chill and cold.

It sometimes can be made a mask
By which our real thoughts may be hid
We may a pleasant greeting give

Simply

to do

:

others did.

as

We do not wish to do that thing
In what we now may have to say,
We wish to make you really feel
That you are welcome here to-day.
That

To
Tlie

really, truly glad,
our Good Templars Hall,
members of this District Lodge,
we are

meet

in

Sisters and brothers, true friends all,
Who now’ have left for one short day,
The common cares of working life,
To gather here for friendly chat,
Forgetful of all toil and strife.
We give to you the best w'e have,
With food we pile our tables high,
W nat he your Meed please only ask,
To grant the wish we sure will try.

Lake there is

Swan

Fur first of all we wish to know
That you are happy and well fed,
S<» that m comfort you may see
And hear all to be seen and said.
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Horse Blankets

1

suit any purse.
andlook for the

<
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—niv.^

made in all stvles—to fit any horse-to
your dealer for 5/A Kins tiirth Blankets
A boos on the subject sent free,

de-mark.
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*iasaa Wcpieulriiral Department >f the
‘holiest merit, all important news..: ;h,- X.ttion
World, comprehensive and reliable market reports, able edit -rial*, bit >nvst;n>_r
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The State
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New Methods-and Old

In days gone by
women made
:heir own soap spun tlie cloth for
heir clothes, and a> a luxury made
whicc meat for themselves with
^ endless trouble, care and expense.
)Id methods no longer exist
^
are
now
obtained
^ >etter results
easier and cheaper
even
in pie
£
when
you buy
^ making
—

A

Buy a package of your Grocer for 10c.
and see how delicious it is.
;
C Prepared by Thorndike A Mix, Rockland, Me.
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CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,

and

LETTER HEADS,

PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

YOLK ORDERS AT ONCE FOR

|Co\A.

he

S

old,

Legal Printing
neatly ami promptly <lon

Anti ait kintl* ul’

MARCELLUS J. DOW

m

^Aead
ELY’S CREAM BALM Is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 5i)
cents at l)ru.:-ists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 5>» Warren St.. New York City.

Conference.

(SHOOKS, >1 AIM,,
The taxpay»?rs of the eity ol Hoi fast .ire hereby
notified that a'l poll taxes and ixes on personal
estate for ISOS are now due ami iimmdiate payA dist omit o| two per
ent.
ment is requested.
will l»e allowed on all t ixes paid before .January 1
1800. I shall lie in my otlieein Memorial Imildnit:'
from 8.30 to 1 1.30 a m. daily, until further lmti.-e'
«

exhibi-

; United States hotel, and §1.00 per day

II.
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A SURE RELIEF TO WOMAN for
all troubles peculiar to her sex. {3y”Send by
mail or from our Agent.
$1.00 per box.

WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Props., CLEVELAND. OHIO.

WILLIAMS’ARNICA AND WITCH
HAZEL SALVE.nirSnnu

GOLD IN THE HEAD

CATARRH

all SKIN KRUPTIONS-Ilke Pimple-, Black
Head-, Roush Skin, Sunburn and Tan.
8-»r per box by mall or from OUR AGENT.
Williams Mfg. C'o., JProps., Cleveland, O.
and

j

j

FOR

SALK

PILES!

RY

R.

H.

MOODY.

PILES!

Iyr88

[House-

j

Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drugbv mail, for 50c. and $ 1.00 per box.
sent
gists,
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio
or sale by R. H Moody.
ij'38
Piles and

Just Out and Just In
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for the
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(1.0 1 /v
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id other

\r i />/: a unrt:\rs
For Ijfttties.-

lu his MIM.IM.IH rooms are foiwnl rhe very
style-,, with eompetent milliners in .ittenlHe keeps a *;(•■> l assortment of
anee.

at‘st

Fidles and ('hil'lren'

*

Fn<l>'rwe<i)\

POOR & SON’S,
ALL THE LATEST NOVELTIES IN

LEATHER WALLETS,
CARD AND CIGAR CASES,
PHOTOGRAPH HOLDERS,
MUSIC ROLLS,

PURSES, ETC.

EYES TESTED
FREE.
J. VV. Haley, the New York Oculist, will

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
! Blind, Bleeding, ricerated and Itching Piles. It
at absorhes the tun. >rs, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for

“Maud says she is madly in love with her
wheel.”
“Huh! Another case where

Fancy Goods,

—

on

new

and

Dpy

Belfast, S:ept. I, 18«s.-:iotf

trip tickets will be sold over the
Maine Central, Portland & Rochester,
Portland & Rumford Falls, Grand Trunk,
Bangor A Aroostook, and Somerset RailHotel rates, §1.50 per day at the
ways.

displaced by machinery.”

ml investi-

already edected.
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Beauty”
Joy Forever.”
of
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Harper’s Maga-

the Chase House.

MODERN

The Christmas HERALD of 1898.
j

fight

interstate

A

December 11.
SEND

i

Burgess Press,

DON’T FORGET THE DATE OF ISSUE.

creamery and dairy butter being open to
New England.
The program for this
meeting has already been announced.
There is every indication that the exhibit
of dairy products and
dairy machinery
will be very large. The fancy butter display, which promises to be much larger
than ever before, as well as the display of
dressed poultry, eggs, and poultry appliances, will add to the attractiveness of

hold Words.

lie “a
“a

tiou, tie competition for premiums

man

NUMBERS YET ISSUED BY
NEWSPAPER.
It Will

eili

in

enra-

JOB PRINTERS,
Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

Page of Christmas Talks
THESE ARE BUT A FEW OF THE MANY
ELEMENTS THAT WILL GO TO MAKE UP
ONE OF THE VERY BEST CHRISTMAS

:********* ********4

The

story tellers.

BY POPULAR NEW YORK CLERGYMEN
Will be Another Delightful Feature.

5

to

r.
is

Operating Surgeon.

MARY E. WILKINS,
(
and other well known

It is carefully made of fresh beef
and green apples from an old
State of Maine receipt. Is all ready
to put in the crust, and is so econC omical that a pie made of it costs
I onlv about 4 cents.

la.dOO

■

Office Hours, I to -f ; 7 to 8 H. M

WILLIAH LE QUEL \

C

i■•ure

E.L. STEVENS. SI. 0.

liEORUE R. MMS,

Gom Coin luce meat

(>ver

*.

Belfast Oita, Johnson Block,

FRANK R. STOCKTON,

—

r‘

j*

Consiutation and examination

y

Mti' li i nterest is being shown in the approaching State Dairy Conference of the
Maine Board of Agriculture, to be held in
Portland, December 7 and 8, which is for
the Mist time to have

giite.

will be unexcelled by an> cnntemp.irai:t-ous publication. The
e.uirrib.Ki iof fiction will include the names .■!

—

cure
>•

re-mired until

is

plete.
Physicians invited

Fascinating theute^neau^s

y

a

1

as

CIIAS.

Dairy

SiPPLEMLNTS.

ARi

KELLER, ASHE AND GRAHAM,

dominant blood that daunts the foe,
That laughs a odds, and leaps to the blow,—
It is Dewey’s glory to-day, as Nelson’s
A hundred years ago!

Roberts,

HK.h

We guarantee
evi!l’>'
no money

i;'

exquisite and appropriate lull paee pictures in color, l>\ such

Tim

G. D

ITS

wm

,:very

!l

duties.

which will contain
ns.

sake!
For the bloo 1 that fathered Farragut
Is the blood that fathered Blake;

Decern her.

Of Men, Women mid
children, cured by the
Fidelity Method.
No cutting ojteiaii'>n,
no detention from
daily

Sunday, Dec. II, 1898.

CiWArh
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swoon

will uot he
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.-.ROW YOU^JRUSS/Wa

EACH HOLIDAY SEASON THE
HERALD “DOES ITSELF ONE
BETTER, AND THIS YEAR IT
PROPOSES TO MAINTAIN ITS
RECORD.

Of the blood that told iu the days of Drake
When the fight was good for the fighting’s

fur

Out

AND

cold.

a

Pike’s Toothache Dr

Manila Bay! Manila Bay!
How proud the song on our lips to-day !
A brave old song of the true, and strong
And the will that has its way;

tils.

:it

gift

no

New York Herald

OF

It’s so simple to
ml of .1 cnu^h or
throat treubV by l!uic’s Honey of H.e-ehound and Tar. Act- aa mayi... Soid

fleet

Cashiers, Contract*

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER

HOREHOUNO

:

tor

Rea!

I.

\ear,'

a

brings

it

.•

welcome in the home than I

more

lace who neg-

Then soon on his pride the dread doom fell,
Red doom,—for the ruiu of shot and shell
Lit every vomiting, bursting hulk
With a crimson reek of hell.

won,
the master now, as the master of
Is “the man behind the gnu.”

time

each

once

Security B'-r.Js Pi:

a

man

So through the dark we stole our way
Fast the grim warders and into the bay,
Fast Ivalibuyo, and past Salinas,—
And came at the break of day
Where strong Cavite stood to oppose,—
Where, from a sheen of silver and rose,
A thronging of masts, a soaring of towers,
The beautiful city arose.

Assets

OF THE

stares

lects

Me.

Winterport,

Twenty Million

HAM BOILER INSl R ANCE AND INSPECTION.
A J ninistrators an I raste *s. C »rresp.>.i.1vn.e

as

But to the brave though beaten, hail!
All hail to them that dare and fail!
To the dauntless boat that charged our
And sank *u the iron hail!

Over

“Christmas comes hut

sumption

Mate eaeh ship as the mute-mouth grave,
A ghost lev.athan cleaving the wave;
B i: deep m its heart the great tires throb,
The travailing engines rave,

<:

.....

F IRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSl RANCE:.

Imitations.

the ghastly terror

1 ill tlie guns of E! Fraile roared—too late,
And the steel prows forged ahead.

Vsy.

I ()

ors.

perilous dark we sped,
the quiet dead,

ir.,

,•

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

m.m.etu;

:i«

w

Bay.

;

or

mi

Mk>. S. C. Nason.

35c.
Avoid

Your threats how vain, ('orregidor ;
Your rampired batteries, feared no more:
Your frowning guard at Manila gate,—
When our Captain went before!

[Charles
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FRED ATWOOD,
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THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.. Belfast, Me.
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She Knows from experience

And when again y<ui next shall meet,
With people high and grand or humble,
Remember Brooks Lodge welcomed you,
But please forget this hasty jumble.

zine

von

shall ah\ av- d

Wirh tiii* desire, Brooks Templar lodge
Has welcomed you to-day,
And that, some good may here be done,
We humbly hope aud pray.

a

the farm and in the village. inborn*

on

Ban«;ok. Me.
I)

1 poll the points presented here,
We mu> not ao think just the same,
But. w<- an |mss the matter o’er,
And not censure or harshly blame.

r

friends,

products, the condition of in >ps and prospects for the war.
welcome and indispensable weekly visitor at >
!in;n rid

She recommends

And foi tiiis cause may one and all
live honor to eai h brother,
And strive in low to all abide,
U itfi charity for each other.

pride

oivesy.m all the local news, j>-.iiti* il au i social >
keeps yoi in close touch wit y.»nr neighbors

—

>

done
While war's in the world and

TEAR FOR $2.00

Sirs.
I
for twenty

t us, friends, now al! unite
An« 1 heck 'us
uel, mighty power,
To ripple him V uere’er We can.
This ;s the O' eatnm of the hour.

of the blood

paper,

THE N. Y, WEEKLY TRIBUNE

Be Sells “£.?.”

So

And tlie

ONE

■

Ti e ponderous pistons urge like fate,
The red-throat furnaces roar elate,
And the sweating stokers stagger and
I u a heat more tierce than hate.

-»

and

That still the drink fiend is a power,
In this fair hind we .ove so well,
A’
tl at h- threat us many homes,
With wot s no tongue an ever tell.

the

BOTH

PERRY DAVIS & SON.

have ft ilowed the debate.
Ami bus;ness of t ue morning,
You have, n. doubt, become informed
W I ait my word of warning

through

and your favorite Iiom

''the republican journal;,h-x™

LOOK OUT FOR IM IT A,T|of- S AN D SU 3STITUTES.
THE GENUINE BOTTLE
BEARS THE NAME,

con

Quiet eaeh ship

^

THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL,
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RELIEVE.

ACHE,

Bui thes- tilings past, the question is,
What lew brings us in here together.
Beside* to char, to eat. and drink,
Al! iunls of the same class and feather.

'lamia

For FARMERS

I

It may no- he the finest, thing,
As judged by aid of choice belle letter,
But ere on criticise it hard,
1 Mease just step out and do it better.

Ballad of

i

,^s'

THE GREAT

one

I

For we have found in our own lodge,
As you will find it everywhere,
If we would draw and hold the crowd,
Something to please we must prepare.

A

SONS, Philadelphia.

THE SEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUTE

ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND

,

To make a rest from dull debate
An entertainment will be given,
Su i as we have on our lodge nights,
T< have it. well we sure have striven.

Ft

i @) HAS GUI

y

at

We. fee; that tri ties such as these
Will quickly pass from out your mind,
That, you must surely, truly know,
We ire in heart most true and kind.

If

gainsaying

no

On the Bias.
That's the secret of the 5/A Bias Girth Horse
Blankets. The girths are on th> bias—that means
they are crossed. They work automatically. The
blanket can't slip. If you pull one side the other
side keeps the blanket from sliding, and vet it
doesn’t bind the horse. He can t rub it loose. He
couldn’t displace it if he rolled In it.

of the prettiest sheets of
water to be found anywhere, to say nothing of the attractions it has for sportsmen.

this task in any way
We fail or make a glaring blunder,
We feel we shall your pardon have,
Mistakes like this are little wonder.
If

the spars.

To echo among

size

tell.

can

Surprised, unready, his proud ships lay
Idly a; anchor in Bakor Bay;—
Unread v, surprised, but proudly hold,
Which was ever the Spaniard’s way.

Night., aud the music of shrouds and spars,
Harp of the wind, whose strings
Sing, sweetheart, to the listen ng stars

Wild,

words

Hi w hue ami fair! But the shining air
With a thousand shattering thunders there
Flaj pe 1 and reeled. For the lighting foe—
We had caught him in his lair.

Night, and the wonder of starlight waking
High in the darkening dome!
Night, and the thunder of waters breaking
White

simple

but the vehicle

is

By which

Safe

In

|

than

more

speech

But the death in the deep awoke not then :
Mine and torpedo they spoke not then;
From the heights that loomed on our passing line
l'he thunders broke not then.

H oe they >al-,
Ancient myt. 1 and song and tale.
wonder ol oupdays.
When the cruel rod .:f war
Ml ssoms white with righteous law,
And the wrath of man is praise!

j

Much

For

Into the unknown gloom
wide sea-room,
strait
We dared the hidden doom.

Let us kneel!
Coil’s own voice is in that peal.
And tl is spot- s holy ground.
Lord, forgive us! What are -.ve
That our eyes this glorv see.
That o ir ears have heard the s md!

j

With the summer boarders which have
became a feature of nearly every hamlet in
the State of Maine, a Maine writer notes a
corresponding change in many things.
The little stream that was once called Mud
creek is now called Mirror brook.
1'he
hill that was called Poverty
Ridge is now
Mt. Caribou, and the farm that was <«nce
without a name is called Widow Hill tarm
or Maple
Grove Stock Farm. Over in
easceru Waldo county there is a mountain
formerly called “Mount Misery” that has
recently been named “Mount Waldo” by
capitalists who have opened a granite
It received its first name
quarry there.
from the fact that mauy years ago two
young men perished on it in a blinding
storm.
Perhaps the most amusing incident in the attempt to change the name of
any of Maine’s natural scenery relates to
the changing of the name of a sheet of
water in
this same county.
“Goose
Pond,” it was called for a hundred years
but at the west end there has recently
grown up a little summer resort, and the
inhabitants thereof changed the uame to
“Swan Lake.” Now everybody at the
west end for miles speak of it as “Swan
Lake.” but the inhabitants of the east end
say that their end is yet “Goose Pond.”
Whether it is called Goose Pond or

recent

Lights out.

Oi the burial hour of crime.
Loud and long that all may hear,
Ming fur evt r\ listening ear
Of Eternity at d Time!

j

What’s in a Name?

meeting in Brooks of the
District Lodge of Good Templars the address of welcome was by M. J. Dow, Esq.,
and was as follows:
To members of this District Lodge,
And to the officers as well,
We now a cordial welcome give,
At the

From the windy,glimmering,
Challenging fate in that dark

Ring, O bells!
Every stroke exulting tells

Piles—Itching

One Man’s Theory.

Deo.

It. is dune!
Clang of bell aud roar of gun
Semi the tidings up and down.
How the belfries rock aud reel.
How the great guns, peal on peal,
Fling the joy from town to town.

“I can stand being guyed about my golden
collar and my tin whistle, and all that,'' observed Gen. Aguinaldo, “but when it comes
f>) the papers calling me the Brvau of the
Philippines, I feel like going back into the
woods and living with the gorillas'" [Life.

>heep husbandry, if

[I.

Lnus

never

relief until I used Dr. Agnew’s
Powder. Oue box cured me completely.’
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co. 02.

sheep,
they
tility of the farm more
ion

;

1

great many catarrh

Address of Welcome.

For Winter Evenings

Entertainments

Trial by jury will be established in Si
“New and original ways of entertaining
beria after Jan. 1st by a recent ukase of
a small
excludthe Czar.
company of young people
Oxford University has decreed that ing dancing and cards’’ are not so easy to
when men present themselves to receive discover, but perhaps you have not heard
the degrees they shall not wear tan color- of some of the many new literary games
! that are at the present time so very much in
ed shoes.
The Manacle rocks, on which the Mohe- vogue; literary amusements, it seems to me
"ill be
especially suited to furnish divergau was wrecked, got their name from
“Maeu Eglos,” the Cornish for “church sion for your husband’s pupils whom lie
stone.” There is a legend that a church and you wish to entertain ou successive
Friday evenings. “Throwing light” is a
once stood on tiie spot.
At a prize contest for national music good simple game: two officers are chosen
who
must be
and dances, held in the Norwegian town
quick and clever Vfter a
of Skien, the first prize for dancing was consultation with each other they agree
ou a word
that lias several meanings, such
taken by an old ceutleman of SO, who
as
went through the Hailing dance.
box—shooting box, theatre box. bandTaddeo Gaddi’s Ponte Vecchio, built in box—they then proceed to discuss ou the
word to
1333, the only mediaeval bridge left in ful uot tothe general company, being cartAs
Florence, is threatened with destruction. soon as “throw too much light.*’ conany one guesses the word he
The city authorities wish to put a woodsults with the
eu suspension
officers, and if collect in
bridge in its place.
his surmise he too
Moritz Frank, who as a child was exhiproceeds to “throw
bited as a mathematical prodigy, recently light.” A time limit is imposed, and forj feits are collected
from those who—in, say
tried to commit suicide by jumping from a I
ten minutes—have not
Vienna bridge into the Danube.
guessed the word;
His:
on the other
but,
hand, if all have guessed
power to add figures was failing, and he I it iu teu
mi mites, the office s must pay
had learned no other means of earning a
the forfeits.
Another more complex
living.
|
London s county council has (fecided to game, which requires some prepara ion.
is one where the
hostess has ready numassume control of the water
supply of the bered cards with
painted or pasted signs,
metropolitan district, and will try to get
small
scenes,
articles, aud clippings to
a bill
through Parliament to enable it to distribute
her guests; every one
amoug
purchase “by agreement or by compul- is allowed a
few minutes to guess the
sion’’ the property of the eight commeaning of each card, and to write the
panies that now provide the water.
answer on small score cards
provided for
Of 500 freshmen who matriculated at
tile
A prize is given at the
Oxford University this fall, 250, or less end purpose.
of the evening to the one who hits the
than half, came from the great English
greatest number of correct answers.
Here
public schools. Eatou leads the other are some
suggestions for the cards: a
schools with 40 students, then come St.
bow
of hay indicates Hayti, a red
Paul’s 20, Charterhouse aud Winchester I (large
is the Red Sea, the names of two States
10 each, Marlborough aud Harrow 10 each.
joined
is t he United States, aud
together
Mr. Maskelyne, the London conjuror, an
eye and a tallycard is Italy.
Any
has been compelled by the courts to make
number of combinations will readily
good his otter of £500 to any one who sunigt-ist
and
this
is
themselves,
game
could imitate successfully his box trick.
PerHe had made the otter with impunity for always taking with young people.
not less
haps
than these newer
years in his speech introducing the trick, games in an amusing
old-time spelling-bee, where j
but when two young clerks took it up, re- tin*
are equally divided into two
company
fused to pay.
portions and stand in lines opposite each
Illustrated postal cards on which pictother; a word is given out first to the I
ures
of fortilied places are represented
person at tlie end of oue line who may
have been prohibited iu Germany on the
spell it correctly, when auother word is
that
ground
they betray military secrets. given out to the
opposite line, but if the
Thousands of cards with pictures of P->- word is
not correctly spelled it
is passed
sen, Coblenz, Mainz, Spandau, Madge
to the next
person opposite, aud so on
burg and other towus have been contiscat
alternately up the lines until the one who
ed and a line of three marks will be imspells it correctly has. the privilege of
posed on any one caught selling these choosing one of the
opponents to lie on i
ca ids.
his side: the game ends when eitlnu side
has won a sufficient majority.
To vary
All form* of scrofula, sores,boil*, pimples,
the* games evenings, why do yon not have
and eruptions are quickly and permanently
a
palmistry evening.’ S um- one should
cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
dress as a gypsy, and, having studied up
Teacher: “Johnny, can you tell me what on the
subject a little, tell fortunes and
Is meant by ‘steward ?"
Johinn : "A stew- j
»
s; this w
pular.
ard is a man th it. doesn't min l Jus own JinsA Scotland evening is also
much j
very
i 11 eSS
Tel.die:'. "Why. where did Von g.'t i
"the thing:" there may he
that idea?
I
looked
it
“Well,
readings from ;
Johnny:
Si• oic 1 authors, aud games .sh oe Scorch
up iu the dictionary, and it said; *A man!
'ah
attends t" the affairs of others.’
topics are treated; one might be a game
ot quotations, aud e.u -isgiven to the gnest.s
[Truth.
with misuuot< d e\1 r u ts tr mi Scotch vt rse
tin*
Apoplexv. Dr. Agnev's Cure he
written ou tlmm; wlioev-.u is aide to change
Heart iscjually tVective in apoplexy symptiie greatest n umbei of quo: a lions to their
II you have unpleasant' dizzness,
toms.
11glitUeSS Of stlddetl lush <f hloo.l to the I1 correct form to win a prize.
On the same
h *;id, take precautions against a recurrence.
order would be a game of cards with
Tuis great remedy will remove the cause. ! written
questions ab mt s dch books and
The press of tin- and has daily a long list i
Scotch history, the om win* is most ipt |
ot
sudden deaths which would not be
in
the
answers
to reeive a prize
a
book i
chronicled if Dr. Aguew's (dure for the I
verse.
Have oue evening !
Heart were useu.
Sold bv Kilgore W Wil- of Scotch
devoted to charades v umg people alson and A. A. Howes M Co. i'd.
these: and on another a
Hobson “How did you enjoy your sum-| ways enjoy
Mother-Goose
rlie latter the
U
nier trip. Bag ley
Bagiev “Had a delight- hostess must party.
ful time
provide c mis w rli the
Gained one hundred and thirty I
name
of
some
Mother-Goose
character
H
-dtsi.m
hundred
and
tin;
1
"One
pound."."
pounds ! 1 don't believe it!" B igb*y—“Don't written on each, and when all the conn any
you? “Well, here it conies down the street. has gathered she must demand of every
Just wait a moment and I'll introduce you." one the verse to which his character re[Harlem Life.
lates. and demand a forfeit of him who
A Veteran’s Story. George Lewis, of cannot correctly
quote it.
[Harper’s
Shamokin, Pa., writes: i am eighty years of Bazar.
1 have been troubled with Catarrh for
age.

return to ISelfast l>ec. 25.

^/U's>i'
GRAY’S B

ITkTtiK S COLLEGE

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L. QRAY. PORTLAND, ME.

FANCY CANDLE.
WITH EVERY

A

thr J/<;'(/

and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.

limit)*

GIVEN
AWAY!

WROUGHT-IRON.
SCROLL-PATTERN
CANDLESTICK
PURCHASED OF
POOR & SON
FOR 35 CENTS-

H. Crockett died suddenly about
Tuesday, Mr. Crockett was taking a
load of grain for Nickerson to Stockton and
w hen near the
RaoklifT place was seen to

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Mary A. HarriCarabelle, Fla., Nov. 25. Cld, sch Scotia,
and Mrs. Edna Harriman arrived home Davis, New York.
Washington, D. C., Nov. 24. Ar, sch Hatfrom Worcester, Mass., last week.Miss tie H
Barbour, Erskine, Vinalhaven via New
Addie Partridge of Stockton Springs is doing York.
Noy. 25.
Providence,
Sld, sch Maggie
ladies
in
this
place.
dressmaking for several
New York.
-J. G. James and Miss Lizzie D. Wilson Mulvey, Pendleton,
Charleston, S. C., Nov. 27. Ar, sch Georof Bangor spent Thanksgiving with Capt. A.
gia Gilkey, Norfolk.
S. Wilson and family_The Ladies’ Circle
FOREIGN PORTS.
met with Mrs. E. W. Grindle last Saturday
Guantanamo, Nov. 13. Sld, sch Augustus
evening. Forty-two were present. A short Palmer, Haskell, Philadelphia.
St Pierre, Mart, Nov 24.
Ar, sch Jessie
after which Sergt.
program was given,
Lena, Devereaux, New York.
with his graphophone.
Hegyi
entertained
Rio Janeiro, Nov 21.
from pure
Sld, bark Francis,
Ali went home feeling well repaid for going.
Baltimore.
cream of tartar.
Ponce, P R, Nov 5. Ar, sch Lizzie E Den-There will be a Christmas tree at the
school house Christmas eve. A program nison, BRoss, Philadelphia; 11, sld, brig
Henry
Cleaves, Cole, St Domingo.
will be given, including Sergeant Hegyi with
Barbadoes, Nov 8. Sld, bark C P Dixon,
his graphophone. Everybody is cordially Trinidad; 15, sld. bark Auburndale, Dow,
Bonaire.
invited, whether they belong here or not.
Departure Bay, Nov 18. Ar, ship St NichThe entertainment will begin at 7.30 sharp. olas, San Francisco.
-Miss Hannah Heagan spent several days
Guantanamo, Nov 5. Ar, sch Henry Clauwith her nephew, Capt. A. S. Wilson, last sen. Jr, Torrey, Philadelphia.
Alum baking powders are the greatest
Havana, Nov 21. Sld, bark Olive Thurmenacers to health of the present day.
week.
low, Pascagoula.
Manila, Oct. 10. In port, ship State of
ROVAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW VOBK.
Unity. The High school closed Nov. 23d. Maine for Boston.
Matanzas, Nov. 21. Sld, sch R F PettiTuesday the school gave au exhibition congrew, New Orleaus.
Northport. Rev. R. T. Cjipeu will preach sisting of music and declamations. The adAnjer, Oct. 20.
Passed, ship Governor
at Saturday Cove Dec. 4th at 2 45 p. m. mission was 10 cents, and about 811 were Robie, Coleord, Hong Kong, for New York.
Singapore, Nov. 5. Sld, ship Emily Reed,
After services there will be an observance taken, which will help furnish the new’
New York.
of the Lord's Supper.
schoolliouse_Among the arrivals in town

Hiram

LOCALS.

SEARSFORT

man

noon

spent Thanks-

Portland

of

L. G. Paine

giving in town.

load.

the

on

|

RoVal

Larrabee
him removed

Mr.

went to his assistance and had

house, where he expired in a very
Mr. Crockett has suffered from
a heart trouble for many years, which was
Fastnet Erskine, who has been teaching j
the cause of his sudden death. He w as born

Mary

Mrs.

spend the

Perkins will

winter

Orland,

is at home for

vacation.

a

to his

short time.

Lebbeus Curtis.

with Mrs.

in

back

fall

Capt. Sewall C. Lancaster arrived home
train Friday evening.

by

!

Baking Powder

Searsport April 4, 1827, son of the
The young ladies are to give a whist party
late Ephraim and Elsie Crockett. Of three
G.
A.
hall
next
at
R.
Friday evening.
two sisters only the youngest
j brothers and
Almond Park, who has been first officer of brother, Tyler, survives. Mr. C. married
j
bark Mable I Myers arrived home Wednes- Sarah Bennett, by whom he had two daugh-

day
Mrs.

Jenuie C.

left

Hunter

Wednesday

Medfield, Mass., where she will remain
during the winter.
for

Congregational Sunday school

The
books

for the

series may be
store.

new

text

obtained at

in North

expert ship carpenter ami was
government employ.

by

steamer

church
Sunday on account of the blizzard, and
veiy few people ventured out of doors.
at either

The ladies’ mission meeting, Congl.. will
l»e hehl to-morrow, Friday, afternoon with
Mrs. Nancy Colcord and her daughter, Mrs.
B F. Colcord.

Capt. B. F. Pendleton celebrated his sixtybirthday by giving a birthday party
Tuesday. All of Ins brothers and sisters,
ninth

with other

relatives,

present.

were

Stud ley's boat went adrift Sunday
night from the cove and landed on Sears Island without any damage. She was blowu
up high anil dry on the sandy beach.
Frank

Gross and E. C. Averill 'nave returned from Greenfield where they have
been on a hunting expedition. They brought
in a handsome deer that weighed nearly 200
Frank

pounds.
Mrs. C. C. Hamilton of Boston and Mrs.
Geoige E. Darling of Providence arrived by
train Saturday evening, being called to
Sandypoiut by the sickness of their mother,
Mrs. B. F. Rice.
A

report from W. R. Gilkey in the schoonthat he had arrived safe-

er

Georgia Gilkey

ly

at

Charleston, S. C.,

to friends after

was

reading of

very

the

gratifying

fearful disas-

ters from the late storm.

Harry Gross, who is in the employ of the
R. R. Co., Boston, and John

West End

Briggs, employed by the New Haven and
Hartford R. R., who have been spending
heir vacation
One of

return

to-day.

old farmers says that W. M.

our

Merrithew

here,

must

have

experienced

some

backaches before he got those 250 bushels of
carrots dug, to say nothing of the nearly 500
bushels of other vegetables he raised.
drawn to serve
The following
as jurors at the December term of the United
States court in Portland Capt. I. C. Park
and D. V. Mitchell as grand jurors, and J.
W. Brock and Willis Downs as petit jurors.
h

been

ive

The Thanksgiving service at the Cough
Thursday evening called out a large
audience and the address of Rev. H. W.
A large
Norton was attentively listened to.
choir from the two churches was in attendchurch

ance.

Capt Charles Closson in schooner A. J.
Whiting rode out Sunday's gale in our harbor. proving, as we leave always claimed,
that Sears port has
safe harbor in a gale off
shore ami tlu

best

spend the

eng

ground

on

the

coast

relatives.

spent Thanksgivparents, Mr. and Mrs.

ing Day with his
Elias Moore.

Prescott D. H. Carter and
daughter Gladys of Belfast were iu town
Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and

Warren, Capt

Israel

Closson,

Jr., sailed from here Friday loaded with
hay for Boston and made a harbor at Rockland, where she rode out the gale without
damage. She proceeded on her voyage

Mrs

Mrs. Geo. A. Mathews of Belfast
were in town last week, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Mathews.
Mr. and

Mrs. A. A. Colcord of Belfast
were in town Thanksgiving day visiting
Mrs. Oolcord’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. James
L. Dow.
Mr. and

Win.

J.

Mathews and

family

Winterport. Cassia, wife of Joseph
Cookson, passed away Nov. 18th after a long
! and tedious illness, leaving a husband and
several stepsons ami daughters to mourn
their loss. Mrs. Cookson was a devoted
wife, a faithful, earnest Christian, aud was
beloved by all who knew her. The funeral
services were held at her late home Sunday
afternoon and were conducted by Rev. D.H.

Riper-Miss Elsie Colsou, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Benj. Colsou, died at the home of

went to

Union Thanksgiving Day to witness the
marriage of their only son, Mr. E. A.
Mathews.
Notwithstanding the inclemency
weather there

was a

Thanksgiving hall

at

of

parents Nov.19th of consumption, after a
lingering illness of many months. The funeral services were held at the Grange

her

the

large gathering at the
the grange hall. Young

h *r sister, Mrs. Page_Mrs.
left for Portland Nov. 21stMrs. C. M. Chase was at home from Bangor

CORRESPONDENCE.

Palermo.
Rev. Harry E. Hinckley of
Lowell, Mass., has an appointment at the
l.rst Baptist church for New Years day.
James Soule and wife spent Thanksgiving
with their son Will Soule; also Miss Emma
Snell of China.. .William Turner and wife
of Marden Hill spent Thanksgiving with
their daughter, Mrs. John Bradstreet, and
Saturday they spent the day with their son
Miss Cassie BradDexter in Freedom.
street, who is attending school at WaterviPe,
returned home last week to enjoy Thanksgiving with her father and mother.Last
Friday night Jack Frost sealed the ground
winter and

winter

with

Henry

Suow

for

days recently.Thanksgiving serheld at the M.E. church Thursday
morning ami a very interesting discourse
was delivered by the pastor followed by a
social service-Mr. Jacob Crockett died
He had
very suddenly Saturday night.
a

vices

beeu

as

well

as

his

usual
barn

ami

during

was

the

eugaged

in

afternoon.

About 11 o’clock he awoke and complained
a pain in his head and side, soon became

unconscious,
passed away about 3
o'clock. He leaves a widow, son, aud two
daughters to mourn their loss.... Mrs. Charles
Fernald is at home for a visit of a week or
two, after which she will join her husband
in Boston-Mr. and Mrs. James Haley
have gone to Clinton for a few weeks_Mr.
aud Mrs. Rufus Nealey have moved to their
old home in Monroe... .Timothy G. Fellmvs
came home from Boston to spend his Thanksgiving vacation-Miss Carroll of Southwest
Harbor was the guest of Miss Abbie Coffren
over Thanksgiving-Miss Minnie Wehler
has gone away for the winter_Mr. Daniel
L. Cole anil Miss Nettie M. Smith were united
and

who has been spending a few weeks in
Wliitetieid, returned recently and her
daughter Josie then went to Wbitelield-

Camden last week
to attend the funeral of Chellis Richards^
formerly of this town... .Rodney Nelson
Watson Nelson went to

converted his sheep shell into a horse
stable.... During the gale last week the
halliards of the flagpole at the Frye schoolhouse broke and the hag blew away quite a
distance. Now the> are in a quandary how
they shall get new halliards rove... Allen
Goodwin and wife spent Thanksgiving at
James Knowles and enjoyed the day very
I
much.
has

in marriage by Rev. D. n. Piper on Thanksgiving day.Mrs. Granville Grant.ami her
daughter, Miss Lizzie, came very near being asphyxiated by coal gas Tuesday uigbt.

Brooks. The entertainment last Monday
evening for the benefit of the Brooks Band
; was a decided success in spite of the drifted
A ve*\v pleasant time was en.
Jack.-* n
condition of our country roads. The hall
the
f
Mr.
and
H.
at
home
Mrs.
F.
j.-yed
was well filled and the proceeds were about
Brown, where about twenty-four, including 1
1.
The band entertained the audience for

|

of

family, were gathered to partake nearly an hour, under the direction of Prof,
Thanksgiving dinner. About three Fairbanks, A recess was then declared and
j
ago a similar gathering was held at
; all went below where refreshments were.

own
a

Misses Mira and Annie Lib-

were

cation.... M

rs.

and broke her
as

well

years
“Great

MARINE

expected-l)r.

Cook is

in poor health, but rides a great deal and
has all he can do.... Mrs. Wm. Hamilton
has

quite

been

ceived

sick.... Word

that Mrs.

Whitney

has been

re-

her sister

and

Eva arrived at their destination

in

due time

and that Miss Eva stood the journey nicely.
-There will be an entertaiument at Odd
this, Thursday, evening...
The Ladies’ Sewing Circle will meet with j
Fellows’

Hall

Mrs. Charles

Taylor

Dec. 1st.

All

are

in-

vited.

made

“HOOD CO.” (the only reliabt.
the Rubber Trust). Price
in
this
transaction. We are in a positi
:
sively
your Rubbers at about a THIRD off the i

j

Men’s Best Quality
“

They Had

Nov 20.
Boston for
Nov. 30.

Seb

William

Waited

Long

for

but

it,

Sargent.
Flint.

Sullivan.

Trundy.
Webber.

400
850
200
700
110
200
20
300

Total.2,770

Curtis.
Merithew.
Parse.
Adams.
Shute.

Pike.
Smith.

650
650
60
50
20
75
100

Total.1,705

turkey supper was served at the Searsport House to which the ladies were invited,
after which the mighty hunters indulged in
dancing.
A

“

<<

<<

heavy

i

“

“

Misses

“

“

“

“

“

Children’s

“

“

“

“

“

“

high

“

Men’s f-Buckle

When It Came It Did the Wo k.

“

Marshall, Sharp,

Bangor.
Seh. Gazelle, Rich, Islesboro.

When its turn came, before appearing in Augusta it had appeared in Biddeford, Portland and
Lewiston. From Lewiston it passed on to AugusAt first it created considerable excitement,
ta.
and the residents of each city and town along the
route became anxious and curious to know who

SAILED.

Nov. 24. Sehs. Gazelle, Rich, Dark Harbor; P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
Nov. 20.
Seh. A. Hay ford. Ryan, Bus ton.
AMERICAN FORTS.

would he

New York, Nov 21. Passed Hell Gate
seh Henry R Tilton, Norfolk for Boston; 22,
eld, ship Tam O’Shauter, Yokahaina; sehs
Gardiner P> Reynolds, Porto Oabe.llo; John
Paul, Port Spain; Austin D Knight, Manz.iniila; 23, ar, sehs Anna R Lewis, July
Fourth, Almnda Willey and Emma S
Briggs, Bangor; 24, ar, sehs li F Hart, Bangor; Abraham Richardson, do; Kit Carson,
do; brig Katahdiu, New Bedford; 23, ar,
seh Annie P Chase, Ei.is ; Bangor; sld, barks
Evie Peed, Bahia; St Lucie, Santos; ship
Tam O'Shauter, Yokahaina; 2b, ar, sell Gen
Adelbert Ames, Small, Brunswick; 2.3, passed Hell Gate, seb Young Brothers, Philadelphia fur Bustou.
Boston, Nov 22. Ar, sehs Mary Farrow;
Dresden; Annie G Quim r, Buekspor:; 23, ar,
sehs Winslow Morse, Wiuterport; Eagle,
Bangor; Fannie & Edith, Patterson, Belfast;
2b sld, seh Lillian, Poi tlaud ;
Philadelphia, Nov 28. Cld.seh Isaac Orbeton, Trim, New Haven.
Baltimore, Nov 27.
Ar, sell Wm E
Downes, Marshall. Washington; sld, seh
Jose Oiavern, Arev, Boston.
Portland. Nov 23.
Ar, seh Lillian Grindle, Boston tor Bangor; sld, seh Maggie S
Hart, Demerara.
Bangor, Nov 2.;. Ar,sch A Nebinger, Kobmson, New York; 24, sld, schs Mei.awa, Kendeli, New York; Electa Bailey, Clay, BridgeEstelle, Hutchinson,
port; 2b, sld, sch**

button

Overshoes,

storm
are

“

the very best

qual

Week after week

next.

went

hv

Overshoes,

...

“

Rubbers to go

B. C.

and

people settled down to the fact that what their
neighbors said must be true. Like every city and
town in the union, Augusta came t<> the conclusion that local testimony and statements from
people they knew were reliable. One whose testimony helped to push the good work along in
Augusta, is known aTl over the southwestern and
middle portion ot Maine. He can he depended

Overshoes, light weight,
“
heavyweight,
over

Felts,

’

DINSIVIORE,

-

the

BEFORE BUYING
MEilV'S

upon to answer any communications mailed to
him, or to corroborate personally what he says
here. We refer to Mr. E. 15. Sibley of 8 Diekman
Sr.. Augusta, the oldest lineman in the Kennebec
Light and Heat Co., a position which he has occupied ever since the inception <>f that company.

stranger:
••1 have had

a

bad back for the past

ten

CAPS,

in fact

anythin.

ou

are

state

.,

■

kidney
The greatest thing ever got was l)oan
Tills. They helped me tpiicKer and better than
anything else known to me. I have not had any
pain in my back since 1 took them, and 1 have
continued doing my work. The kidneys have been
■>

1

or

slit mid. iu jus’ice to your pocket-book, examine ti
offering. We have not the space to quote j. j.
that you will find our prices luw. r. !',.[■ tie- sumthan any firm in Waldo county.
We want
re.hue
half before Janmirv, and si all make prices t!• t w
MEAN* WHAT WE SAY.
\

we

so that often 1 have not wondered
the bar
that mine gave me so much trouble. I took stuff
right along, receiving little or no good effect.

1

BOYS

CLOTHING OR MEN S FURNISH

years.

climbing poles all the time, supporting one’s
self with the legs and back while frequently
hauling up heavy weights, bringing a great strain
In

on

or

*

Jl

Read what he says. You will then know what
Maine people waited for and how they treated the

E. P. FROST,

74 main

-

j

BORN.

I
|
1

Boot with

Snag

Proof

High Overs for

$2.25

job.

with her

cousin, Mrs. Daniel Thompson, in

Stockton Springs-Delbert Thompson has
a fine residence in Winterport.and will
move there in the near future... .Mrs. James
Killman, who has been visiting her brothers
family (David Smith) in WiDterport. has returned. ...Hiram Clark and Horace Lindsey
are very poorly.
Mr. Clark’s son arrived
built

home from New Hampshire Nov. 2fith.... F.
L. Ward arrived Nov. 2(5 after a two months
absence in New Hampshire, where he has
had work on stone-The many friends of
Mrs. Grace M. L. Nute will be pleased to
know she has so far recovered from her injuries as to appear in public for the first
time Thanksgiving. Her cousin, Miss Jessie
GiDD, is in Whitman, Mass., with her and
intends to remain until she is able to visit
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John F. Libby_
Howard Cummins is very poorly... .Little
Clair West of Frankfort is visiting his

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Pendleton.

FREE

ents.

No throat or lung remedy ever had such a
sale as Boschee’s German Syrup in all
parts of the civilized world. Twenty years
ago millions of bottles were given away,
and your

druggists

will tell you its success
is really the only Throat

marvelous. It
Lung Remedy generally endorsed by
physicians. One 75 cent bottle will cure or
prove its value. Sold by all druggists in
this city.
was

and

Mi

('ommhs.
iii Belfast. November 'Jo, to Mr
Mrs. ,l..rdau W. Coombs, a daughter.
In Sedgwick, November f.s.
Ci.usShn
and Mrs. Ernest H. Cb'sson, twin dangh:.
.Iai'Ksiiv. In Jefferson, November b. to M
Mrs. Herbert Jackson, a son.

.in

and
Mr.

and

Brown White. In Belfast, November 2d, by
Kev G. G Winslow, Walter \V. Brown ami Miss

Georgia E. White, h..:h of Belfast.

Brown Hi ntu v. In Camden, November lit,
Herbert W. Brown and .Maud G. Huntley
BkH kfs-K nic. n is In Shanghai. <’hina, Sep ten.
i.er 2b. at St. Joseph's church, in the presence of
tin* Vice Consul General or the limed Slates and
the Consul Genera! of Belgium. Caul .lean In
Hees, second son of Charles Augustus BeHees id
Brussells, Belgium, and Anna Hariete, only child
d Cant. Arthur E. Knights of the China Merchants service, Shanghai, formerly of Camden
Gieniorf-I’ackaki». In Belfast. N'ovcti her 22,
by Kev. Geo. S. Mills, Syreno C. Gilmore and FI >t;i
M. t ackard both of Belfast.
In Waldo, November 24,
Jackson-Jackson.
bv O. G. Hussey, Esq Edwin Jack-ton and arah
J. Jackson, bo'li of Belfast
Jeefkrds-Heai.ev. In Belfast, November 2d,
by Rev. G. G. Winslow. Albert E. Jeffords and
Miss Sarah E Healey, both of Belfast.
Jili son-Forsyth.
In Bucksport
N"vember
Id.Girard E Jillson of Providence, K. 1. and Miss
Harriet E. Forsyth of Bucksport.
K now rt. n Ham m- ns. in Bel fast. N v.
>, 1 v
Kev. Geo. S. Mill*. Warren M. Knowlron and
Miss Grace M. Hammons, both of Belfast.
MaoIsaac McEaciiarn. In Bucksport. V sen
her 17. Allan Meisaae and Miss Flora McEaeharn,
both of Bucksport
Shif.lb.s-Lowell. In Bucksport, November lb,
Howard L. Shields of Cincinnati, Ohio, and MisMay B. i.owell of Bucksport.
Stocker-Simmons. In Waldo, November 24,
by Kev. A. I> Thibodeau. Charles Frederick Stocker o»
Big Timber, Mont., and Miss Marcia Edith
Simmons of Waldo.
Sti hi.ey-Brown.
In Camden, November 17,
John P. Studley and Irene S. Browi
Wii.ia White. In Belfast, November 23. by
Kev. Gc->. E. Tufts, William A. Wiley and Miss
Ethel G. White, both of Belfast.
■

■ ■

1 > 1 KI >.

1

Thoknihkk. Mr.
and respected c T
Ins home N«*\
_‘4?
N--v
jsth, l:. v, I>
Miss \ >o.
nllieiatimr
Belfast with her
and children, of \V;. :
giving day with thei
J. F. Heat h
A dan
was found b\ (diaries i
M r. N .1 Stevens a a.; \
of Bangui came to tow
tend the funeral of
Towle
Mr. H. M
II
from a load >f brush
severely injured... Mrs.
Massachusetts !,•* in p
Ella B. Towie
•>

-.

Belfast

Price

>ltKECl'KI> WKf'Kl

V

1

/Vof/.-o

Market.
Pi40if.50 Wav
Apples, t* bu,
dried |> lb.
4a '. Hi.i.
Beans, peas,
1 30a 1 4t Lai
nieiliuin. 1 Sdo m Lai!
••

•*

ytTweyes,

17'>a'2 00 M

Butter. | ib.
Is
ji*
?,„* TV’:.
Beef, |1 lb.
40a4. Iiu>.
Barley. {• bu,
Str.i'
(hee.se. ju It..
TuChicken, jp lb.
loe
Calf Skiiis.
r.,y,t
Tall.
14
io W
Duck, |p It..
\\*
Egas, f 'In/..
lb.
Sal" w
Fowl.
13a 1"> v\
Geese, IP lb.
Retail Price
a

Beef, corned. fc> lb. 7aH
Butter salt. 14 lb ha^r. is
( orn. |p hu,
< rack, d Corn, |P na, 50
Corn Meal. fc> b ..
."si
14
Cheese, f lb,
( ett..11 Seed, fc* ewt. 1 J
Codfish, dry,

Cranberries, jo

Seed.
Four jo hhl,
H. (J. Seed, lm.
Lard, jP lb,

('lo\ er

lb

■

<

>

■

Liiii*
Out M1
I )|
oil.
r
l‘ '*rk.

I’Ll-

K>v MSlV'i

11 a 1. Su.'.i'
4 ,*)0a 4 7 Salt
1 75 «: on Swvr
• Will-.

Maine Centra

In Knox. Nov 3d. Abbie F. Brad- I
years, in months and ll days.
;
TI M 1>TA !
(’ a ni>a11k.
Iii Bluehill. November 16, .Mrs. Ada !
On anil alter Nn\. '2 7, h)*s
K. Camlage, aged 3" years, 7 months and 13 days.
Bm
nham
at
ami Watei
in Bueksport. November ID, Mrs
Clement
tor ami from Bangor. W;»:Olive C. (’lenient, aged 68 years,
mouths and 3
will run as I..:i. w
Boston
days.
Crockett.
In Searsport, November 2'». Hiram
FROM Bt
H. Crockett, aged 71 years.
IH nton. Iii Belfast. November 25. Koiu-ri F
Belfast. depart.
Dunton, ,Jr., aged 1 year, 2 months and 21 days.
(it vpoint.
For.lett. In Belfast. November 25, Percy K
W aldo.
Follett, aged 26 years, 3 months and 1" day*
Brooks
Faikioirn In Fast Cambridge. Mass., N ovem
Knox
her 23, M. Lewis Farrbairu, aged 28 years.
Tlmindike
In Liueo'.nville Center. Nou-iubei s,
cordon.
I'nity.
John M. Cordon, aged 7<> years.
Crindli:. In Sedgwick, November 17. Percy
Burnham, arrive.
M. Crindle, aged 4 months and 25 days.
Bangor.
Crindle. Iii Bluehill, No\eniber 14. Richard
Waterville
Crimlle, aged 7D years. 10 months and 18 days.
Haskell. In Deer Isle, November D, Austin I*
Portland.
Haskell
Healey. In Manchester. N. H.. November 22,
Boston,
Althea A. Healey, formerly of Belfast, aged 3D
years and 8 months.
to BELFASt
Jones. Iii Belfast, November 24, Francis Join s,
aged 75 years, 11 months and 20 days
Mathews.
In Belfast, November 2D, Frank
h'
it
Bowdoin Mathews, aged 35 years, 1 month and 21
Boston,
Bradford.
ford, aged 66

....

..

j \ylL;"

days.

OF CHARGE.

Any adult suffering from a cold settled on
the breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles
of any nature, who will call at Poor's &
Son’s, Belfast, or A. B. Sparrow’s, Freedom,
will be presented with a sample bottle of
Boschee's German Syrup free of charge
Only one bottle given to one person, and
none to children without orders from par-

1 4.

MARRIED.

$1.00.

$1.62

Bucksport, No\ember
Mrs. ilbert A very. a daughter
Avery. In

DOAK.

Mens, Ladies, Misses and Children’s Crocheted Slippers,

Gilkey.

l,I

1-buckle

Women’s 3-Buckle Overshoes,

ARRIVED.

Nov. 20. Sehs. Henry Wlntiley, Welch,
Beverly; Maria Webster, Turner, Hock land.

SSWool

Grinnell.
Bowen.

*

“

“

Men’s 3-Buckle
FORT OF BELFAST.

Men’s Wool BootFirst Quality High Over,

follows:

*•

“

“

AMONG THE CHEAPER GRADES WE HAVE

Just You Stop and Think
-a
What we are Doing!

are as

“

“

are as good as any make k\<

...

of game He< ured in this vicinity does credit
to the hunters, whose names with their score

“

“

;

$3-00

shooting match Thanksgiving day
proved a howling success, aud the large list

“

Remember the above

Musical Instruments, Cameras and Photo Goods

The

“

Women’s

Watches, Clocks, Silver and Plated Ware,

excursion steamer out

“

3-buck1e Overshoes,all style
toes,si

heavy

Women’s Best Quality 3-buckle Overshoes,

SHIP N KVVS.

CHASE <fc

an

not in

MISCELLANY.

HAVE AN EYE

of Boston.

the

For instance:

Nov. 14 Cora Dunn, which was
wrecked at the entrance to Cardenas, Oct.
24, while on the passage from Philadelphia,
was condemned by surveyors Nov. 3, and
sold at auction 14th for $1101 54, Spanish
gold, for hull ami cargo as she >ies.
Portland, Me Nov. 23. Seh. Millie Washburn, for Machias,and sell. Hattie S. Collins,
from Boston, collided yesterday morning off
Portland Head, and both sustained more or
less damage. The Collins had Hying jibboom broken and some rigging cut. The
Washburn had starboard rail smashed,davits
and small boats considerably damaged.
The four-masted Taunton schooner Mt.
Hope, Capt. McLean, now on a passage from
Punta Gorda, Fla to Carteret, N. .1 with a
cargo of phosphate rock, was passed at sea
Nov. 21st, evidently in need of assistance.
Capt. Thompson of the British steamer Merida, which arrived at New' York Nov. 23d,
from Brazil, reports passing the Mt. Hope
about 150 miles from Norfolk. The schooner
signalled that she wished to he towed to
Norfolk, but the steamer was unable to comply with the request, owing to the northwest gale which prevailed. The schooner
did not signal the cause of the trouble. Her
sails and rigging appeared to be all right.

Farm" in
Jackson and it was sold.
Next in order was the presentation
|
agreed that each year the family would re- ! of the
farce, “That Rascal Pat,” with the Curacoa; Delaware, Black, Salem.
unite and enjoy the day together.
This beBrunswick, Ga., Nov 22. Clc, sch Flor- strengthened. Doan’s Kidney Tills in my estimafollowing cast of characters: Pat McNag* ence
at
the
home
of
the
member
of
Leland, SpolTord, Norwicli: 24, cld, sch tion beat everything else known to me and my \ing
youngest
Tuesday.
gert.v, Clarence Staples; Major PuiYjacket, Lucia Porter, Stamford.
the family it was thought best to keep on m
is extensive with so called remedies. It
Rose G. White, president of the L. A. S
M.
J.
Savannah, Nov. 22. CM, sch F C Pendlc- i perience
Dow, Charles Livingstone, C. A.
,
the same rotation, from the youngest to the
seems to me that anyone giving Doan’s Kidney
New
York:
sch
Edward
ton,
has sent a petition to Freeman McGilvery
Burgess,
25,
ar,
Lane; Laura. \ ashti Fogg; Nancy, Alice L.
Tills a fair trial for back ache and kidney troubles
next youngest, and Mrs. Brown being the
Stewart, Kent. New York.
Low. By request the farce will he repeatpost for signatures requesting the legislaJacks nville, Nov, 25.
Ar, sch Melissa A could not but help receiving much good.”
next youngest, it was her turn to entertain.
ture to pass a law forbidding the de.se■.-ration
ed to-night,Thursday, at G. A. R.
•Inst such emphatic endorsement can be had
hall, and Willey, Boston; 25, sld, sch Celia F, West,
Besides the families of Deacon H. M. Small,
of Memorial Day. The petition is being
it. is expected the room will again be crowd- I New York; 2b, chi, sch Mary A Hall, New
i'.son *
right herein Belfast. Call at Kilgore A
Thorndike. F. W Wright, Jackson, and E.
London.
ed to welcome Pat and bis
largely signed.
sweetheart
San Francisco, Nov. 25. Sld, ship A (1 drug store and ask what customers report.
A. Carpenter, Brooks, there were Oscar A.
Doan’s Kidney Tills are sold for 50 cents a box
One of on:: sea captains says the lai
Nancy. Another short farce will also be Ropes. Liverpool; 18, sld, ship Louis Walsh,
Chase and James A. Dodge of Jackson. The
for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of
presented with perhaps some miscellaneous Tacoma.
storm reminds him of the. one Dec. 29. 185:5,
|
Carpenter side of the delegation was full, entertainment
Norfolk, Nov. 2b. Cld, sch Frank A Palm- price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. \ sole
when Capt John \V
MeGUverv was wreckinterspersed_B. II. Ladd er, Harding, Boston.
Bro. George and wife of Newport, to
except.
agents for the United States.
of
Waterville lias come to Brooks to take
ed in a bail on Cape C<»d.
Hundreds of
Fernaudma, Nov. 28. Ar, sch ./Etna, ChipRemember the name, DOAN’S, and take n subwhom au invitation was sent ami which
vessels wer» lost, and within a distance of
charge of the \aukee Blade as editor. It man, Boston; 2b, ar, sch Carrie E Look,
j
stitute.
was responded to in rhyme, somewhat as
Rockland.
Veazie,
is to he changed to a monthly_A. B.Stanour miles twenty-seven vessels were wreckI
follows:
tial was called home from his business on
ed i-n the cap-.
Dear Susie Brown
the road last week by the serious illness of
Monthly < ntrihution at the CongregationWe cannot come down,
bis son Loyd.
Mrs. Martha Luce, who is
For the distance’s long
al church next Sunday morning. Commun*
*
with the family, was also quite sick last
And the weather’s cold,
ion serve e
n the afternoon a>
3 30.
EnAnd Evelyn’s both lame and old,
week-F. O. Day lias been out of his store
deavor consecration meeting at 0.15
It is
And I of clothes have none to wear
for several days because of sickness_The
Of either shoddy, fur or hair.
expected tha Rev. Gowan C. Wilson of the
On the bargains at the old reliable jewelry house of
infant son of C. E. Small has been very ill
Maine Bible Society will speak at the even(Signed) Geo.
After doing justice to the well prepared for some weeks-L. W. Cook, who has
ing service. No collection.
food at the dinner table, and washing all the been very sick with a fever, is now convaA telegrau was received here Tuesday
cishes, which was no small job, a programe lescent-Miss Isa, daughter of Dr. P. E.
evening announcing the finding of the body
Their stock of GOODS FOR THE HOI H'-AYS is
Luce of Waterville, spent Thanksgiving
was presented consisting of solos, duetts,
day
of Ellerson E. Patterson, boat-keeper on
big and the styles UP-TO-DATE.
in
Brooks.
..Millard
declamation
and
stories interrecitations,
Chase, a student at the
pilot boat Columbia, which was lost near
with a bountiful supply of fruit and
Waterville Institute, has been spending his
spersed
Scituate, Mass., in the late gale. Mr. Patvacation at home. His friend Mr. Sargent of
Next
nuts,which was much enjoyed by all
terson was born in Searsport, and had made
year, Providence premitt iug, the company
Sargentville lias been here with him_Mr.
his home for many years with Capt. and
will meet with Mrs. Ruth Wright.
Dow, who always lias a good supply of laMrs. Dennis Grifhu. He was a young mar
dies’ wrappers in stock, now bason his counProspect Village. Miss Alice M. Larraof exemplary habits, diligent and honest,
AM Marked Down.
as an encouragement to home
industry,
and his upright course had won him many ! bee closed a successful term of school in the ter,
Mountain district last Friday. The closing some wrappers made in the place_The
friends in town who regret bis untimely
25c. Silver Thimble for l()c.
Clock for
business of manufacturing clothing is very
exercises included recitations by the pupils,
death.
dull here and our people are feeling disas follows:
Only a little lifetime, Lottie
YOLK MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT.
Staples, the stage driver, had a rough exRainey The brindle steer, Warren Downes; couraged-Mrs. Rose I. Perkins, who was
perience in his attempt to make the train He knew
so dangerously ill a few weeks ago, is now
|
it, Horace Downes; George Dewey
He
out
started
with
a
Monday morning.
and liis crew, Lizzie Rainey; An awful able to do her housework_Hay is firmer j
double team, as usual, got stalled in a snow
in Boston and our hay presses are all busy. !
dream, Elizabeth McGee; The flower, Edna
bank near Stockton Springs, and broke the
.Elmer G. Roberts, one of our ingenious
Ward; Aleak in the dyke, Thresa McGe%;
pole to his wagon. Abandoning that rig he In the days of Adam and Eve, Philip Mc- young men, is an expert in the art of cutting
brought the mail through on horse back Gee; The snow-drop, Minnie Rainey; When glass, as your correspondent can testify_
until he secured a wagon at the Harbor.
Miss Mildred McCarty is making more of
I was a little boy, Eugene McGee; the
After battling with the snow drifts for nearthose hand-made fancy handkerchiefs for
railroad track, Elbe Curtis; grandmother
ly seven hours l e arrived in Belfast too late Wakeful, Bessie Grant; Love one another, which she acquired a local reputation. She
to catch the train.
has quite a call for them in Belfast and other
Notwithstanding the Lee Ellis; The peacock, Mary .Jane
Rainey;
.WE ARE SELLING.
terrible condition of the roads he has
places-Otis W. Lane, the hardware man,
melodies,Inez R. Ward; The
Housekeeping
has had a bad looking face, the effects of a
brought through every mail landed from name is
Dewey, Lizzie Hardman ; The stripthe traiu nearly on time.
and painful boil or carbuncle... .Suned
squirrel, Hattie Harriman; Charlie’s large
Hollis
H.
Capt.
Blanchard, commander of duck, Lillie Gamble. All the schools, except day's storm was very severe here. Our
steamer City of Portland wrecked on Cape
the village school, will begin the winter roads were badly blockaded bv snow_C.
We know this cannot be equaled for the same quality of goods.
Cod in the late gale, was born in Searsport term Dec. 5th. The
village school will be- E. Bessey has been confined to the house by
aud was a son of the late John C. and Carogin Dec. 12th, with our superintendent, Miss an ill turn-Mrs. L. C. Jones is still conline Blanchard and a brother of Capt. E. D.
fined ifidoors..
Thomas I). Jellison is in
Flora Haley, as teacher_The S. B. J. S.
Blanchard, whose death on the passage from will meet this, Thursday, afternoon and Boston <fn a business trip-It can be put
Remember its the HIGH OVKR,
Hong Kong to Boston was reported in this evening with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dock- on record that Nov. 28th we had the first
column Nov. 3d.
of
Hollis
the
season.
The
roads were
Capt.
began going ham-Mr. and Mrs. Charles O. Hatch of sleighing
to sea early in life, and had made many voyStockton Springs and Doctor O. S. Erskine badly drifted and lots of shoveling had to be
in
Searsport vessels. In later years he and family of Frankfort spent Thanksgiv- done....C. B. Felker has built over his
ages
engaged in steamboating, and had command- ing with Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Littlefield. house this fall,making practically a new one
Made to order and in any color. Trices from 50c, to $1,00.
of it. Shadrack Hall and son spent some
ed several on the Maine coast, and he also
Call and see samples.
.Mrs. Alice Haley is spending the week weeks at the
had command of

by

which is

Cardenas,

Fogg, the aged lady who fell
hip some time ago, is doing

could be

as

were

of

on

last week

by and Ada Berry from the M. C. I. of Pittsfield; Charlie Muzzey and Clair Whitten
from Kent's Hill, Charlie Rolfe from Brunswick, anil Mabel Bacon from Castine Normal School.... Wm. Lowell returned from
Montana Nov. 20th and is the guest of Mrs.
Geo. Clark. Mrs. Lowell came about two
months ago.. .There were no services here
Sunday, as the minister was absent on a va-

few

shiuglmg

Sunday came a tough
snow storm.... Mrs.
Betsey Perkins has
become quite deaf.Mrs. Addle Ilarrimau
for

Cole’s Corner

Nov. 21st, Rev. D. H.
hall was filled with
aud many beautiful flowers were sent in_
Capt. O. C. Clifford has beeu quite ill, but is
recovering-Mrs. M. A. Haley has gone to
Hartford, Conn., to spend a part of the

were present from Winterport, Frankfort, Prospect, Stockton Springs, Searsport
and Swanville. The best of music was furuislied by \Tork and Trundy.

COUNTY

Monday afternoon,
Piper officiating. The
sympathizing friends

Hall at

folks

th«

Sch. E. L.

winter with

Charles Moore of Boston

services

were no

gone to Dixmont

Mrs. Susan Towle has
to

Wednesday.

lvneelaud, who is attending the
University of Maine, was at home for
Thanksgiving and returned Tuesday.
Hattie

There

many

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

who has been visiting
Boston ami vicinity, arrived home

friends in

against alum*

years iu

Sargant’s
Fannie E. Smith,

Miss

for

AND THEY ARE GOOD RUBBERS

Safeguards the food

ters, Helen L. and Ada, wives of C. M. Colcord and Frank Gilkey of Camden, who
with the w'idow mourn the loss of a loving
father and husband. Mr. Crockett was an

I

We have just closed a deal whereby we became th>
the largest invoice of rubbers ever shipped to thi-

Made

SOMETHING FOR
THE BABY.

We have just received a line of
INFANT’S WARM FELT BOOTEES,
fur trimmed, in all colors, price 25c. per pair.

LAMBS’ WOOL SOLES GIVES' AWAY with every pair of Ladies,
Misses and Children’s Shoes costing $1.00 and upwards.
Call for these when you

ASK FOB THE LADIES’
in either Button or Lace.
They

buy your

shoes.

$3.00
are

REFORM ROOT.
giving perfect satisfaction.

FRANCIS’ SHOE STORE,

Main St.

Patterson.
Drowned near Seituate, Mass
November 28* from pilot boat Columbus, Ellerson
E. Patterson of Searsport, aged 24 years.
Robbins. In Belfast, November26, Almira Robbins, aged 35 years.
Rice. In Sandypoint, November 28, Sarah E.,
wife of (’apt. B. F. Rice.
Swift. In Montville, November 23 Chauncy A.
Swift, aged 81 years.
Small. In Belfast, November 25, Ezekiel Small,
aged 81 years, 1 month and 17 days
Mr. S. A. Cobb is in receipt of a letter from
New Zealand, stating that liis brother-inlaw, Wm. H. Pilsbury, a native and longtime former resident of Bucksport, son of
the late Rev. W. H. Pilsbury of this place,
is in the last stages of consumption. During
his last days he is receiving every attention
possible to contribute to his comfort. Mr.
Pilsbury was made a Mason in Felicity
Lodge in 1884. [Bucksport Herald.

Portland.
Waterville.

Bangor
depart....
Unity.

7

Burnham,

11

Thorndike.
Knox.*11
Brooks... II
Waldo.til

Citvpoint.
Belfast, arrive.
t Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston at
from Belfast and all stations
Through tickets to all pointwest, via all routes, for sale
Ll‘
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and <
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, aim
Portland, Nov. 25, 1898.
<

